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Abstract
The processes underwriting the acquisition of culture remain unclear. How are shared habits,
norms, and expectations learned and maintained with precision and reliability across
large-scale sociocultural ensembles? Is there a unifying account of the mechanisms involved
in the acquisition of culture? Notions such as “shared expectations,” the “selective patterning
of attention and behaviour,” “cultural evolution,” “cultural inheritance,” and “implicit learning” are the main candidates to underpin a unifying account of cognition and the acquisition
of culture; however, their interactions require greater specification and clarification. In this
article, we integrate these candidates using the variational (free-energy) approach to human
cognition and culture in theoretical neuroscience. We describe the construction by humans
of social niches that afford epistemic resources called cultural affordances. We argue that
human agents learn the shared habits, norms, and expectations of their culture through
immersive participation in patterned cultural practices that selectively pattern attention and
behaviour. We call this process “thinking through other minds” (TTOM) – in effect, the process of inferring other agents’ expectations about the world and how to behave in social context. We argue that for humans, information from and about other people’s expectations
constitutes the primary domain of statistical regularities that humans leverage to predict and
organize behaviour. The integrative model we offer has implications that can advance theories
of cognition, enculturation, adaptation, and psychopathology. Crucially, this formal (variational)
treatment seeks to resolve key debates in current cognitive science, such as the distinction
between internalist and externalist accounts of theory of mind abilities and the more fundamental
distinction between dynamical and representational accounts of enactivism.
[Humans] form with others joint goals to which both parties are normatively committed, they establish with
others domains of joint attention and common conceptual ground, and they create with others symbolic,
institutional realities that assign deontic powers to otherwise inert entities.
—Michael Tomasello (2009, p. 105)
Choosing a swimsuit—
when did his eyes replace mine?
(mizugi erabu itsu shika kare no me to natte)
—Mayuzumi Madoka (2003, p. 232)1

1. Introduction: Learning in cultural context
1.1. The puzzle of implicit cultural learning
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Since the advent of the social sciences in the late nineteenth century, a recurring trope casts
“society” or, in its Durkheimian formulation, “regulatory social forces” (Durkheim 1985/2014)
as superordinate to individual human agency. As the story goes, humans acquire norms, tastes,
preferences, and ways of doing things that are consistent with those of others in their local world
and communities – that is, the relevant social and cultural groups (in-groups and out-groups) to
which they belong and with whom they interact (Kurzban and Neuberg 2005).
Group variations in learned and structured dispositions extend to such domains as culturally shaped body practices like walking, sitting, eating, and sleeping (Mauss 1973); differentiated patterns of prejudice or bias against certain kinds of persons (e.g., racism, sexism, and
classism; Machery 2016); proneness to optical illusions (McCauley & Henrich 2006); colour
perception (Goldstein et al. 2009); food preferences (Wright et al. 2001); desirable body
types (Swami et al. 2010); and thresholds for pain (Zatzick & Dimsdale 1990) and other
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forms of suffering and affliction that are shaped by culture
(Kirmayer 1989; Kirmayer & Young 1998; Kirmayer et al. 2017)
and historical context (Gold & Gold 2015; Hacking 1998).
As developmental psychologists have argued, it is precisely
because of the existence of intergroup behavioural and cognitive
variations that arise through social learning within members of
the same species that we can speak of culture (Tomasello 2009).
We know there is such a “thing” as culture, in other words,
because there are cultural differences (Brown 2004). Although it
is clear that specific developmental experiences – governed by
explicit social norms and contexts – shape these perceptual, cognitive, and attitudinal processes, most of cultural learning appears
to be implicit, in the sense that it occurs without explicit
instruction.
Implicit cultural learning poses a classical “poverty of stimulus” problem, in that acquired knowledge, attitudes, and dispositions appear to go far beyond what can be learned by direct
experience (Berwick et al. 2013; Chomsky 1996) – they evince a
special, ampliative form of abductive inference. For example,
alongside the many rules and facts about the world that are
explicitly taught, human children learn a large and stable set of
implicit beliefs that govern action without needing to be stated
explicitly, described, or explained (Sperber 1996; 1997). By age
7, children are already proficient in complex, though mostly
tacit intergroup relational rules and dynamics of power, and
already form implicit judgments about the “value” of members
of other groups, and that of their group in relation to others
(e.g., children of minority groups often internalize preferences for
prestige-laden groups different from their own ethnic group; for a
review, see Clark 1988; Clark & Clark 1939; Huneman & Machery
2015; Kelly et al. 2010; Kinzler & Spelke 2011; Machery &
Faucher 2017; Navarrete & Fessler 2005; Pauker et al. 2016).
Clearly, we are continuously immersed in culturally shaped
environments and interactions from before birth. Despite
advances in developmental psychology (Csibra & Gergely 2009;
Tomasello 2014) and cognitive anthropology (Boyd and
Richerson 2005), we still lack a formal account of the mechanisms
of enculturation. The processes that enable implicit cultural habits
and norms to arise from inference and imitation, and to be
learned and maintained with a high degree of precision and reliability across large-scale sociocultural phenomena, involving multiple interlocking minds and institutional structures, are only
partly understood. This is our puzzle.
1.2. The theory of mind debates
In this article, we will propose a solution to the puzzle of implicit
cultural learning. We present a model of the ability to perform
inferences about the shared beliefs that underwrite social norms
and patterned cultural practices derived from first principles. In
helping to solve the puzzle of the implicit acquisition of culture,
our model provides an integrative view of what has variously been
called mind reading, perspective taking, joint intentionality, folk
psychology, mentalizing, or theory of mind (TOM) – in short, the
human ability to ascribe mental states, intentions, and feelings to
other human agents and to oneself. To simplify, we will use the
term TOM to refer to this ability. Of pertinence to our argument
here, TOM (in its various theoretical formulations) is generally
described as a key mechanism underwriting the human capacity
to form joint goals leading to cultural forms of life (Tomasello 2009).
As a generative framework, TOM has been the subject of
sometimes fierce and still ongoing debate in cognitive science
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(Michael et al. 2014; for a comprehensive review, see Heyes &
Frith 2014). Historically, much of the debate has occurred
between three camps that have advanced alternative explanations
for the human ability to infer the mental states of others –
namely, the theory theory (TT), simulation theory (ST), and
embodied cognition (EC) accounts.
Whether one considers the debate settled depends on one’s
disciplinary and theoretical position. Outside of the field of developmental psychology, which seems to have adopted some arguments from embodied cognition in favour of an enriched TT
account, philosophers in the enactivist camp – and, to different
extents, anthropologists – still disagree with the mainstream “cognitivist” psychological account of TOM.
Revisiting the TOM debate from the perspective of cognitive
and evolutionary anthropology is helpful to contextualise current
critiques (e.g., Christensen & Michael 2016; Michael et al. 2014).
These critiques stress the importance of considering culture-specific, embodied, and shared interactions with the environment,
over the manipulation of internal representations about other
minds (reviewed in sections 1.2.1–1.2.3). Beyond extending debates
in the philosophy of mind, the arguments here will be helpful to
anthropologists – who are today, attributable in part to the popularity of the so-called ontological turn (e.g., De Castro 2009), largely
committed to anti-cognitivist accounts – and psychologists, who
largely fail to consider the extent to which cognition is “collective.”
The basic idea behind TT is that human agents acquire knowledge about the ways in which mental states should be ascribed,
which takes the form of a (literal) theory of how minds operate
(Carruthers & Smith 1996; Gopnik & Wellman 2012). Proponents
of TT hold that social coordination and social cognition require
the capacity to make inferences about other people’s mental states
and propositional attitudes as such (i.e., an ability to explicitly
formulate to oneself that others also think “silently,” that they
may hold beliefs that are true or false, and that there may be a
difference between their stated and true intentions, beliefs, or
needs – the ability, in other words, to hold a folk theory about
other people’s minds).
According to a large body of related critiques in the social sciences and phenomenological philosophy, the TT account fails to
describe a species-wide mechanism on several counts:
1. TT is a construct derived from Western contexts and fails to
describe universal human mechanisms – we call this the crosscultural critique.
2. TT is a dualistic cognitivist construct and thus fails to account
for the embodied nature of cognition – we call this the embodiment critique.
3. TT is committed to a Machiavellian view of the evolution of cognition that fails to account for the cooperative nature of cognition
and behaviour – we call this the cooperativity critique.
1.2.1. The cross-cultural critique
For many anthropologists, the TT account reflects a culturebound, historically specific notion of “mind” and the person
that is biased towards individualistic Western folk models popularized by enlightenment philosophers (e.g., Locke’s notion of
personhood as psychological interiority, Cartesian mind-body
dualism, and Kant’s notion of phenomenal reality and selfhood).
Critics in this camp point out that in many non-Western cultures,
folk reasoning about human action does not emphasize individuals’ intentions or mental states (Astuti & Bloch 2015; Duranti
2015; Geertz 1973; Keane 2015; Luhrmann 2011; Rosaldo 1982).
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Instead, actions may be explained in terms of their perlocutionary effects – that is, in terms of their purported consequences
according to locally relevant norms, such as “what would upset
the ancestors” (Astuti & Bloch 2015). Extreme versions of this
claim have pointed to ethnographic examples from a group of primarily Melanesian cultures described as having a folk psychology
characterized by an “opacity of mind” in which the notion of
mental states and psychological interiority is reportedly absent
(Ramsey 2007; Robbins & Rumsey 2008).
Recent reviews of this controversy, however, noted that there is
no experimental evidence to verify whether and how Melanesians
make inferences about others’ mental states based on others’ behaviour (Robbins et al. 2011), while a close reading of the ethnographic
record suggests that folk notions of opacity are normative rather
than descriptive. This is suggested by ethnographic reports of children being reprimanded for overt curiosity about others’ actions or
intentions. On this view, Melanesians are simply taught that they
ought not to wonder about what people are thinking (Robbins
2008; Robbins & Rumsey 2008; Rumsey 2013). Moreover, reports
from other Melanesian contexts indicate that it is widely recognized
that people “think silently” (e.g., in the context of courtship among
the Korowai of New Guinea; Luhrmann 2011; Stasch 2009).
Although the current balance of evidence does not support critiques that TT describes a process that is exclusively found in
Western cultural contexts, ethnographic studies document wide variation in the ways that people inquire into and talk about others’
states of mind that must be accommodated by any account of TOM.
1.2.2. The embodiment critique
Philosophers and psychologists in the embodied cognition camp
have also objected to the TT account on the grounds that understanding others or responding to social cues is characterized by
“quick,” “intuitive,” “embodied” responses that need not entail
interpretations about other minds or any notion of mental states
(Michael et al. 2014). “Some of these critics of TT have proposed an
alternative approach based on the idea that, rather than mobilizing
an explicit theory to ascribe mental states to others, human agents
use their own experiences and intuitions to understand other
human agents through a process of ‘simulation’ - other people’s
propositional attitudes are on this view ‘simulated’ from one’s own
mental experience, but are not ‘theorized’ as such” (Goldman
2006). On the view of such simulation theories (ST), TOM abilities
involve processes of modelling others’ actions, which may be embodied and automatic (Gallese & Goldman 1998). Embodied cognition
need not involve anything that looks like a theory because it uses
bodily sensorimotor systems to provide analogical models of
human motivation, intention, and action (Shapiro 2010).
Radical enactivist cognitive science takes this emphasis on embodied cognition further to argue that basic cognition does not entail any
kind of mental content – particularly not about others’ mental states
and propositional attitudes (Hutto & Myin 2013). In more recent
accounts (Hutto & Myin 2017; Hutto & Satne 2015), enactivists
grant the existence of explicit inferences about others, but only in situations that are developmentally contingent on language. Learning to
make explicit ascriptions is then a separate, later, developmentally
achieved result of narrative practices (Hutto 2012).
As Heyes and Frith (2014) point out, some current accounts
have adopted a compromise position, which gives credence to
both sides of the debate, through recognizing multiple processes
and progressive elaboration over development. In Apperly and
Butterfill’s (2009) two-systems model, for example, most social
cognition may be largely automatic, while a process akin to TT
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may underpin specific types of language-dependent inferences.
Apperly and Butterfill’s account stemmed from a growing consensus in cognitive science – famously exemplified in Daniel
Kahneman’s Thinking Fast and Slow (2011) – that cognition
can be divided into two “systems”: one evolutionarily old, innate,
implicit, “cheap” automatic system of informational foraging supported by a series of largely social biases, and a developmentally
older, evolutionarily young, effortful, relatively inefficient modality of volitional, voluntary reflection. Apperly and Butterfill proposed that the distinction between TT and ST could be cast
along this spectrum, with explicit mentalizing about others entailing a situationally specific, relatively rare sort of reflexivity
acquired later in developmental.
Others still have proposed a “multi-system,” progressive scaffolding of socio-cognitive inferences ranging from the fully automatic to the effortfully explicit (Michael et al. 2014). These later
“interactionist” models offer a more nuanced and dynamic
account of the gradients of inferences, which, rather than being
“located” in discrete cognitive systems, likely occur on a continuum of attunement to different statistical regularities. This is a
point elaborated on in detail in Hugo Mercier and Dan
Sperber’s Enigma of Reason (2017), in which they also recast
so-called system 2 reflexivity as varieties of automatic inference
about other’s inferences triggered by communicative cues – actual
or imaginary (e.g., in engaging in, or mentally rehearsing, conversation and interaction with others). Crucially, these recent models
(two systems, multi-systems, and interactionist) all study the manner in which agents optimize the metabolic cost of cognition by
tuning attentional preference to different domains of statistical
regularities, emphasizing the function of social and cultural modulations of automaticity. These models, as we argue in section 1.3,
lend themselves to a culturally informed free-energy principle
(FEP) model.
1.2.3. The cooperativity critique
TOM has played a key role in evolutionary psychology. Early
accounts of evolutionary psychology described the evolution of
human intelligence and TOM abilities by appealing to the so-called
Machiavellian intelligence hypothesis (Dunbar 2003; Gavrilets &
Vose 2006; Pinker 1999; Trivers 2000). On this view, the ability
to rightly infer others’ mental states – human mind reading –
and propositional attitudes about others’ mental states evolved
through a cognitive arms race between cheaters (who need to
understand others so as to deceive them) and cheater detectors
(who need to understand others to detect deception).
In contrast, scholars in the mutualist camp (Henrich 2015;
Tomasello 2014) contend that individual human fitness is best
maximized by cooperation with others, leading to an evolved
preference for promoting group fitness through the cooperative
division of labour. Such cooperation requires knowledge of others’
states of mind or intentions. In support of these views, natural
pedagogy (Csibra & Gergely 2009; 2011), interactionist (Mercier
& Sperber 2017), and other cultural intelligence paradigms have
emphasized the evolved propensity for a non-Machiavellian,
cooperative division of cognitive labour, in which mind reading
evolved for the purpose of outsourcing contextually relevant information to specific others from our in-groups and to leverage
knowledge, skills, and attitudes from a cumulative cultural repertoire. In more radical versions of mutualist models, such as Hrdy’s
cooperative breeding hypothesis (Burkart et al. 2009; Hrdy 2011),
mind reading is thought to have evolved in the pre–Homo sapiens
lineage as a result of a “cuteness and care” arms race, because
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selection favoured individuals who were, at once, good caregivers
and good at eliciting care from others.
Heyes and Frith (2014) have proposed an account of the cultural co-evolutionary elaboration of TOM abilities, suggesting
that the internalist, brain-centred accounts provided by proponents of TT and ST need to be augmented by an account of
how cultural evolution and cultural inheritance sculpt an innate
mind reading “start-up kit,” in ways that are analogous to how
cultural practices of reading harnessed an evolutionarily older linguistic “start-up kit” (Dehaene & Cohen 2007).
The extent to which the evolution of perspective-taking abilities requires mental content about other minds is still hotly
debated. In the mind-shaping hypothesis (Mameli 2001;
Zawidzki 2008; 2013), for example, mind reading likely emerges
from an evolutionarily older and developmentally earlier capacity
to imitate, learn, teach, and directly influence others.
Nevertheless, current work suggests that the ability to engage
with others as agents with interior states and intentions is central
to the cooperative forms of social life we call “culture.”
1.3. Piecing together the puzzle of implicit learning: A new
portrait of TOM
1.3.1. Conceptualization
The cultural, embodiment, and cooperative critiques of TOM
emphasize either internal cognitive processes of theory building
or simulation or external, social-cultural processes of interaction
and cooperation. Clearly, these are differences in emphasis, and
a more complete picture must show how they fit together.
In this article, we complete this picture by proposing a model
of implicit cultural learning that we call “thinking through other
minds” (TTOM). In recognizing the virtues (and limitations) of
both internalist and externalist accounts, the TTOM model proposes a resolution of the dialectic – and false dichotomy –
between so-called internalist (TT and ST) and externalist (mutualist, interactionist, and cultural evolutionist) positions.
TTOM integrates a number of recent approaches to the study
of cognition – in particular, the cultural intelligence hypothesis in
evolutionary anthropology (Boyer 2018; Henrich 2015; Tomasello
2014), the niche construction perspective in evolutionary biology
(Laland et al. 2015; Odling-Smee et al. 2003), the interactionist
approach to the evolution of reasoning in cognitive science
(Mercier & Sperber 2017), and the sociocultural enactivist
approach to mind reading (Fabry 2018; Gallagher 2017;
Gallagher & Allen 2018; Hutto 2012; Hutto et al. 2014).
1.3.2. What the variational model affords
At a formal level, we integrate these approaches within the framework of the variational free-energy principle (FEP; Friston 2005;
2010) in theoretical neuroscience and biology. Framing this
integration in terms of the FEP allows us to derive, from first
principles, an interactional model that can explain the acquisition, production, and stabilization of cultural expectations
(Friston 2013; Friston & Stephan 2007; Ramstead et al. 2018).
See Box 1.
We will argue from the formal perspective of embodied (i.e.,
active) inference, which rests upon our species’ remarkable capacity
to infer or assign conspecifics to some pragmatic (i.e., prosocial)
categories. A successful inference about the “sort of person you
are” enables a host of conditional inferences, many of which have
a direct bearing on “how I should behave.” This is particularly
true if I infer that “you are like me.” We will unpack this view
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Box 1. The formal structure of the FEP model adds significantly to the general approach we outline in this article in two ways.
1. Conceptually, the FEP provides us with an explanation from first principles of the processes involved in, and the adaptive value of, implicit
cultural learning and mind-reading abilities. It gives us a formal grip on the underlying dynamics of these two phenomena (for a
schematic overview, see Figs. 1–4 and the mathematical appendix). The main challenge confronting TTOM is that of making sense of the
dynamics involved when agents learn domains of socially relevant expectations – that are involved in the acquisition of culture – and how
these domains are scaffolded from joint intentionality, basic perspective-taking abilities, and evolved attentional dispositions for learning
from and through others. These domains are internal (e.g., neural scale) and external (environmental scale) to individual agents. Without
a formal apparatus, it is difficult to make sense of these multiscale learning dynamics or to examine how they interact. We employ the FEP
to formulate TTOM for the simple reason that it is, to our knowledge, the only theory that has produced formal models (supported by
computer simulations) of many of the cognitive mechanisms involved in the learning dynamics of TTOM, including, for example, action,
perception, learning and attention (Friston et al. 2016), visual foraging (Mirza et al. 2016), communication (Friston & Frith 2015b), decision
making (Friston et al. 2014a), planning and navigation (Kaplan & Friston 2018), emotions (Joffily & Coricelli 2013), curiosity and insights
(Friston et al. 2017b), and niche construction (Bruineberg et al. 2018b; Constant et al. 2018b).
2. Empirically, the FEP offers a set of equations that can be used to develop computational models of data acquired in studies of social
interaction, in which implicit cultural learning and mind reading are at play. These models can then be used to identify new dynamics and
make predictions that can, in turn, be tested in real-world situations. The scope of the current argument is limited to discussing the
theoretical relevance of the FEP. That said, we can indicate candidate tasks to produce data amenable to FEP modelling. Notably, the
different variants of two-person psychophysiology in social interaction studies (e.g., Bolis & Schilbach 2018a; Bolis et al. 2017; Schilbach
2016; Timmerman et al. 2012; von der Lühe et al. 2016) are target modelling candidates, as they already rely on core principles of active
inference and involve the manipulation of what we call “epistemic resources.”

with a special focus on epistemic action, via the selective patterning
of salience and attention – and how this is mediated via cultural
affordances. We hope to show that these epistemic resources
arise naturally from cultural niche construction when, and only
when, I share an environment with other “creatures like me.”
The formalism of the FEP allows us to take further steps
towards operationalizing the process of implicit cultural learning
and mind reading that we describe as thinking through other
minds (see Box 2). In brief, the set of equations that model the
process of TTOM could be implemented in computational models, to study simulations of, for example, psychophysical, neuronal, and behavioural measurements of the processes involved in
a mind-reading or cultural learning task.
On the one hand, such simulations would allow researchers to
generate hypotheses about mind reading and cultural learning
that may be tested with other empirical methods. On the other
hand, FEP simulations can be employed to replicate in vivo experiments (e.g., Kiebel & Friston 2011; Schwartenbeck & Friston
2016). One can then use the model to explore the dynamic consequences of changes in parameters associated with the causal factors that led to the generation of the experimental outcomes that
were studied empirically. With this method, one also might identify potential contributors to pathological and healthy responses
to the task by manipulating the parameters and generating new
simulated psychophysical, neural, and behavioural measurements
based on the model that has been fitted with in vivo data (e.g.,
Cullen et al. 2018).
1.3.3. Outline of the argument
Section 2 of this article introduces the notions of expectations and
cultural affordances. We describe shared attention and evolved
attentional biases as crucial mechanisms for engaging with and
stabilizing sociocultural niches. We describe the selective patterning of salience and attention as the main process behind enculturation, which in turn enables the engagement of human agents
with the sets of possible actions (or cultural affordances) that
make up their local world (Ramstead et al. 2016).

Section 3 presents our solution to the puzzle of implicit cultural learning. Human beings acquire the shared habits, norms,
and expectations that constitute their culture through their
immersive engagement within specific cultural practices, which
we call regimes of attention (Veissière 2016). Regimes of attention
mark off certain contextually adequate actions as especially salient
and help agents learn to respond to the norms and resources of
their local cultural niche. The most important of these resources
are the epistemic resources that indicate salient information
deemed relevant and reliable (Bertolotti & Magnani 2017; Clark
2006; Pinker 2003; Whiten & Erdal 2012).
As we elaborate through the notion of epistemic authority, we
show that humans are typically biased towards the source rather
than the content of information (Mercier & Sperber 2017). As
amply documented in the literature on so-called cognitive errors
(Kahneman 2011), this tendency can also direct humans towards lowquality, but otherwise high-fidelity, information, particularly when it
can be intuitively associated with social proof and other mechanisms
of social influence (Cialdini & Goldstein 2004). We identify the
prestige bias in particular (Henrich & Gil-White 2001) as a central
attentional mechanism in the mediation of salience for humans.
The notion of salience understood as expected information
gain is a central theme of the FEP (Friston et al. 2016; Kaplan
& Friston 2018; Parr & Friston 2017a; 2017b). Recent
FEP-based models of cognition in context cast niche construction
behaviour as the process whereby organisms “outsource” the computation of salience to statistical structures of the physical environment. The environmental niche then registers information
about salience (what an organism trusts or preferentially attends
to for it will lead to information gain).
This information corresponds to epistemic resources of the
niche (Bruineberg et al. 2018b; Constant et al. 2018a; 2018b).
Niche construction allows the scaffolding of complex networks
of shared expectations encoded across brains, bodies, constructed
environments, and other agents, which modulate attention, guide
action, and entail the learning of patterned behaviours. Human
niches are fundamentally social and cultural – built and
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constituted by interactions with other people. In the general
human niche or any local sub-niche, behaviour is to a large extent
culturally patterned. Hence, in addition to (and, as we will argue,
often prior to) observable statistical regularities in external states
of the world, human behaviour is patterned through expectations
about what other people also expect of the world. It is this domain
of expectations about salience and the process of leveraging these
expectations that we call “thinking through other minds”
(TTOM).
The processes that make up TTOM extend from the conventionalized, normative behaviour of encultured individual agents
(e.g., stopping at a red traffic light), which only in some cases
requires making inferences about agents, to cases that require
bona fide inferences about others’ mental states for proper (i.e.,
situationally appropriate) modes of engagement.
Section 4 of this article shows how TTOM integrates standard
TOM approaches to tackle the cultural, embodiment, and cooperative critiques. TTOM argues for a compromise position between
internalist, brain-based approaches (e.g., simulation and theorytheory theories), which emphasize the neural machinery in individual human brains that is necessary to read other minds, and
externalist approaches (e.g., radical enactive and cultural evolutionary theory). Indeed, one of the main motivations for the
FEP is to capture the two-way traffic between the organism and
the world, to emphasize both the enactment of shared cultural
expectations and norms, and the brain-based cognitive abilities
that make such an enactment possible, adaptive, and situationally
appropriate. Under the FEP, there is no justification for any strict
distinction between dynamics (as emphasized by externalists) and
inference (the focus of internalist models).
The conclusion discusses the implications of this model for
future research on enculturation and the cultural shaping of
cognition in health and illness.
2. Expectations and cultural affordances
In this section, we show that human agents learn most of their
expectations through the selective patterning of attention, based
on immersive participation in cultural practices. At the outset,
we should define what we mean by “expectations.”2 We use the
term to describe a rich repertoire or spectrum of priors or beliefs
that reflect action readiness, which ranges from the fully automatic to the effortfully deliberate. Our concept of expectation
describes the patterns of action readiness that modulate and direct
the adaptive action of agents; it is therefore very broad in its applicability and ranges from the implicit, embodied expectations that
we enact continuously, often without noticing, to the more consciously held, effortful, psychologically contentful expectations
that characterize encultured human consciousness.
2.1. The concept of expectation
On the more automatic end of the spectrum, we can speak of
expectations when one’s stomach prepares a digestive response
upon expecting that food is coming from mastication, or when
one’s hand and arm prepare an adequate muscle response to lift
a half-full glass of wine. Each of these processes reflects different
kinds or levels of prior engagement of the world, across different
timescales, which include evolutionarily old dispositions common
to all vertebrates that have been exapted for new uses, as well as
distinctive developmental experiences, and learning histories.
Together, these elicit physiological, bodily, and emotional
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orientations towards the possibilities for action available in a specific context. Immersion in cultural contexts, moreover, will structure such low-level expectations through participation in patterned
cultural practices (e.g., contextually patterned modes of affect
associated with specific kinds of food and drink and ritual
contexts of consumption).
Human expectations, thus, are always scaffolded through
“levels” (or scales) of evolutionary and developmentally inscribed
prior dispositions that come to be modulated by higher-level
symbolic conventions (Kirmayer & Ramstead 2017). The intuitive
distrust of other people symbolically marked as belonging to an
out-group, for example, has been shown to recruit evolutionarily
old disgust responses (Phillips et al. 1997; Rozin et al. 2009; Tybur
et al. 2013). This involves another level of implicit “expectations”
in which evolutionarily old threat and poison-detection dispositions are activated by (differently implicit) symbolic conventions
or affordances.
At the other end of the spectrum, many of the expectations
that guide behaviour are explicitly taught, effortfully learned,
and can be reflected upon (e.g., “sit up straight,” “do not fidget
in class”). Such expectations, however, are also more difficult to
learn, and least likely to become fully patterned. Indeed, one
may sit badly most of the time, fidget in class despite my embarrassment, and face disappointment when one’s daughter chooses
to become an engineer. Later developing forms of explicit inference require abstract thought, formal instruction, and perhaps
deliberation to learn; but once the agent is properly enculturated,
new practices usually can be figured out without the direct presence or instruction of other agents. The learner learns the metacognitive strategy of how to access, offload, and work with conventional forms of presented cultural knowledge (Heyes 2018b).
This process, however, will generally entail different modes of
indirect social learning, for example, from instructional codes
devised by others (such as learning a cooking skill from a written
guide or YouTube video).
Examining these processes of acquiring conventional or normative behaviours, social scientists have pointed to the important
difference between dogma (official doctrine) and doxa (common
belief; Bourdieu 1977). The explicit rules and conventions established in dogma (what people know they must do) and reported
in everyday speech are poor indicators of the regularities of a culture – and how humans learn cultural behaviour in general. Doxa,
in Pierre Bourdieu’s famous formulation, refers to all that is taken
for granted in any given context or society. For example, in his
“dramaturgical” account of social life, sociologist Erving
Goffman (2009) describes the gradients of effort and explicit
performance required in the obedience to and enactment of
social conventions in everyday life. Goffman notes that in some
spaces (such as the home), which are symbolically marked as
the “backstage,” people tend to relax their effortful behaviour
and ignore or disobey many social rules; they trade off the
dogma for the doxa. Nevertheless, their behaviours necessarily
draw from the culturally shaped repertoire of normative and conventional forms.
What interests us here is how the doxa of backstage behaviour
(indeed most of solitary cognition) is itself already culturally patterned, despite the immediate absence of others’ enforcing gaze
(and the foregrounding of inferences we make about what others
know and expect in context). A first hint is the fact that human
agents are constantly (deliberately or automatically) adjusting
what they are doing to what relevant others (e.g., role models or
anti-role models, specific or generalized) expect, and expect
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them to expect, and so on. Much of this is accomplished implicitly
(Tomasello et al. 2005), usually through nonverbal communication with gesture, facial expression, posture, and pantomime,
but also through language when necessary. Evidence that this
kind of expectation does not depend on language comes from
the observation that infants as young as 15 months are able to
make implicit inferences about others’ mental states (Onishi &
Baillargeon 2005) and actions well before they can formulate
explicit statements to this effect (Michael et al. 2014).
2.2. The concept of affordance
In Gibson’s ecological approach to perception (Gibson 1979),
things and features of the world are said to afford possibilities
for engagement (Chemero 2009; van Dijk & Rietveld 2017).
An affordance is a relation between an agent’s abilities and the
physical states of its environment. For example, water affords
drinking, cups afford drinking out of, bridges afford crossing,
axes afford cutting, handles afford holding, and so on.
Affordances are defined in terms of physical properties of the
thing in the world (e.g., being graspable, being able to support
the weight of a person) and in terms of the abilities or expectations of the agent (e.g., knowing how to sit straight). Abilities
can be described in terms of the spectrum of expectations with
which the agent is endowed (Gibson 1979; Pezzulo & Cisek
2016; Rietveld & Kiverstein 2014; Tschacher & Haken 2007). It
takes an agent with a mouth, throat, stomach, and so on (to
drink); and hands and opposable thumbs (to grasp a cup); and
a certain set of skills (hand-eye coordination, for example) to
be able to “discover” the relationship of water and cups to the
action of drinking.
The relation of affordances to the notion of expectations is a
recent extension of the ecological approach that explains perception as conditioned on the beliefs of the agent (Bruineberg &
Rietveld 2014; Chemero 2009). Hence, affordances are not simply
static features of the environment, independent of the presence
and engagement of an agent, nor are they states of the cognitive
agent alone. Affordances are “invariant variables” or structures
of relatedness (Gibson 1979, p. 134). In the case of sensorimotor
affordances, for example, they are invariant, in that they are
grounded in the physics and geometry of the agent’s interaction
with the environment, which results in relationships that are
highly reliable and stable across time and are ready to be perceived
or (re)discovered by the agent; and they are variable, in that they
are specified dynamically by the sensorimotor and other cognitive
abilities of the agent. In the case of affective affordances and
expectations, the stability may reside in the neurobiology of
organisms’ learning and memory systems coupled with the persistence of the environmental cues to which particular patterns of
recollection and enactment have become linked. The relational
space of possibilities between agents and their environments constitutes an ecological niche. Agents and their environments are
modified, and become attuned to each other, as the result of
their history of co-adaptive interactions (Bruineberg & Rietveld
2014; Gibson 1979).
These examples are congruent with work on the evolution
and cultural learning of tool use (Stout & Chaminade 2007;
Stout et al. 2008), which illustrates the need for humans to
learn to hierarchically structure actions with long-term consequences. “Hierarchical” here means that actions are nested within
one another, and that complex behaviours require planning a
whole chain of nested actions, not just the immediate
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optimization of current actions or a simple sequence. This kind
of executive control of behaviours is characteristic of enculturation, in which complex sequences of action are built out of iterative structures of simpler components strung together in ways that
reflect the results of collective experiences of trial and error. An
individual is therefore able to borrow from and integrate the
experimentation and learning of others in the cultural group.
Direct or “natural” affordances in the humanly constructed
(“anthropogenic”) environment can be supplemented, modified,
or supplanted by “conventional” affordances (Ramstead et al.
2016), which depend on shared cultural conventions, based on
skills learned through immersive social practices. Hence, bodies
of water (“naturally”) afford drowning for all humans, and swimming for those with the acquired skills that allow them access to
that specific cultural affordance. Mastering swimming, like all
cultural affordances and most of what humans do and think,
requires immersive participation (Hutto 2012; Roepstorff et al.
2010), which includes imitation, practice, repetition, and a grasp
of norms and conventions. Hence, affordances are contextually
sensitive. For example, for the right kind of agent, a formal suit
and tie might function as a cue that indicates authority and
affords deference; but when additional cues are added (e.g., a
napkin draped over the forearm and a silver tray with glasses),
the affordances will change whose enculturation enables them
to respond appropriately to the cues.
2.3. Learning cultural affordances
How are the affordances of the niche learned? What does it mean
to learn to recognize and engage a specific field of affordances?
This is a puzzle, because affordance theory tends to collapse
basic categories of learning like “knowing how” and “knowing
that.” For example, there is no necessary precedence of the knowing “that” a cup is for drinking over the knowing of “how” to
drink from a cup, and vice versa. Even in domains where knowing “that” seems to precede knowing “how,” such a distinction
does not hold, because knowing “that” is leveraged as a skill
interiorized and integrated to normal implicit motor practice –
for example, architectural design (Rietveld & Brouwers 2017)
and mathematical thinking (Menary 2010). Put simply, knowing
“that” is only knowing “that” when it becomes know “how,” and
acquiring know “how” requires interiorizing and embodying
know “that.” This circularity can be understood through a
process of scaffolding that occurs on multiple temporal scales
associated with the cultural co-evolution of particular niches,
communities, or traditions; the developmental trajectory of individuals; and the process of learning to engage with new social
contexts.
What, then, are the underpinnings of scaffolding? Some
anthropologists, like Tim Ingold, have argued that human niches
comprise affordances that can be figured out, rediscovered, or
rebuilt by human individuals in each generation without the
“transmission” of a purportedly separate realm of “cultural representations” (Ingold 2001). Critics of Ingold (e.g., Howes 2011)
have pointed out that most of what humans learn over their life
spans in order to become proficient at functioning in their local
worlds, is learned socially – that is to say, learned primarily
from other humans, and not just from what things or situations
themselves afford. However, Ingold maintains that many aspects
of human life are simply emulated (Hamilton 2008), “shown,”
or “pointed to,” and left to be explored, “figured out,” and experimented with by individual learners (for example, in play).
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The main role of others in this kind of social learning is to
direct attention rather than to convey specific semantic content
(Tomasello 2014). In effect, social learning involves immersion
in local contexts through what we call regimes of attention and
imitation that direct human agents to engage differentially in
forms of shared intentionality. We have argued that such regimes
of attention play a central role in the enculturation of human
agents (Ramstead et al. 2016). Indeed, human beings seem particularly specialized for such forms of social learning (Sterelny
2012).
Humans mostly learn deictically (in context) and pragmatically by participating in cultural practices and by being immersed
in the ways of doing things that characterize a given local culture.
Some of this involves following the “tracks” laid down in local
environments by others, or following the norms and rules presented through institutions, without engaging with others’ interiority. But many convention-dependent forms of learning require
inferences based on prior knowledge about how we expect others
to think and behave in specific settings (e.g., adjusting to culturally specific turn-taking rituals in public space; Ramstead et al.
2016).
The process of learning how to engage cultural affordances to
think through other minds likely begins in infancy when we seek
or accept guidance from our caregivers, and it further develops
through exposure to social hierarchies of prestige, themselves
embodied in kinds of high-status agents that can be leveraged
as models (Feinman 1982), which are knowledgeable or skilful
in-group members, educators, community and religious leaders,
celebrities, and imaginative reconstructions of folk or historical
personages with high epistemic prestige (e.g., “What would
Wittgenstein think of this theory?”). Individual action, in turn,
is guided by what agents expect relevant agents to expect of
them (“What would mother expect me to do?”).
Others in our social world present us with cultural affordances,
as well as solicitations, for action. Engagement with these realizes
a specific social niche, context, group, or community. The reliance
on social and cultural affordances co-constructed with and maintained by other people makes it important for us to distinguish
between those who think like us and those whose thinking is
either systematically different from our own or else unfamiliar
and, hence, unpredictable – and inherently surprising. This distinction marks off domains of in-group and out-group, with corresponding epistemic authority. Regimes of attention then make
the right kinds of social solicitations stand out in context, thereby
allowing the learning of socially relevant affordances in a given
cultural niche, community, or local world.
2.4. The phylogeny and ontogeny of cultural affordances
In human ontogeny, it is likely that affordances are first learned
implicitly, automatically, and with little conscious effort, through
imitation, repetition, and rewards. Phylogenetically, the human
mind evolved to support a series of adaptive “content biases”
(Henrich 2015) for features of the world that possess high intrinsic learnability, and feed-forward potential through teachability
and memorability. Fire, edible foods, and simple tools, for example, all have been amply documented as possessing these heuristic
properties (Henrich 2015). In the realm of more conventional
affordances, compared with other primates, humans are also
unusually adept at tracking other agents’ social status and shifts
in symbolically assigned prestige through gossip (Dunbar 2004;
Henrich & Gil-White 2001).
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Status among social animals generally provides a guide for
whom to follow and obey, and from whom or what to learn. As
cultural evolutionists have pointed out (Henrich & Gil-White
2001; Mercier & Sperber 2017), social status among humans
serves a primarily epistemic function. One seeks guides for
thought, behaviour, and affect in agents who embody sources of
relevant cultural information that are deemed to be of high quality
in relevant social contexts (e.g., we learn from professors in the
classroom and seek help from good students, or we seek to publish in high-impact journals). Among humans, symbolically conferred prestige has largely replaced sheer physical dominance as a
way to find, acquire, and signal status (Henrich 2015). In social
context, marks of distinctions (Bourdieu 1984) such as styles of
dress, forms of speech, and other techniques of the body provide
a shortcut that signal an agent’s status on the various prestige
scales deemed relevant. Gossip, in turn, serves the more finegrained communicative function of keeping track of an agent’s
conferred prestige and epistemic status.
The aforementioned mechanisms rely on evolved cognitive
biases for cultural transmission that have been hypothesised to
serve an information-tracking function (Henrich 2015) – that is,
as enabling humans to outsource their decision making to other
agents, through patterned interactions with them and the shared
places in which they dwell. The physical structure of the environment – including artefacts, practices, and other socially constructed aspects of the ecological niche – embody or encode
adaptive, context-relevant cultural information endowed with
salience (i.e., as high-quality or “useful” sources of information
in context). A dramatic illustration of this is provided by the infamous Milgram experiments (Milgram 1963), which demonstrated
the extent to which human agents are ready to outsource their
actions to those that symbolically display the right credentials
and wield epistemic authority.
Social status serves the epistemic function of locating the person in a locally relevant hierarchy – a process that can also be
described in terms of affordances as prestigious agents solicit imitation through such perceived qualities as trustworthiness
(Mercier & Sperber 2017) and credibility (Henrich 2015). How
well or badly agents respond to such affordances – as indexed
through gossip (e.g., circulating stories about cheating spouses,
embezzling chiefs, or free-riding subordinates) – thus will largely
determine the levels of trust that they inspire in others.
Furthermore, the hierarchy that locates the person is not only
material, but also symbolic, as expressed through historically
acquired and socially displayed marks of distinction. This poses
a challenge to an account of affordances in terms of immediately
present features.
Humans are accustomed to attending to certain people, in certain places for tones of voice, facial expressions, shifts in body posture, and so on, which signal approbation, disapproval, or moral
concern and hence convey (in context) normative information
(Ignatow 2009; Williams 2011). As we have seen, beyond what
they naturally afford, human material environments have additional,
symbolically inscribed normative and deontic powers that deeply
permeate the way that individuals affectively approach and engage
with their niches (Kaufmann & Clément 2014). For example, in
the European Middle Ages, children may have been socialized to
fear forests as dark and dangerous spaces full of beasts, witches,
and evil spirits through folktales and bedtime stories. In contrast,
in many hunter-gatherer cultures, like the Aka of Central Africa,
children are equipped with cultural knowledge to expect the forest
to offer a safe, nurturing space (Hewlett 1994; 2017).
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The physical environments occupied by various human groups
and sub-groups also characterize group-specific affordances (e.g., a
neighbourhood or a city; Einarsson & Ziemke 2017). Consider
how a space (e.g., a university or museum) that is symbolically
marked with group-general standards of prestige – a space,
thus, that has been historically inaccessible to low-status individuals – will afford radically different experiences to high- and lowstatus individuals depending on how their respective sub-group is
valorized in their macro-cultural niche. Pierre Bourdieu’s concept
of habitus (as the internalization of social norms in techniques of
the body) is one way of approaching the varying effects of a sociocultural niche on individuals with different status or position. To
expand on Bourdieu’s (1977) reflections on the effects of cultural
capital on habitus, we note that a similar space can be marked as
“welcoming” for some, but as “intimidating” or outright “hostile”
to others (e.g., for minority groups). This reflects a related,
orthogonal distinction between the familiar (predictable) versus
the unfamiliar (unpredictable). From a cultural affordances perspective, being socially marked and positioned at a particular
place in a cultural niche enables automatic responses in one’s patterns of movement, posture, breathing, and gaze, as well as in neurobiological responses, such as fluctuations in cortisol (Bijleveld
et al. 2012), oxytocin (Hrdy 2011; Luo et al. 2015), or testosterone
(Cheng et al. 2013).
The co-existence of habitus or internal physiological dispositions with external features of an adaptive niche points to a crucial
feature of affordance theory – namely, that the affordances of the
environment and the capacities of an individual are inextricably
interwoven, and co-determining. However, developmentally, and
in shared social contexts, culture precedes individual action and
experience. In a sense, culture confers on the environment latent
affordances such that, if one learns the right repertoire of skills
(including attentional strategies) from one’s forebears (by acquiring specific cultural knowledge and practices), one can “read” the
environment in new ways, thereby discovering “new” affordances
(that were, in a sense, there all along, insofar as they engaged other
or prior skilled actors). Moreover, because one of the functions of
cultural affordances is to allow improvisation (and hence the creation of new cultural forms), the affordances of a niche that are
being actively engaged are always in the process of discovery, elaboration, and extension. Clarifying the temporal move from group
or cooperative affordances to individual ones (and back) is part of
explaining developmental enculturation, skill acquisition, and culture production.
So far, we have described regimes of attention and symbolic
layering as cultural affordances of the conventional and normative
variety. Over the course of human ontogeny, this “conventional”
domain of culture eventually becomes superordinate to the natural domain. Past a certain developmental stage, language can be
used to install superordinate frames through which subsequent
affordances are perceived and engaged (cf. Bengio 2014). This linguistic capacity to leverage affordances can include cooperative
behaviours that reflect social norms and cultural forms of life.
The statistical regularities exploited in learning cultural affordances, thus, are primarily situated in the realm of expectations that
humans learn to form about other people in the niche – that is,
in the realm of folk psychology. We call this intersubjective process
of engaging others’ expectations and inferences “thinking through
other minds.” In the next section, drawing on the FEP, we turn to
the question of how cultural affordances can be acquired and
maintained to coordinate large cultural groups, through selective
patterns of attention and learning.
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3. TTOM: Learning cultural affordances under the
free-energy principle
3.1. The free-energy principle as applied to individual
cognition
To explain cultural affordances and implicit cultural learning, we
draw on the variational free-energy principle. The FEP is a mathematical statement of the fact that living systems act to limit the
repertoire of physiological (interoceptive) and perceptual (exteroceptive) states in which they can find themselves (Friston 2013;
Friston et al. 2006) (See Box 1). Although even simple organisms
have autoregulatory mechanisms to restrict themselves to a limited number of sensory states (compatible with their survival),
humans additionally accomplish this feat by leveraging cognitive
functions and socioculturally installed behaviour. For example,
if core body temperature drops from its usual 37 degrees
Celsius, internal processes of shivering are automatically evoked,
and externally oriented actions are initiated to move the agent
towards a heat source or to put on a jacket or parka.
This requires the agent to learn about the structure of its environment, which, from the point of view of the brain, is not a small
business, because the (skull-bound) brain is secluded from the
causal regularities in the environment it seeks to learn (Hohwy
2013).
The brain only has direct access to the way its sensory states
fluctuate (i.e., sensory input), and not the causes of those inputs,
which it must learn to guide adaptive action (Clark 2013a) –
where “adaptive” action solicits familiar, unsurprising (interoceptive and exteroceptive) sensations from the world. The brain overcomes this problematic seclusion by matching the statistical
organization of its states to the statistical structure of causal regularities in the world. To do so, the brain needs to re-shape itself,
self-organizing so as to expect, and be ready to respond with
effective action to, patterned changes in its sensory states that correspond to adaptively relevant changes “out there” in the world
(Bruineberg & Rietveld 2014). Because action selection and
response conforms to such expectations, behaviour can effectively
maintain the agent within expected states.
The FEP describes this complex adaptive learning process in
terms of variational inference (also called approximate Bayesian
inference). Briefly, the idea is that the agent learns a statistical
model of sensory causes in the world, called a generative model.
This model represents the agent’s relation to the environment
and enables it to predict how sensory inputs are generated, by
modelling their causes (including, crucially, the actions of the
agent itself).
The generative model underwrites the agent’s perception and
action as they unfold over time. The parameters of the generative
model encode the beliefs of the agent about its relation to the
environment (e.g., when I move my finger to flip the switch,
the light goes off). This is realized by neural network dynamics
that change over short timescales (reflecting external states of
the world) and slower changes in network connectivity that
encode parameters that change over longer timescales to reflect
the contingencies that underlie the agent’s representations of
the transitions among the states of the world (e.g., the probability
of my finger moving the switch to change its state from “down/
off” to “up/on”; Kiebel et al. 2008).
The generative model functions as a point of reference in a
cyclical (action-perception) process that allows the organism to
engage in active inference. Internal states of the agent (e.g., the
states of its brain) encode a recognition density – that is, a
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probability distribution or Bayesian belief about the current state
of affairs and contingencies causing sensory input. This (posterior) belief is encoded by neuronal activity, synaptic efficacy,
and connection strength (Friston 2010). The mathematical formulation behind the FEP claims that all of these internal brain
states change in a way to minimize variational free energy. By
construction, the variational free energy is always greater than a
quantity known as surprisal, self-information, or, more simply,
surprise in information theory. This means that minimizing free
energy minimizes surprise, which can be quantified as the negative logarithm of the probability that “a creature like me” would
sample “these sensations.”
Crucially, in minimizing free energy, the posterior beliefs
encoded by neuronal quantities approximate the true posterior
density over the causes of sensations (see Fig. 1 for details).
Intuitively, the variational principle of least free energy is just a
description of systems (like you and me) that seek out expected
sensations. An equivalent and complementary interpretation follows from the fact that surprise is the converse of Bayesian model
evidence in statistics. This means that we can understand active
inference as gathering sensory evidence for an agent’s model of
its world – sometimes referred to as self-evidencing.
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Put another way, this can take the form of seeking expected
sensations associated with novelty or danger (e.g., thrill seeking)
or, in more maladaptive cases (e.g., depression), of “confirming”
the negative valence of one’s world through rumination
(Badcock et al. 2017). As we discuss in section 3.3, accounting
for novelty seeking in free-energy minimization is an important
contribution of the model. On the face of it, humans seem to
find a certain kind of surprise desirable. To understand this mathematically, it is useful to appreciate that expected surprise (i.e.,
expected free energy) is uncertainty (i.e., entropy). This means
that certain acts such as “attending to this” or “looking over
there” become attractive if they afford the opportunity to reduce
uncertainty. Think of the game of “peek-a-boo” played with
infants as a case in point, in which the infant (as learned through
repeated practice) attends earnestly in pleasurable anticipation
of resolving uncertainty about where her mother will reveal herself. Generally speaking, epistemic affordance of this sort has a
positive valence because it entails a reduction of uncertainty,
both about states of affairs in the world and “what will happen
if I do that.”
In summary, the FEP – as applied to individual cognition –
describes the process by which an agent updates its (Bayesian)

Figure 1. Self-evidencing and the Bayesian brain. Upper panel: Schematic of the quantities that define an agent and its coupling to the world. These quantities
include the internal states of the agent (e.g., a brain) and quantities describing exchange with the world – namely, sensory input and action that changes the way
the environment is sampled. The environment is described by equations of motion that specify the dynamics of (hidden) states of the world. Internal states and
action both change to minimize free energy or self-information, which is a function of sensory input and a probabilistic belief encoded by the internal states. Lower
panel: Alternative expressions for free energy illustrating what its minimization entails. For action, free energy (i.e., self-information) can only be suppressed by
increasing the accuracy of sensory data (i.e., selectively sampling data that are predicted). Conversely, optimizing internal states makes the representation an
approximate conditional density on the causes of sensory input (by minimizing a Kullback-Leibler divergence between the approximate and true posterior density).
This optimization makes the free-energy bound on self-information tighter and enables action to avoid surprising sensations (because the divergence can never be
less than zero). When selecting actions that minimize the expected free energy, the expected divergence becomes (negative) epistemic value or salience, whereas
the expected surprise becomes (negative) extrinsic value – namely, the expected likelihood that prior preferences will be realized following an action. See the
Appendix for a technical explanation – and description of the variables in this figure.
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beliefs, encoded by brain states, to optimize a generative (in the
sense that it makes predictions) model of the world. When
these beliefs are realized by action upon the world, this process
is known as active inference (Friston 2011; Friston et al. 2017a).
Active inference involves the coordination of sensorimotor patterns (1) by selectively sampling sensations that minimize
expected surprise (i.e., by actions that include orientation, attention, and exploration) and (2) by updating expectations about
the most probable causes of sensory inputs (i.e., perception).
Perception entails optimizing beliefs about states of the world
and learning the parameters of generative models, via Hebbian
processes of associative learning (Friston 2010).
3.2. Attention and learning
Not all kinds of sensory inputs are equal in their significance or
reliability, and therefore, they need to be differentially weighted
when updating beliefs via free-energy minimization. For example,
interoceptive signals might merely be tracking physiological noise
(Feldman 2013; Seth & Friston 2016), or, again, exteroceptive sensory streams can stem from anomalous events that are unlikely to
recur. Nevertheless, a priori, any signal can indicate relevant
information that is worth accumulating, insofar as it enables an
agent to track statistical regularities of the niche. An important
aspect of self-evidencing involves updating beliefs about the reliability or precision of sources of information, particularly sensory
input. Sensory precision corresponds to the precision of sensory
information (e.g., how much confidence or reliability can be
afforded auditory input when a rabbit listens out for a fox sneaking in the grass).
Because the agent has to navigate a capricious and contextsensitive environment, it also needs to assess the precision of its
own expectations – namely, how far expectations depart from typical beliefs. This corresponds to prior precision (e.g., how much
confidence or precision a rabbit should afford its prior beliefs,
given its expectations about the presence of foxes in the area at
that time of the day). Note the subtle but fundamental difference
between expectations or beliefs about the (first-order) causes of
sensations and expectations about precision, which constitute
(second-order) estimates of statistical context (Hohwy 2013). In
short, precision reflects the reliability of expectations about states
of affairs – that is, whether or not sensory evidence or prior beliefs
can be trusted (and not what they concern per se).
Using the FEP, we can distinguish two complementary, but
computationally distinct, aspects of the folk-psychological concept of “attention” (Parr & Friston 2017a; 2017b; 2019): (1) as
the process of directing the organism to selective sampling of
the world (through shifting attention, sensory modulation, movement, or exploratory behaviour) such as to resolve uncertainty
(i.e., expected surprise)3; and (2) as the calibration or weighting
of this information as it is gathered to minimize surprise. Both
play a crucial role in what follows. Under the FEP, salience is considered the main candidate for the implementation of attentional
processes in the first sense – namely, the information gain or resolution of uncertainty afforded by the active sampling of the sensorium. The second sort of attentional selection corresponds to
precision weighting (the modulation of belief updating as a function of estimated precision). This attentional process selects certain (neuronal) messages for belief updating through differential
selection or modulation (Stephan et al. 2008). In short, salience
is an attribute of action, in the sense that a particular way of sampling the world epistemic affordances, whereas attentional
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selection via precision weighting is an attribute of perception, in
the sense of accumulating the right sort of information after it
has been sampled.
Figure 2 illustrates the attentional selection of messages using a
predictive coding formulation of free-energy minimization. In this
formulation, prediction errors are passed upwards through hierarchical connectivity architectures in the brain to update higherorder expectations. In turn, the expectations provide descending
predictions to create prediction errors. In this scheme, sensory
precision is assigned to prediction errors at the sensory level of
the hierarchy, whereas prior precision is assigned to prediction
errors at higher levels. This precision weighting is thought to
underwrite attentional selection of sensory input and is a crucial
aspect of perceptual inference (Feldman & Friston 2010; Hohwy
2013). In what follows, we will subsume both sorts of attentional
mechanisms under salience, given that overt sampling and covert
attentional selection both conform to the same variational principles, under the FEP.
Attentional salience plays a central role in learning to engage
with culturally constructed niches, both to select sensory evidence
relative to the individual’s goals and to identify sources with high
reliability. The cultural affordances model proposes that human
agents acquire culture by being immersed in specific, culturally
patterned practices that modulate salience, which we call “regimes
of attention” (Ramstead et al. 2016; Veissière 2016). Most regimes of
attention do not involve isolated independent features of the environment, but correlated cues and opportunities for epistemic
action that are organized in terms of local, cultural forms of cooperative activity, norms, and practices.
As we will describe in section 3.4, and as shown in Figure 3,
these epistemic actions are supported by epistemic resources
offered by the local cultural niche. In turn, regimes of attention
correspond to the salience or epistemic affordance of sources of
cultural information embodied in the epistemic cues of the
niche. As shown in Figure 2, through active inference over the
local cultural niche, humans can learn the norms and other contingencies that govern their local cultures.
Crucially, the configuration of regimes of attention by cultural
practices and the ensuing attribution of salience to cultural information is only one of two aspects of cultural learning under active
inference. The other aspect is the modulation of salience via the
modification of the environmental aspects of the patterned cultural
practices (e.g., people and material artefacts). As we will see in section 3.4, this “external” modulation of salience is enabled by
mechanisms that we associate with developmental niche construction broadly construed (by analogy to internal mechanisms, such
as perception and learning in the brain; Bruineberg et al. 2018b;
Constant et al. 2018a; 2018b). Indeed, most predictions made
by human agents result from – and pertain to – interactions
with other human agents that co-construct a shared local culture
and its niches. Through these niches, this culture furnishes feedback for the neurocognitive processes that serve the cultural patterning of attention (Seligman et al. 2016). As such, it follows that
what we call “culture” is an extensive process that recruits elements both within the brain and in the shared cultural world
(e.g., constructed places and designed artefacts).
3.3. Novelty, salience, and surprise
One might argue that there is an important design specification
issue here; that is, to what patterns is salience or epistemic affordance attached (e.g., specific sensory information, families of
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Figure 2. Cultural affordances. A schematic illustration of the looping effects that modulate social learning by human agents through expectations that, in turn,
enable their interaction with cultural affordances. The attentional processes of individual agents are modulated by regimes of attention and by the shared expectations, norms, and conventions that characterize their local culture. In this example, the key point is that the yellow arrows effectively bias self-evidencing towards
or away from (certain kinds of) sensory evidence – and that the optimal selection (i.e., salience) has to be both learned and learnable in the right sort of cultural
context. Adapted from Ramstead et al. (2016).

similar events, and sources of information)? Any such assignment
implies a pre-existing conceptual structure that allows for parsing
the flow of information and that imparts some kind of hierarchical organization to available information. Precision and salience
estimates are judged against some notion of what is salient (and
this cannot just be what is stable over time, because that could
result in a small, self-satisficing circle).
Under the FEP, these design specification issues are addressed
by assuming that the agent embodies expectations that are established through histories of learning and, ultimately, through natural selection (Badcock 2012; Badcock et al. 2019; Friston 2010).
Prior expectations are heritable through genetic, epigenetic, and
exogenetic mechanisms (Constant et al. 2018b). These specify
the epistemic value of sensations and, by the same token, the
extent to which they should be considered. Priors that are inherited by the agent thus mandate the occupation of a limited repertoire of sensory states with high epistemic value that are revisited
again and again (Friston 2010; Friston et al. 2015; Pezzulo & Cisek
2016), thus giving the impression that the agent maintains its
organization (i.e., limits or minimizes the free energy of its phenotypic states with regard to the states in its niche). Our account
thus focuses on the conservative nature of human culture – its
ability to ensure that certain well-bounded and highly valuable
states are frequented.4
Conservation is essential to cultural continuity and enculturation, but cultural niches also constantly change through creative

innovation and adaptation. This raises the question of how freeenergy minimization and dynamical coupling can account for creativity and innovation in social coordination, behaviour patterning, and the organization of sociocultural ensembles.
Proponents of the FEP face a similar issue at the level of individual cognition, known as the “dark room problem” (Friston et al.
2012a; Kiverstein et al. 2019). The problem is simple: If agents
aim to avoid unexpected encounters with their environment, we
should expect minimally changing sensory environments like
dark rooms and correspondingly monotonous sensations to be
the most frequently (re)visited states of an organism. Yet, there
are countless examples in every aspect of life (from art and politics to eroticism, contemplation, and drug taking, to name but a
few) in which humans seem motivated (or driven) to maximize
novelty and evanescent states of being (Veissière 2018). What,
then, prompts novelty seeking behaviour at the level of individuals
and social ensembles?
The FEP deals with the issue of novelty-seeking behaviour by
formalizing action as being in the game of maximizing the epistemic value of action (or epistemic affordance). In essence, freeenergy minimizing agents seek to sample the world in the most
efficient way possible. Because the information gain (i.e., salience)
is the amount of uncertainty resolved, it makes good sense for the
agent to selectively sample regions of environment with high
uncertainty, which will yield the most informative observations.
This relates to the development of artificial curiosity in
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Figure 3. Summary of the variational approach to niche construction. As in Figure 1, internal states and action change to minimize free energy based on sensations
and beliefs. Heuristically, one can think of niche construction as the process whereby the agent’s action creates a symmetry between internal and external states.
The agent changes the statistical structure of the world as it acts on the world. The statistical structure of the world here simply refers to the actual probability of
finding some causes of outcomes at a given location in the environment (e.g., the bread being the cause of pleasant smell in the bakery). From the point of view of
niche construction, such probability changes as a function of the agent’s action and in a way that is consistent with the agent’s beliefs. Indeed, a simple consequence of agents acting to optimize action based on beliefs is that the traces produced by agents’ action will tend to be consistent with their beliefs. Another
intriguing consequence of this is that, over time, traces in the world will effectively “learn” agents’ beliefs, in the sense that those traces will encode statistical
regularities that relate to those beliefs. For example, consider a well-worn path cut through the grass in the park. Such a “desire path” encodes a robust probability
that the location of the path in the environment will map onto the probability outcome “being walked on.” The value of that probability mapping increases over
time as people wear down the path. This means that changes in the niche mirror changes in agents’ beliefs enacted via action. With the mathematical apparatus of
the free-energy principle, one can model “environmental learning” about the agents’ action in the same way that one models “agents’ learning” of the environment’s sensory causes. The only twist is that the quantities are inversed (compare blue and green vs. yellow and red boxes). From the point of view of the environment’s generative process, actions play the same role as sensations in the agent’s generative model (for a detailed mathematical description, see Bruineberg
et al. 2018; Constant et al. 2018b).

neurorobotics as a form of intrinsic motivation – so called because
the resolution of uncertainty is itself intrinsically valuable and
drives exploration (Friston 2017a; 2017b; Oudeyer & Kaplan
2007; Schmidhuber 2006).
In effect, agents will act to optimize the epistemic value or
affordance of an action before acting on its pragmatic value,
which is essentially its expected utility (Friston et al. 2015;
Pezzulo et al. 2016). For example, if one enters a dimly lit kitchen
to grab a midnight snack from the pantry, one is more likely to
turn the light switch on before heading to the pantry. Turning
the light on allows one to get an optimal grip and disambiguate
the situation, before one acts on the pragmatic value (i.e., the utility) offered by snack foods. In short, the dark room objection fails
because it simply does not take into account the formal description of action under the free-energy principle. In selecting action,
an active inference agent (also known as a free-energy minimizing
agent) attributes an intrinsic value to the reduction of uncertainty,

which entails exploration. Hence, under active inference, policy
selection fundamentally is guided by intrinsic, epistemic (beliefbased) imperatives. This formally differentiates approaches
based on the FEP from non-epistemic (belief-free) formulations,
such as reinforcement learning (Cullen et al. 2018).
Intrinsic motivation5 and artificial curiosity enable the agent to
explore novel, transient, and unexpected regions of the space of
policies open to them. This can be an “adaptive” exploration or
epistemic foraging, because it allows for the exploration of this
space; over longer timescales, the local increase in free energy
serves the more general process of reducing free energy (for either
the individual or the group, because it prepares the organism for
potential changes in adaptive contexts and enlarges the repertoire
of responses for the individual or the group). Similarly, cultural
diversity allows individuals and groups to explore alternative
niches that may provide adaptive advantage in the larger fitness
landscape (Bengio 2014).
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This can be seen on the temporal scale of human cultural coevolution. The 7R variant of the DRD4 gene (which encodes the
D4 subtype of the dopamine receptor) appears to have become
more widespread 50,000 years ago at a time of great migrations
and a revolution in hunting technology among early Homo sapiens (Andrews et al. 2002; Shelley-Tremblay & Rosén 1996;
Swanson et al. 2002). Traits like novelty seeking, creativity, high
energy, and willingness to take risks associated with that gene
likely conferred adaptive advantages in the environment of our
ancestors. These may have become less valuable or even maladaptive later as human niches became safer, more standardized, and
more predictable. Indeed, this shift in adaptive value with cultural
context is invoked in evolutionary explanations of some forms of
behavioural dysfunction, such as attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder (Shelley-Tremblay & Rosén 1996; Tovo-Rodrigues et al.
2013). Of course, even maladaptive (non-optimal) traits may
come to be culturally valued or exploited by individuals and communities, perhaps to their own detriment. Only the first of these
pathways relates to the normal, adaptive acquisition of culture,
which is the main focus of this article. However, both forms of
epistemic foraging might contribute to cultural evolution.
3.4. Niche construction and learning
Culturally competent agents must learn regimes of attention
across similar kinds of situations. For example, drivers must
learn how pedestrians waiting at a red traffic light or crosswalk
behave. The norms of pedestrian-vehicle behaviour vary in different cultural contexts. In some local contexts, pedestrians have the
right of way and cars must stop, or pedestrians may observe red
lights more laxly and attempt to cross against a red light, if the
traffic is sparse. Within a given context, individuals’ behaviour
may vary. Drivers must learn how to respond quickly in such
varying situations. To do this, drivers may internalize different
estimates of precision (i.e., rates of variability) for different classes
of agents (e.g., children might be more likely to cross the street
without warning), and in turn, when travelling, drivers will
re-adjust their expectations in light of local cultural variations
in official rule obeying (e.g., in a country where people are
more likely to jaywalk). In addition to the internal updating of
precision estimates, one can think of epistemic affordances as
encoded in the social-ecological niche (Constant et al. 2018b),
in the patterned cultural practices that direct the epistemic foraging of agents (Ramstead et al. 2016), and in the specifically constructed aspects of the material environment (Constant et al.
2018a). For example, drivers and pedestrians learn not only how
to assess the information afforded by traffic lights, but also how
to leverage the traffic light’s probable influence on others to
improve the quality of their assessment (Constant et al. 2018a) –
for example, checking that the bus driver can see his red light,
before stepping out onto a pedestrian crossing.
Responding to a culturally constructed niche depends on
a developmental history of learning to negotiate similar niches
(a developmental history that is shared with all conspecifics
within the same econiche). In the process of development, however, humans not only respond to niches, but also take part
actively in their (re)construction. For example, based on the frequency of traffic accidents at an intersection, the location or timing of traffic lights may be modified by collective action. This (re)
construction of the niche occurs in more rudimentary ways constantly throughout the development of individuals and groups in
local niches.
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From the point of view of the FEP, developmental niche construction can be viewed as the process whereby agents make
their niche conform to their expectations (Constant et al.
2018a). Developmental niches are the set of exogenetic, physically
and behaviourally grounded resources necessary to guide the
reproduction of the adaptive life cycle (Stotz 2017; Stotz &
Griffiths 2017). Because actions are guided by salience, and
change the physical architecture (and epistemic affordance) of
the environment, they tend to make the niche a good statistical
“mirror” of the agent’s epistemic foraging, functional anatomy,
and, ultimately, brain-based expectations (Constant et al. 2018b;
Fig. 3). In short, if we all act successfully to minimize uncertainty,
our econiche will become inherently more predictable – if, and
only if, epistemic affordances become encultured.
The exploitation of regimes of attention – encoded in the niche
– is especially useful to track regularities unfolding over longer
timescales of the history of a community, whose variability
would be harder to assess over the timescale of an individual’s
perceptual and procedural learning. In humans, the epistemic
affordance offered by niches constitutes epistemic resources that
shape learning, and shared cultural practices (Hutto 2012;
Roepstorff et al. 2010), as well as social relationships necessary
for cooperative activities like breeding of animals (Burkart et al.
2009). Many of these epistemic resources involve specific kinds
of patterned cultural practice that we associate with regimes of
attention (Burkart et al. 2009; Hutto 2012; Roepstorff et al.
2010; Veissière 2016). These epistemic resources are states of
the environment that, when repeatedly engaged by agents,
shape their neurally encoded precision and salience expectations
and, thereby, direct their future patterns of attention, epistemic
foraging and learning, and subsequent patterns of engagement
through perception and action. Epistemic resources help agents
learn (from others) how to attend to or forage the niche for relevant affordances and how to weigh the cues associated with different affordances. Epistemic resources allow the agent to track
and evaluate the relevance of more abstract, temporally extended,
stable, and general statistical regularities structuring agent-niche
relationships, like conventionalized patterns of interaction shared
among multiple agents.
3.5. Learning cultural affordances under the free-energy
principle
Epistemic affordances are encoded by – or installed in – the environment, as repeated physical actions leave traces that change the
structure of the developmental niche in ways that influence
agents’ expectations (e.g., “I can trust that by taking this trail,
which other people have also taken, I will end up at the other
side of the park”). Over time, these traces of the actions of
other people (e.g., traffic signals, dirt paths across a park, and
shelters for hikers along a mountain trail) make certain affordances stand out as especially relevant. These are the affordances that
yield highly reliable actions (i.e., uncertainty minimizing action,
or actions that are expected to guide the agent towards goals or
expected states) (see Fig. 4).
In many situations, affordances based on the history of human
action will be more salient than those that reflect simple optimization (e.g., cutting across a lawn might afford getting to the other
side faster, but many people will walk along a winding path, even
in the absence of other humans). The well-worn path reflects an
implicit consensus among many previous walkers. Individualized
expectations guiding behaviour in context may thus be inferred
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Figure 4. Thinking through other minds (see Figs. 1 and 3 for the equations). This figure depicts the loop between action, sensations, and niche construction that
lead to the acquisition and production of cultural habits, and to the inference and learning about other minds. The shared epistemic resources in the constructed
niche (i.e., external states modified by actions from agents 1 to n) and the regimes of attention (i.e., internal state) constitute the domains of statistical regularities
that tune to one another via the physical engagement of the niche. Those domains are finessed (i.e., mutual learning of internal and external states) by a community of practices (agents from 1 to n) over ontogenetic (e.g., over development) and phylogenetic timescales (e.g., via the inheritance of material resources). The
learning and deployment of internal and external domains of statistical regularities is what we call “thinking through other minds” (TTOM). TTOM entails, and
depends on, the production of culturally patterned practices. Cultural practices and associated artefacts are epistemic resources that guide the attention (and
learning) of members in the community by shaping sensory perception.

from a continuum of expectations about other agents, ranging
from reflective to fully intuitive, and, in turn, from actually present to probable and generalized others. Under the FEP, the
dynamics and acquisition of all these expectations by a group of
agents are mediated by the very same inference mechanisms.
Developmental niche construction can be cast as an interactional process between agents and a shared environment, producing affordances that support the reproduction of a normative life
trajectory, through the norm-guided development of each new
member of the community (cf. Constant et al. 2018b; Fulda
2017). These norms are implicit in the structure of cultural affordances in the specific local niches occupied by individuals at a
particular developmental age or stage. Individuals become
attuned to the niches they discover or are directed to by others
according to their age, gender, and other dimensions of social
status.
These niches afford individuals epistemic resources for acquiring specific types of knowledge, skills, or dispositions to respond.
In effect, the function of external mechanisms for evaluating epistemic affordances is to enable the emergence and stabilization of
epistemic resources. The notion of epistemic resources relates
directly to work on how cultural knowledge held by others in
the community can reach into the hierarchy of processing at
higher levels through linguistic or symbolic communication to
install priors directly (Bengio 2014).
Epistemic resources, which underwrite epistemic affordance
(either overtly through action selection or covertly through attentional selection; i.e., mental action), are stabilized through niche
construction, in the sense that the niche comes to encode the
expectations that enable the interaction with those affordances.
Epistemic resources act as developmental anchors. In human
social contexts, epistemic resources can be viewed as shared
expectations and cultural affordances that become available to a
group of agents, as expectations that “sediment” in public places,
practices, and affordances that are repetitively and reiteratively
engaged by groups of agents. This process involves feedback or
looping effects and hence is self-reinforcing over time. For example, the grass patch on a street corner solicits cutting across and,
over time and in turn, as it is worn down by many walkers, comes
to afford a “desire path” (Ingold 2016).

One might ask whether the story should not be told the other
way around. It might be that dirt trails allow for cutting across the
park, but only later, solicits a “desire path,” as it is only once the
agent has acquired the cultural knowledge that the path can be
traversed that it can become “desired” as something that the
agent wants to engage. Precisely what is at stake here is the virtuous circularity and bootstrapping operative in social learning –
which must go from simple to more complicated. On a phenomenological level, what is being challenged is that the world calls to
us in specific ways prior to the desires installed by culture – in
cutting across the path, the unstated background of desire
might have to do with getting somewhere we want to be more
quickly, with enjoying transgressing the rule of walking (only)
on sidewalks, or simply the aesthetics of walking along a dirt
path. Hence, it is not self-evident that one can consider a
desire path, or for that matter, any cultural object, as a cultural
affordance until some way of engaging the world has been
acquired.
Affordances have been proposed to explain how skilled agents
manage to engage their environment without having to know
how their environment “works” (i.e., to employ learnt representations or to acquire representational contents). The variational
approach furthers this line of thinking by distinguishing
mathematically action that is selected by the agent and the
affordance of action for the agent. In effect, the FEP allows us
to formulate a principle of most affordance – that is, a version
of the principle of least action from physics, applied to the adaptive behaviour of groups of organisms living together in a niche
(Ramstead et al. 2019a). The action with the most affordance,
the one that solicits the organism most (i.e., the one associated
to the least expected free energy), is the one that ends up selected
by the organism.
The cultural affordances framework suggests that acquiring
the ability to leverage conventionalized affordances means
acquiring a regime of attention. The regime of attention is not
some specific content that one learns, but a mode of attending
to and actively sampling the world, through a generative
process that involves (overt) motor behaviour and the (covert)
tuning of neural gating via expectations about precision, as well
as culturally patterned search strategies for salient information,
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which are “shared” to some extent by all individuals of a local
culture.
The idea behind the desire path as a cultural affordance relies
on and extends the notion of regime of attention by highlighting
that epistemic affordances depend not only on the brain, but also
on features of the environment (see Fig. 2).6 The desire path, as a
cultural affordance, enables skilful pre-reflective engagement. This
can often happen without the agent having to know the content of
the specific artefact from the start. For example, I might be late for
my train, and following that trajectory through the park might be
a good solution to catch my train on time. In that scenario, there
is probably very little content involved with about where exactly
the path will lead. Rather, there is (1) an expectation on the
part of the agent, (2) a solicitation on the part of the environment,
and between those, (3) an embodied history of agent-niche interactions (i.e., the traces left by repeated actions), which increases
the likelihood of the path leading to a commonly experienced
goal (e.g., the other side of the park). This history of cycles of
expectation, solicitation, and action, encoded in cultural affordances, supports individuals’ intuitive, culturally meaningful response
to environmental cues. Under the TTOM model, when individual
agents do not know quite what is situationally appropriate, their
behaviour switches to epistemic foraging, in which agents will
preferentially sample whatever other, relevant agents sample as
well.
A large part of the social learning enabled by the developmental niche is mediated by shared attention (Tomasello 2014). For
example, once a path is worn in the grass, implicit shared attention and expectations that others also intended to do so will
prompt followers to walk along the path. This will hold even
for paths that are not otherwise efficient, even if a less costly
path is available – and, in some instances, this holds even
for paths with uncertain trajectories or end points. Of course,
most of the traces of human activity are not paths on grass,
but the affordances provided by institutions, archives, and repositories of knowledge, plans, and protocols. Regimes of attention
provide ways to locate, attend to, and engage these affordances
in a wide variety of structured cooperative activities (Malafouris
2015).
3.6. Why human thinking is always already thinking through
other minds
Homo sapiens evolved to rely on bodies of accumulated cultural
knowledge and skills for survival (Henrich 2015; Sterelny 2012;
Tomasello 2014). We shape each other’s learning through specifically adapted cultural practices (regimes of attention) that allow
individuals to enact recursively nested forms of intentionality.
This includes the capacity to view ourselves through the eyes of
another in a kind of reciprocal aboutness (e.g., “What would
Mother expect me to do?”) After childhood, typically, these
ways of thinking about oneself are internalized, encoded, and
expressed as “What should I do?” or “What am I expected to
do?” Recent research on mind wandering suggests that most of
our spontaneous mental life is dedicated to rehearsing social scenarios (Poerio & Smallwood 2016). In their recent “interactionist”
account of the evolution of human reasoning, Mercier and
Sperber (2017) review a wealth of experimental evidence to support the claim that humans best solve problems and optimize
individual intelligence collectively in dialogical and argumentative
contexts, which may extend to hypothetical, “silent” scenarios.
Although no large-scale evidence is available on what so-called
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“silent reasoning” entails in individual human heads, Sperber
and Mercier conjecture that most silent reflective ideas are generated through the rehearsal of arguments with, and justifications
to, others. Even solitary thinking, on this view, is a rehearsal for
bona fide social interactions with peers.
Recent work in the philosophy of psychiatry also supports the
hypothesis that solitary human cognition is social through and
through. In their cultural and evolutionary account of the origins
of psychosis, for example, Gold and Gold (2015) propose that the
many kinds of delusions described in the literature on psychopathology (i.e., persecutory, grandiose, erotomanic, control, thought,
somatic, nihilistic, reference, guilt, and misidentification) share
one broad, overarching theme: a concern with one’s relationship
to other people. Hence, all known delusions can be recast as statistically improbable interpretations of, and expectations about,
one’s experiences in relation to others.
For a species such as Homo sapiens that evolved to rely upon
cooperative and highly elaborate coordinated action, expectations
about folk psychology (or probabilistic inferences about the way
other people think and reason and what they expect of the
world) are at least as important as, if not more important than,
expectations about statistical regularities that characterize the
physical world. In other words, in a world populated by creatures
“like me,” most of my expectations call on the prior belief that “I
am like you and you are like me – and you believe that I am like
you and you are like me” and so on. In effect, the world of human
experience is always already mediated by, and filtered through, the
“lens” of expectations about another’s expectations.
The expectations that Homo sapiens have leveraged most over
their phylogenetic history involve the capacity to outsource cognition to relevant others (people, artefacts, practices, and institutions). In other words, human beings outsource to other
humans many of the evaluations of salience that they employ in
their engagement with their worlds, which allows others to perform culturally relevant tasks (Tomasello 2014). Indeed, it is precisely these evaluations by others that make worlds “meaningful”
for humans. To exploit this cooperative cognitive task sharing,
humans agents explicitly and implicitly bestow trust and assign
authority to others – both individuals and institutions – acquiescing to and leveraging cues (physical, culturally meaningful signs)
associated with reliability, authority, and prestige (Henrich
2015).
What distinguishes between different human phenotypes is
the priors under which they are operating, and which guide
adaptive behaviour. If we consider the dynamics of human
TOM abilities in this light, the process of TTOM consists in inferring the priors or expectations that guide the beliefs of another
agent or group of agents. Provided that agents can solve the inference problem about the sort of person that their interlocutors are,
and provided that they have a model of their conspecifics’ prior
beliefs, then any one agent can leverage their own action (policy)
selection mechanisms under the prior beliefs of their fellows to
infer the mental states of their fellows (and, indeed, their own
mental states).
Epistemics get into the game when this inference is made more
difficult by a lack of shared priors. Hence, the cues that emerge
from niche construction can be nonspecific cues that tell agents
about what is situationally appropriate to do (but which could
be done in a solitary way, such as stopping at a red traffic light)
or very particular cues that provide information about the priors
of other agents, which coincides with mind reading and properly
thinking through other minds (e.g., I have a prior about you
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having a prior about me stopping at the red light and crossing at
the green light – and, hence, that you will not run me over). The
process of inference is made easier by the availability of cues
(that shape regimes of attention) that tell agents “where to
look” (i.e., that allow one to leverage where others are looking
to determine where oneself should look). For example, if I do
not know when to cross at the intersection because I am not
familiar with the colours used by the traffic light system, I can
guide my action by relying on epistemic cues that have been
shaped by (presumably adaptive) cultural practices such as the
ways people around me act in context (e.g., other agents’ behaviour or gaze patterns).
The TTOM model accounts for the ways in which human
agents outsource their policy selection to relevant others and to
aspects of their material niche. In this sense, our model covers
cases of cultural cognition that range from the lone encultured
agent acting in conformity with the cultural norms that they
have internalized – which involves inferences only indirectly
about and through other minds – to full-blown cultural engagement with other human agents, which requires (implicit and
explicit) inferences about the minds of other humans. Given the
nature of their inferential systems and the way they learn generative models according to TTOM, inferences about my own generative model can be leveraged, and, in effect, is always being
leveraged, to make inferences about others like me. Inference
about one’s own mind is always mediated and made possible by
inferences about the minds of others.

agents (Onishi & Baillargeon 2005) and that the ability to attribute
goals to any entity (living or not) that appears to be animate
emerges as early as 5 months (Luo & Baillargeon 2005; see
Mahajan & Woodward 2009 for different results).
Additional cross-cultural and developmental findings support
the view that intuitive dualism (Jack 2014), or the folk tendency to
situate personhood in an intangible psychological interior, is
likely a cross-cultural universal that does not require specific cultural immersion in Cartesian cultures (Chudek et al. 2013). As
Paul Bloom (2005) has argued, children across cultures can readily understand a story about a prince becoming a frog without
explicit enculturation into folk Cartesianism.
As we argue in Section 4.2, TTOM makes no ontological
claims about mind-body dualism; we simply point out from
experimental and ethnographic evidence that coordinated action
in human sociality does rest on the universal human cognitive
capacity to understand others as having goals, beliefs, desires,
and intentions that may be different from their stated ones
(what we call “propositional psychological interiority”). At the
core of this cognitive capacity is the process of active inference
mediated by processes of developmental and selective niche construction, which, in humans, scaffold complex sets of prior beliefs
encoded in sites across the brain-body-environment-others system. Hence, “mind reading” sometimes requires explicit deliberation (something resembling “theory theory”) and at other times
can be automatically intuited through simulation (in forms of
embodied and extended cognition).

4. Addressing TOM critiques with TTOM

4.2. Response to the embodiment critique: TTOM is grounded
in the bodies of self and others

According to TTOM, human agents organize most of their behaviour as a function of what they can infer from other human minds.
Humans find guides for action by picking up on statistical regularities in the realm of folk psychology, which identifies the most
relevant states of the external world, as well as the most relevant
sources of inferences about the shared social world. Our framework recognizes the contribution of the varied approaches to
human TOM abilities outlined in the first section and offers a
compromise position.
4.1. Response to the cross-cultural critique: TTOM is universal
for Homo sapiens, but realized through cultural niches
We agree that folk notions of personhood vary across culture and
likely exercise specific constraints on automatic perception and
social coordination through normative social learning (e.g.,
McGeer 2007). Although folk notions of the locus of personhood
and agency vary broadly between groups and historical periods
(e.g., to include a soul, brain-mind, heart-mind, or external agencies like gods, ancestors, or spirits), we question the extent to
which communication and coordination would be possible without a species-wide intuitive notion of propositional psychological
interiority (which may be postulated and enriched in different
ways culturally).
The example of “silent thinking” during courtship, reported
from ethnographers of the Korowai (Stasch 2009), is telling. In
everyday human experience, affectively charged situations such
as “I wonder if she really likes me” abound and likely emerge
in infancy without recourse to language or explicit mentalizing,
as humans form mental models of other agents in their life.
Indeed, developmental psychologists have shown that 15-monthold infants are able to take into account the false beliefs of other

Anxieties around dualism in current cognitive science reflect a
common confusion between normative and descriptive commitments on the part of philosophers and cognitive scientists.
Although dualism as a scientific description of the relation
between the mind and body is mistaken, it does not follow that
our theorizing about other minds should not consider folk dualist
thinking as a normative and very real phenomenon that shapes
every day and scientific thinking. As an illustration, even psychiatrists who espouse an integrative, monistic view of mind and
body employ a naive dualism in assessing vignettes of problematic
behaviour as indicating either deliberate action (rooted in individual psychology and, hence, blameworthy) or as accidental,
because of malfunctioning biology of the brain (Miresco &
Kirmayer 2006) – as though these two causes were grounded in
distinct mental and bodily processes. Our best theories about
folk social cognition ought to reflect that dualism, on pain of
descriptive inadequacy.
TTOM, to be sure, does not make ontological claims about the
nature of mind as separate from the body. We simply offer that, as
a matter of universal human epistemology, patterned cultural
practice involves an ability to make inferences from, through,
and about other minds, as propositional processes – indeed as
inferential processes. In some cases, folk theorizing about dualism
may simply be a useful tool to both generate and inquire on such
practices (e.g., through dialogues in clinical setting). TTOM formalizes the inferential structure of such folk theorizing.
The ability to infer each other’s expectations, which makes
human cognition, sociality, and culture possible at all, ranges
from the fully explicit to the fully automatic depending on the
situation. In our model, this ability depends on the learning of
a spectrum of expectations encoded across the brain-body-
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environment-others system that underwrites regimes of attentions. The FEP is unique here in its ability to account for inference
and dynamics as two sides of the same coin, and this is what
allows TTOM to overcome the sharp dichotomy between internalist and externalist approaches to TOM abilities. Under the
FEP, all systems dynamics are inferential, and inference is itself
dynamics; namely, the dynamics of sentient systems are a gradient
flow over free energy (Friston 2010; Ramstead et al. 2018).
Because free energy is a measure of the complementarity between
the organism and the niche, in terms of a generative model of the
relation between them, any dynamics formulated in terms of
the FEP are ipso facto inferential dynamics that pertain to the
self-organization of information flows in sentient systems.
Rather than describing cultural differences in the folk models
(including Western philosophical models!) of social cognition in
“either/or” terms (either dualistic or not; focusing on explicit
intentions or focusing on resonance in action), we propose to situate these differences on a continuum of hypo-cognition to hypercognition of intentions (see Duranti 2015). The notion of hyperand hypo-cognition has been explored in the context of cultural
variations in emotions (Levy 1975; 1984). The degree or depth
of cognitive elaboration of emotion serves individual and social
regulatory functions. As a matter of normative concern, cultures
vary in the kinds of emotions people are encouraged to cultivate
or suppress, thereby allocating attention, attributing meaning, and
patterning behaviour in ways that constitute specific codes of conduct or expression, modes of experience, and folk explanations
that account for behaviour.
4.3. Response to the cooperativity critique: TTOM is built on
the developmental scaffolding of cooperativity
Shedding light on a cross-cultural continuum of normative commitments to the hyper- and hypo-cognition of intentions may
also help resolve the Machiavellian-mutualist debate on the evolution of human cognition. It seems self-evident from the human
record that our species is capable of both selfishness and altruism
as a matter of individual, situational, and cultural variation – but
also that the scaffolding of “altruism” proper clearly follows an
evolutionary and developmental trajectory. Tomasello (2009),
for example, proposed the early Spelke, later Dweck hypothesis7
to describe children’s gradual immersion into social norms that
harness and enhance their natural capacity for adjusting their
behaviour to what others expect of them.
Rather than start from a specific commitment to one normative
position (e.g., “humans ought to be altruistic”; “humans ought to
act in rational self-interest”), our account recognizes these varied
possibilities inherent in human behaviour and stresses the importance of specific cultural practices in patterning behaviour to elaborate either side of the selfish-altruistic continuum.
Hrdy herself, as a proponent of the mutualist argument, has
stressed the importance of developmental environments, such as
collective parenting, in providing rich (or impoverished) opportunities to form bonds and learn to relate with multiple attachment
figures – a process she describes as crucial in the development of
social cognition, emotional regulation, and empathy (Hrdy 2011).
In Hrdy’s account, our “proximity” to the kind of selfish intelligence found among chimpanzees is a matter of ontogenetic contingencies at least as much as evolutionary “distance.” Indeed, the
capacity to engage in nuanced, compassionate, other-regarding
action is increasingly understood to be dependent on language,
explicit teaching, effortful deliberation, and practices and to be
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distinct from (though perhaps developmentally scaffolded on)
the innate capacity to imitate and follow others and favour
one’s narrow in-group (Bloom 2017).
Contemplative practices of loving-kindness meditation, for
example, entail the explicit enrichment and effortful rehearsal of
one’s mental models of others, which eventually become automatic through practice (Lebois et al., in press; Lutz et al. 2008).
The linguistic (narrative) elaboration of these models may be
essential to their extension to include members of out-groups,
the whole of humanity, or even to all sentient beings. These varied
examples point to the importance of both implicit and explicit
mentalizing mechanisms in the mediation of human cognition
and cultural practice.
TTOM supports current mutualist, cultural intelligence, or
“dual-inheritance” accounts that emphasize the co-evolution of
human cognition and culture (Henrich 2015; Tomasello 2014).
Rather than to discount Machiavellian and other “selfish”
accounts of these processes altogether, we suggest that what one
might call extended mutualism (i.e., large-scale cooperation),
and the ability to leverage a large repertoire of shared expectations
to guide group action, arises because of the match between naturally and culturally selected dispositions to acquire cultural abilities (e.g., mind-reading abilities) and inherited developmental
conditions enabling the (re)acquisition of these abilities.
Selected, or evolutionarily old, dispositions constitute a cultural
learning “start-up kit” of sorts (Heyes 2018b; Heyes & Frith
2014), which includes the kind of neural machinery that underwrites attention and the estimation of salience, leading to the
acquisition of shared expectations (see Fig. 2).
At the developmental timescale, inherited cultural practices
enable the learning of shared expectations via the patterning of
those evolutionarily old dispositions. This emerges via agents’
engagement with epistemic cues that undergo processes of cultural evolution through developmental niche construction
activities, which filter what persists across generations as a function of the success of the behaviours they afford (Laland 2018;
see Fig. 3).
This sets up a cycle of mutual fitting between individual and
niche. For example, in a circular fashion, I can trust the learning
biases provided by my caregiver – and more specifically, the cues
they provide through their gaze direction, pointing, gesturing, and
so on, towards salient situations. I am licensed to do this because
patterns of offspring-caregiver interaction have been filtered and
fine-tuned through gene-culture co-evolutionary processes and
developed in specific cultural norms, signs, places, and practices
over historical time – all in the service of guiding the learning
of salience; that is, to guide the learning of what is adaptive in
the local cultural context (e.g., “listen to and copy this high prestige individual because prestigious individuals are typically the
ones that have succeeded in the past”). Put another way, one
can trust learning biases because biases indicate action policies
selected by other agents “like me,” so these must have been the
most adaptive for creatures “like me.”
On our account, cognition and culture are largely synonymous
for humans, as both are predicated on the capacity for shared
expectations. Priors leveraged and finessed through active inference, and the folk psychology they specify (i.e., what we expect
others also to expect), constitute the central domain of statistical
regularities that ground humans’ models of their world. This
domain of statistical regularities that we call TTOM specifies
the mechanistic processes that drives the implicit acquisition of
culture over development.
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5. Concluding remarks: The future of TTOM
5.1. Future research
We have argued that the pervasive influence of culture, through
widespread shared expectations, institutions, and practices, can
be cast as a process of co-constructing and responding to a shared
set of affordances. Human engagement with cultural affordances
is enabled by (often implicit, recursively nested) expectations
about other relevant agents’ expectations. These expectations are
acquired by agents through immersive participation in the practices that define their shared way of life, in a process that gradually
takes hold in ontogeny through regimes of attention and niche
construction (See Box 2).
The human mind is optimized for outsourcing information to
other human minds in order to function in a niche that requires
the shared, coordinated pursuit of joint goals. Error and surprise
minimization in large-scale social systems hold because individual
human minds are coupled to one another in an environment of
other minds. This kind of “extended mind” is distinctive to
human beings because of the capacities for culture (i.e., regimes
of attention, linguistic communication and installation of higherorder priors, multiscale cooperation, declarative memory/historicity, and collective norms and goal setting) that are made possible
by the human nervous system (Clark 2008; Clark & Chalmers
1998; Menary 2010; Sutton 2010).
If we have been successful in presenting our account, however,
from an FEP point of view, it should also be clear that humans
think, feel, imagine, and act in ways that are only possible because
they are afforded by the niches they inhabit and co-construct, and
the cultural practices that make up their shared form of life, and
that all serve to enculture human agents (Constant et al. 2018a;
2018b; Ramstead et al. 2016). Even the collaborative construction
of new niches, which allows the exploration of new modes of
experience and the improvisation of new forms of cooperative
action, depends on the cultural scaffolding of a relatively stable
set of shared expectations and regimes of attention through the
cognitive tools or gadgets of narrative and metaphor (Heyes
2018b; Lakoff & Johnson 1980) and the social organization that
constitutes particular niches or communities.
TTOM is a generic active inference (also known as FEP or variational) account of the acquisition of culture and mind-reading
abilities. We have designed TTOM as a guide for the production
of testable models in related domains. Although TTOM per se
would be difficult to test (because of its generality), one can derive
specific integrative models from TTOM to study specific forms of
sociocultural dynamics. A good example of a testable model
derived from TTOM is the theory of regimes of expectations as
applied to the study of social conformity (Constant et al. 2019b).
Social conformity refers to the deference to social norms such
as that embodied by other agents. From the point of view of social
psychology, social conformity is one possible response to social
influence of epistemic, trusted others (Asch 1956). From the
point of view of cultural evolution, in turn, social conformity is
viewed as an adaptive social learning strategy in an uncertain
environment (Morgan & Laland 2012).
The theory of regimes of expectations integrates the perspectives of social psychology and cultural evolutionary theory by
modelling social conformity as a process that obtains through
the intergenerational finessing of environmental cues that guide
social learning over development. Social learning that is aided
by these cues, in turn, allows the active inference agent to perform
action selection in a fast and efficient way in uncertain contexts by
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leveraging trusted others (either through material cues that stand
as culturally signalled proxies for other, relevant or prestigious
minds or directly by copying such individuals). These trusted others are defined as “deontic cues” (Constant et al. 2019b).
“Deontic cues” in this model are context-specific epistemic
resources (as defined by TTOM) that enforce an obligatory
response to the context that embeds them (e.g., a red traffic
light enforcing stopping behaviour). The theory of regimes of
expectations models social conformity as an active inference process of action selection that operates via the estimation of the epistemic, pragmatic, and also “deontic” value of action, which is the
type of value learned through the engagement of deontic cues.
The deontic value is essentially the value of an action policy specified by the shared beliefs and preferences of a sociocultural group.
In line with the sort of specific models that can be derived
from TTOM, the theory of regimes of expectations as applied
to the study of social conformity integrates externalist approaches
(e.g., cultural evolutionary approach) and internalist ones (e.g.,
the social psychology approach) by describing the cultural
domain of statistical regularities optimized through active inference and governing action selection.
The theory of regimes of expectations as applied to the study of
social conformity makes specific predictions that stem from the
TTOM model – namely, that (1) social conformity leads to
more efficient cognitive processing and policy selection (e.g., as
conveyed by psychophysics measurements like reaction time) in
the presence of deontic cues (epistemic resources in TTOM
terms); (2) conforming actions minimize variational free energy
over time more efficiently in social context, because regimes of
attention will be optimized for zeroing in on social information
conveyed through deontic cues; (3) deontic cues reproduce conformist biases in cross-cultural between-subjects designs but fail
in within-subjects designs (i.e., not all deontic cues will elicit
social conformity for participants with culturally diverse backgrounds because of the influence of culture-specific regimes of
attention).
5.2. Limitations
Because it is based on the FEP, TTOM provides a mathematical
formalism that can be used to model the effects of cultural affordances on adaptation to specific kinds of social niches. The model
needs to be further elaborated to deal explicitly with the many
varieties of cultural learning and regimes of attention. These
include the distinctively human functions of narrativity that entail
the linguistic and symbolic hierarchical installation of higherorder priors (Bengio 2014). For example, this will include culturally shared expectations about the cause of sensory observations
(e.g., the prior belief that “the slap I received on my wrist was
caused by my belief that it is permissible to reach for the cookie
jar, which motivated my action, which then led to the slap, which
indicated it was not”). In this sequence, the slap not only conveys
a social norm, but in itself reflects the broader social norm that it
is permissible to intervene in childrearing in this fashion – these
overarching norms are learned over time within a particular niche
and may change, for example, with migration to a new sociocultural context, with serious consequences for how one (mis)reads
(culturally conventional or permissible) affordances. In modelling
an active inference agent, such structures of high-order priors
could capture the potential for reflexivity and self-reference that
gives human cultural-linguistic cognition its unique reach
(Taylor 2016).
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Box 2. Glossary of key terms.
Active inference: Active inference is the process whereby organisms learn the statistical structure of their environment through the selective
sampling of predicted or expected sensory information (also known as action), based on perceptual inferences about the cause of the
sensory input (also known as perception). The process of active inference realises the free-energy principle. In active inference, everything
that can change does change to minimize variational free energy, which is a statistical measure of the mismatch between organism and
environment. This mandates actions that minimize expected free energy following an action – namely, actions that resolve uncertainty.
Affordance: Generally speaking, possibilities for engagement with an ecological niche that are defined in interactional terms, as a relation
between features of organisms’ environment and their own abilities.
Attentional salience: The degree to which uncertainty is reduced under a particular course of action. Mathematically, salience is known as
expected Bayesian surprise, information gain, intrinsic motivation, and epistemic value. Salience underwrites epistemic affordance.
Attentional selection: Calibration or weighting of the precision (inverse variance) of sensory evidence, or prior beliefs.
Conventional affordance: Affordances that agents can engage by skilfully leveraging explicit or implicit expectations, norms, conventions, and
cooperative social practices.
Cultural affordance: The kind of affordance that characterizes the human niche. Cultural affordances depend on shared expectations that are
acquired over development (i.e., through enculturation and social learning). Cultural affordances come in two flavours, which form a
spectrum from the more innately specified to the more learning dependent: natural and conventional affordances.
Epistemic affordance: One of the two components of expected free energy that determine action selection. Epistemic affordance quantifies
the extent to which a particular way of actively sampling the world reduces uncertainty about the state of the world or its statistical
regularities.
Epistemic authority: A symbol, person, cue, or feature of the environment (usually associated with prestige, status, and group affiliation) that
signals salient, high-quality, uncertainty-reducing information in a given cultural context, and as such possess the “power” to guide
attention, enhance credibility, and prescribe action (e.g., biomedicine and neuroscience possess high epistemic authority in current
culture; the Guardian newspaper possesses high epistemic authority for liberals, as does Fox News for conservatives).
Epistemic foraging: The agent’s uncertainty-resolving behaviour. Epistemic foraging disambiguates Bayesian beliefs about a situation in order
to be better poised to exploit the pragmatic value of action (i.e., value that relates to the sensory preference of the agent).
Epistemic resources (also known as cultural affordances): Cues that are encoded in external states of the ecological niche (e.g., material cues
and other agents), which guide epistemic foraging and implicit learning of patterned cultural practices.
Expectations: Bayesian beliefs and preferences about external states of the world, which are operationalized as probability distributions.
Free-energy principle (FEP): A principle of least action derived from information theory. The free-energy principle states the minimal
conditions that systems must meet if they are able to endure in a bounded set of states (i.e., if they are endowed with a phenotype).
Generative model: A probability distribution or mapping from beliefs about hidden causes to observed consequences (i.e., sensations).
Technically, this is the joint probability of a sensory state and a (hidden) state of the world. Under the FEP, the generative model defines
free-energy gradients (a function of sensations and predictions under the generative model) and subsequent perception and action.
Natural affordance: Affordances that agents can engage by leveraging their innate phenotypical endowments.
Niche construction: The process whereby organisms (implicitly and explicitly) modify their ecological niches, such that the states of the
environment come to encode relevant aspects of their prior beliefs, which they can leverage “downstream” to optimize their adaptive
behaviour and act in contextually appropriate ways. The “Janus face” of active inference.
Pragmatic affordances: One of the two components of expected free energy in policy selection. Pragmatic affordance is essentially equivalent
to expected utility in economics and quantifies the extent to which an action policy conforms to the prior preferences of the agent (also
known as pragmatic or instrumental value).
Regimes of attention: Patterned cultural practices whereby members of a group of people acquire and maintain shared expectations that
modulate attention, structure salience, and thereby guide action (Fig. 2), as well as the internalized patterns of attention that result from
the repeated engagement with such practices (e.g., as a group-specific affordance, it takes a regime of attention for the colour white to
signify mourning for Hindus; it also takes a species-wide regime of attention for humans to feel invited by a path in the woods that signals
the trace of other humans’ intentions).
Salience: Expected information gain under a given action.
Surprise: Also known as surprisal or self-information in information theory. This is simply the negative log probability of some state or event.
Thinking through other minds (TTOM): The domain of beliefs about statistical regularities (i.e., Bayesian prior beliefs) that are exploited in
learning cultural affordances. This domain is primarily situated in the realm of expectations that humans learn to form about other people
in the niche – that is, in the realm of folk psychology. TTOM is also the process of engaging others’ expectations and inferences by
leveraging this domain.

The free-energy minimizing dynamics described previously
involve feedback processes that tune organismic expectancies to
fit local environmental contexts and therein minimize surprise
and uncertainty. Accounts of enculturation tend to suppose stable
social contexts, and the FEP assumes a kind of optimization that
depends on stability in adaptive contexts, but the reality

(especially in the context of cultural interactions and contexts)
is often one of constant change. Hence, realistic models of
human cognition in context will require taking into account
cultural mobility, hybridity, and the cognitive effects of the
constantly changing social niches that reflect cultural coevolution. Ultimately, models based on conservative processes
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like the FEP model need to address the significance of historicity
and contingency in the emergence and evolution of cultural
systems.
Among other potential domains of application, our model has
implications for psychiatry. One interesting path towards experimental verification builds on recent proposals for a computational
psychiatry (Adams et al. 2016; Friston et al. 2014b; Huys et al.
2016; Montague et al. 2012). In brief, computational psychiatry
aims to leverage computational techniques in order to better phenotype various psychiatric conditions, such as psychosis (Adams
et al. 2016) and autism (Constant et al. 2018a). Characterizing
individual and group variations in the capacity to leverage
TTOM, and the ways in which human agents adapt to their ecological niche, could reveal an important set of dimensions for
such diagnostic frameworks. One could, for example, consider individuals who experience inference about the sort of person they and
others are in a way markedly different from the neurotypical population (e.g., people with autistic traits). One could recruit participants who score high and low on the autistic spectrum, to test their
relative ability to make inferences and predictions about others
based on the ability to leverage information about gaze direction,
or vary the context in which they deploy such inferences, to
study the coupled dynamics between context and cognition that
is typical to such individuals (Constant et al. 2018a).
Other conditions could be studied in this manner as well,
shedding light both on TTOM as a general cognitive architecture
and on these specific conditions. Higher rates of schizophrenia
and psychosis among migrant populations might also be an excellent lens to approach such phenomena. Indeed, the careful study
of such populations highlights the need for an interactional view
of how sense of self and functioning may be destabilized by
migration – to a new niche that has specific affordances for people
of colour (Kirmayer & Gold 2011; Kirmayer et al. 2015).
Depression might also be a useful phenomenon to consider, as
it is an interactional phenomenon that involves complex inferences about self and other that is aggravated by retreat from the
social niche, now perceived as lacking positively valenced affordances and occupied by other minds with intentions that are
hard to understand, and which may in turn aggravate the condition itself (Baldwin 1992; Wang et al. 2008). This kind of work
could inform a formal phenotyping of psychopathology based
on the TTOM model.
Finally, although arguing for the applicability of the FEP to the
puzzle of the acquisition of cultural practices, knowledge, and
grammars, we caution against describing cultural ensembles as
autonomous systems that maintain their organization and structural integrity through allostasis and homeostasis (Veissière
2018). Adaptation rests on an ongoing process of predicting events,
engaging with the environment, and adjusting expectations in
response to feedback from the world (including the body and
other creatures). This occurs through constant transactions with
the environment, and, in the case of human beings, that environment is fundamentally cultural and social – constructed with,
and inhabited by, other people with whom individual agents
must cooperate if they are to survive. This cooperation is itself patterned by cultural knowledge, skills, norms, institutions, places, and
practices that have their own history and contingency.
Notes
1 There are many ways of interpreting this haiku by the modern poet
Mayuzumi Madoka. The shift in gaze might be seen as an experience of erotic
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presence or represent an awakening to sexism and self-estrangement. It also
recalls a culture-specific experience of the self as a performance (echoing the
Japanese sense of always being on a stage; Heine et al. 2008). At its core,
though, the poem powerfully illustrates the fundamentally human affective
process of seeing and feeling oneself through the perspectives (and desires)
of another.
2 Technically, an expectation corresponds to the average of a probabilistic
belief or probability distribution. When the distribution is over (discrete) states
of affairs, the expectation corresponds to the likelihood that any given state of
affairs is true. Throughout, we will use beliefs in the sense of Bayesian belief
updating or belief propagation, which could be either propositional or subpersonal in nature.
3 That is, the act of deploying precision weighting to select sources of sensory
evidence, often discussed in terms of mental action.
4 The FEP is a variational principle of least action, like those that describe
other systems with conserved quantities – for example, in the Lagrangian formulation of Newtonian mechanics, in which energy and momentum are conserved (Coopersmith 2017).
5 Intrinsic motivation is commonly used in developmental robotics to
describe the epistemic value that reduces uncertainty (i.e., promotes information gain). In active inference, salience scores the reduction in uncertainty
about transient states of the world, whereas novelty scores the reduction in
uncertainty about the more stable parameters of a generative model. In
short, salience is to inference as novelty is to learning.
6 The epistemic, uncertainty-reducing aspect of this formulation comes to the
fore when human agents need to figure out what to do, more so than when
agents are simply acting in accordance with the regimes of attention that
they have internalized through enculturation.
7 With reference to the works of psychologists, Elizabeth Spelke, who documents infant “core knowledge” in the domains of intuitive physics, intuitive
biology, and intuitive psychology, and Carol Dweck (Dweck 2013; Johnson
et al. 2007), who emphasizes the role of learning, experience, and rewards
from adherence to social norms (Kinzler et al. 2007; Olson & Spelke 2008;
Spelke & Kinzler 2007).
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Appendix
This appendix describes the free-energy principle in terms of a Bayesian
mechanics that emerges from the existence of a Markov blanket in a random
dynamical system at nonequilibrium steady state. A Markov blanket is a fourway partition of states that define a self-organizing system and its environment
(i.e., a system that has self-organized to nonequilibrium steady state). This
partition comprises internal and external states {μ, η} that are separated by
blanket states b = {s, a}. In turn, blanket states are divided into sensory
and active states. In brief, the Markov blanket allows us to talk about internal
states representing external states in a probabilistic sense. Heuristically,
this means that one can ascribe probabilistic beliefs to internal states, in
the sense that they are about something – namely, external states. This
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interpretation rests upon a variational density over external states that is
parameterized by internal states:
m(b) W arg max p(m|b)
m

qm (h) = p(h|b)

F(s, a) = ℑ(s, a) + D[qm (h)||p(h|s, a)] = ℑ(s, a)


ℑ(s, a) = − ln p(s, a)

(1.2)

These two aspects of a Markov blanket underwrite a Bayesian mechanics, in
which we can talk about internal states holding Bayesian beliefs about external
states – and autonomous states acting on external states, under those beliefs.
We will first look at the underlying formalism in terms of a free-energy
lemma and its path integral form that speak to (1) the most likely flow of internal states (i.e., perception) and (2) the trajectory of active states (i.e., action).
Lemma (variational free energy): Given a variational density,
qm (h) = p(h|b), the most likely path of autonomous states, given sensory
states, can be expressed as a gradient flow on a free-energy functional of systemic states, π = {b, μ} = {s, α}:
a[t] = arg min A(a[t]|s[t])
a[t]

⇒ da[t] A(a[t]|s[t]) = 0

(1.3)

(1.6)

Divergence

(1.1)

This variational density arises in virtue of the blanket as follows: If we condition internal and external states on the blanket, then there must exist a most
likely internal state for every blanket state. This means that there must be a
conditional density over external states conditioned on that blanket state. At
nonequilibrium steady state, the flow of internal and active states can be
expressed as a gradient flow on the same quantity – namely, the surprisal
(i.e., negative log likelihood) of states that comprise the system (Friston
2013). We will refer to internal and active states α = {a, μ} as autonomous
because they are not influenced by external states:
fa (s, a) = (Qaa − Gaa )∇a ℑ(s, a)

Where, for the most likely internal state, m [ a:

The equivalence between variational free energy and the surprisal of systemic states follows from the definition of the variational density that renders
the divergence zero.
Given this stipulative formulation of gradient flows under a Markov blanket, one can now use the path integral formalism to characterize the most
likely path of autonomous states from any initial state.
Corollary (path integral formulation): Under some simplifying assumptions, the action of autonomous paths from any initial systemic state is
upper bounded by expected free energy:
A(a[t]|p0 ) ≤ G(a[t])

(1.7)

Expected free energy is defined as follows:
G(a[t]) W Eq [ℑ(h, s, at )] − H[qt (h)]
 
Entropy

Energy

= Eq [ℑ(s, at ) + D[qt (h|s)||p(h|s, at )]] − D[qt (h|s)||qt (h)]
  
Expected surprisal

Expected divergence

Information gain

(1.8)

= Eq [ℑ(s, at |h)] + D[qt (h)||p(h)]
 
Risk

Ambiguity

≥ A(a[t]|p0 )

The expectation in equation (1.8) is under the predictive density over hidden and sensory states, conditioned upon the initial systemic state and subsequent trajectory of autonomous states:

⇒ ȧ = (Qaa − Gaa )∇a F(s, a)
qt (s, h) W p(s, h, t|a[t], p0 )
This means the most likely path conforms to a variational principle of least
action, where variational free energy is an upper bound on surprisal:
F(p) W Eq [ℑ(h, s, a)] − H[qm (h)]
 
Entropy

Energy

= ℑ(s, a) + D[qm (h)||p(h|s, a)]
 
Surprisal

Divergence

(1.4)

= Eq [ℑ(s, a|h)] + D[qm (h)||p(h)] ≥ ℑ(s, a)
 
Inaccuracy

Complexity

This functional can be expressed in several forms; namely, an energy minus the
entropy of the variational density, which is equivalent to the surprise associated
with systemic states (i.e., surprisal) plus the KL (Kullback-Leibler) divergence
between the variational and posterior density (i.e., divergence). In turn, this can
be decomposed into the negative log likelihood of systemic states (i.e., inaccuracy)
and the KL divergence between posterior and prior densities (i.e., complexity).
Proof: The most likely trajectory – that minimizes action – obtains when
the random fluctuations about the flow take their most likely value of zero. By
equation (1.2), the flow of the most likely autonomous states a = {a, m} can be
expressed as a gradient flow on surprisal or, by definition, variational free
energy:
a[t] = arg min A(a[t]|s[t]) ⇒
a[t]

ȧ = (Qaa − Gaa )∇a ℑ(s, a)
= (Qaa − Gaa )∇a F(s, a)

(1.5)

(1.9)

The expected free energy in equation has been formulated to emphasize
the formal correspondence with variational free energy in equation (1.4),
where the complexity and accuracy terms become risk (i.e., expected complexity) and ambiguity (i.e., expected inaccuracy).
In summary, variational free energy is an upper bound on the surprisal of
systemic states, and expected free energy is an upper bound on the action of
autonomous states. On a conceptual note, the role of nonequilibrium steady
state takes on a different aspect, depending upon whether the aforementioned
variational dynamics are thought of in terms of gradient flows (i.e., the variational free-energy lemma) or as picking out the most likely paths (i.e., the path
integral corollary).
From the point of view of a statistician, the gradient flow formulation
regards the probability density at nonequilibrium steady state as a generative
model – in other words, a probabilistic specification of the sensory impressions
of external states hidden behind the Markov blanket. It is this dynamic that
licenses an interpretation of self-organization in terms of statistical (i.e.,
approximate Bayesian) inference.
The picture changes when we consider the path integral formulation. Here,
we are picking out trajectories of autonomous states (i.e., active and internal
states) that are most likely under the generative model. On this view, the generative model can be regarded as some prior beliefs about the sensory states
(and their external causes) that will be encountered in the future. In other
words, the generative model prescribes the attracting set that the system will
autonomously work towards – by apparently selecting the paths of activity
that lead to these attracting states. This enactive perspective makes it look as
if the generative model is no longer simply an explanation for sensory samples
but a specification of the states to which a system aspires.
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Abstract
The Bayesian brain hypothesis, as formalized by the free-energy
principle, is ascendant in cognitive science. But, how does the
Bayesian brain obtain prior beliefs? Veissière and colleagues
argue that sociocultural interaction is one important source.
We offer a complementary model in which “interoceptive selfinference” guides the estimation of expected uncertainty both
in ourselves and in our social conspecifics.

In their impressive synthesis, Veissière and colleagues argue that
enactive social interaction is a prime ground for generating
higher-order prior beliefs (both implicit and explicit). We share
this enthusiasm for social–cultural patterning of priors, and also
their comprehensive embrasure of the enactive and embodied
turn within the larger predictive processing movement (Allen &
Friston 2018; Barrett & Simmons 2015; Gallagher & Allen 2018;
Ramstead et al. 2019b; 2019c; Seth 2013). As they elegantly
argue, ontogenetic development provides a wealth of knowledge
about how to behave in a given context. It follows that this
“duet for one” of mutual prediction not only constrains how we
engage with others, but also our own self-inference (Friston &
Frith 2015a; 2015b). As such the proposal that much of our “repertoire of prior beliefs” emerges from socio-cultural interaction
and enactive, embodied engagement is both feasible and exciting.
However, we disagree that “information from and about other
people’s expectations constitutes the primary domain” from
which prior beliefs about “statistical regularities” (i.e., expected
precision) arise. Although socio-cultural sources certainly contribute, we highlight the predominance of more than 1 million
years of phylogenetic evolution in shaping our “prior bodies” as
the key constitutive factor molding how we predict ourselves
and other agents (Allen & Tsakiris 2019). In advance of any ontogenetic development, one is born with homeostatic and morphological features which shape the expected statistics of one’s life,
and these, in turn, provide a rich generative model which can
be inverted to understand a wide range of human social behaviors.
Developing this view, we recently proposed a computational
model of interoceptive self-inference (Allen et al. 2019). Our
model argues that the visceral body provides a fundamental
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constraint on belief precision, and that interoception serves to
sample these rhythms so as to better estimate expected uncertainty. This model formalizes other more conceptual accounts
of interoceptive inference in the domain of emotion (Barrett &
Simmons 2015; Chanes & Barrett 2016; Seth 2013; Seth &
Tsakiris 2018), selfhood (Ainley et al. 2016; Apps & Tsakiris
2014; Limanowski & Blankenburg 2013), and metacognition
(Petzschner et al. 2017). Our model generalizes beyond these to
argue that the primary homeostatic rhythms of the body fundamentally constrain prior beliefs about the precision, or confidence, of both interoceptive and exteroceptive belief updates.
This to say, visceral rhythms embed primary control dynamics,
or hyper-priors, on the agent’s landscape of precision. This, in
turn, dictates the confidence I assign to any shift in my posterior
beliefs and provides a useful starting point for estimating selfprecision in others.
To illustrate the core of our model (summarized in Fig. 1),
consider the following example of sensory attenuation in the retina. In the eye, the pulsation of blood across the optic disk at each
heartbeat distorts the retinal surface, briefly occluding ascending
sensory information. In a hierarchical brain, this predictable
fluctuation of precision is a crucial learning signal, which can
be sampled via interoception to improve estimates of expected
uncertainty (Parr & Friston 2017a; Pulcu & Browning 2019).
Expected uncertainty, in turn, provides an invaluable control signal dictating how much I should update my beliefs in the face of
new information; Bayesian decision theory tells us that when confronted with a volatile environment (or a volatile colleague), one
should more rapidly update their beliefs in response to prediction
error.
Through simulation, we show that this simple coupling of sensory precision to the rhythm of homeostasis enforces a primary
interaction between the body and our perception of the world.
In our model, lesioning afferent viscerosensory information
caused a cascade of interoceptive prediction error which elicit psychosomatic hallucinations, blunted belief updating, and attenuated physiological reactions. These domain-general alterations in
precision ultimately cause agents to update their higher-order
beliefs, resulting in top-down metacognitive biases (i.e., misestimation of expected uncertainty) that characterize many psychiatric and psycho-social illnesses (Lawson et al. 2017; Powers
et al. 2017). In contrast, maladaptive prior beliefs about selfuncertainty can elicit misperception or hyper-arousal in the interoceptive domain. This equips the model with a deeply circular,
enactive causation; my expectation of confidence in the world
constrains my visceral inference and regulation, and the statistics
of visceral rhythms constrain my exteroceptive percepts and
beliefs.
Here perhaps is where there is the most potential for crosstalk
between the model of Veissière and colleagues and interoceptiveself inference. Our model suggests that agents are imbued at birth
with a repertoire of “embodied priors” or statistical regularities
dictated by their morphological forms, which act as hyperparameters on meta-cognition and learning (Allen & Tsakiris
2019). In particular, these priors influence the confidence or precision dictating the perceptual and emotional salience we assign
to various interoceptive and exteroceptive outcomes. The notion
of variational niche construction developed by Veissière and others can be cast as building ontogenetic refinement in addition to
these fundamental constraints (Bruineberg et al. 2018a; 2018b).
That is to say, in thinking through other minds we demarcate
novel boundaries of salience, refining the embodied set-points
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Figure 1. (Allen et al.) Interoceptive self-inference model. (A) Hierarchical precision-weighted inferences integrate confidence signals from the internal and external
environment into an overall estimate of expected uncertainty. (B) For example, slow-respiratory oscillations stabilize cardiac cycles, resulting in low-autonomic
uncertainty. In contrast, a volatile breath pattern increases baseline neural uncertainty, as illustrated in a simulated brain response to a steady state exteroceptive
input. (C) These fluctuations can be modeled, for example by a dynamic reinforcement-learning approach in which the volatility of interoceptive state transitions
inflates the estimate of autonomic uncertainty. Through inversion of the self-inference model to conspecifics, agents can predict the confidence of others’ beliefs.

that define a landscape of precision for agents. We maintain, however, the hegemony of the phylogenetic body in setting these
starting points; ultimately, the strongest possible source one can
sample from concerning the volatility of others is found within
oneself.
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Abstract
We applaud the ambition of Veissière et al.’s account of cultural
learning, and the attempt to ground higher order thinking in
embodied theory. However, the account is limited by loose terminology, and by its commitment to a view of the child learner
as inference-maker. Vygotsky offers a more powerful view of cultural learning, one that is fully compatible with embodiment.

Embodied approaches to cognition are compelling when they are
invoked as explanations for perceptually controlled action phenomena: how do people catch balls, or continuously maintain
an upright posture – that kind of thing. A challenge is to extend

this kind of explanation to an account of “higher order” tasks
that are characteristic of human behavior, that is, those involving
language and social interaction. The authors seek to rise to this
challenge. They offer an account of cultural learning based
on a predictive coding view of cognition. We applaud the ambition of their project. We think the authors are right to ground
this project in an account of learning, and we agree that the
account must begin with a conception of the child as an embodied
agent.
In its details, though, the proposal is rather limited. The
authors’ stretching of conceptual terminology leads them to pursue a solution that remains fundamentally disembodied and inferential. And they overlook a long-standing approach which offers a
promising solution to the problem they are addressing.
First, the vague terminology. The authors are too flexible in
their use of terms. Particularly problematic is the word “expectation.” The authors use the word interchangeably to mean both a
prediction generated by the brain of an actor as part of its perceptual foraging, and socially-enforced norms of “expected” behavior,
for example, that one should sit up straight. The problem here is
that the latter meaning is the thing the authors are trying to
explain. By using the same term interchangeably for both meanings, they are effectively presupposing the solution to the problem.
(Such ambiguity in the use of terms seems to be a recurring problem in predictive coding accounts, see Anderson & Chemero
2013.)
The authors attempt to address this problem by appealing to
the concept of affordances, but in doing so stretch that concept
beyond its useful boundaries. Just as the action possibilities of
objects can be described in terms of affordances, the authors suggest, so culturally appropriate behavior can be described in terms
of cultural affordances. Unfortunately, affordances don’t work as
explanations for the things the authors seek to explain, namely:
How individual humans learn to act appropriately according to
the prevailing mores of their neighbors. This is not what the concept of affordances was invented for. The concept was originally
intended to resolve a dualism in the philosophy of perception
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between phenomenal and physical worlds (Heft 2017). It achieved
this by suggesting that meaning resides not inside the organism
but in the fit between an organism and its surroundings, specifically in the fit between the organism and some structure that the
organism can act upon. In practice, it has proved remarkably difficult to leverage this concept as part of a fruitful empirical program, even when the target of explanation is a single actor
performing a simple task (see Wagman 2019 for a review). It is
much more difficult to apply the concept to culture, and to our
knowledge no one, including the current authors, has succeeded
in doing so non-metaphorically. You can say “cultural affordances” all you want, but that does not constitute an empirical
research program.
To solve the problem the authors set out to solve, they need an
account of how you get from situated action in the infant to
enculturated behavior in later childhood and adulthood. That is,
of how you get from one kind of expectation to the other, from
the if-I-put-my-hand-in-that-fire-it-will-be-hot type of expectation to the children-should-sit-up-straight type of expectation. It
is not enough to say that the child simply learns a set of behavioral norms by observing adults. The question is: how?
Essentially, the authors think learning is inference – another
term whose meaning is stretched – and view the child as a scientist in the crib. It is here that their account remains a disembodied
one. It has been pointed out that to view the child learner as fundamentally an inference-maker is to inappropriately project onto
the child the worldview of the adult (and, traditionally, male) scientist: In pursuit of experimental control, the scientist imposes
certain restrictions on himself in how he can gather data about
the world, and he then wrongly assumes that the child is subject
to similar restrictions (Donaldson 1978). This sort of account acts
as if the child learns everything on her own, without scaffolding
provided by others.
It doesn’t have to be this way. A compelling non-inferential
account of cultural learning already exists, and the authors overlook it. This is the cultural historical approach associated with
Vygotsky and later activity theorists (Cole 1996; Leont’ev 1974;
Vygotsky 1962; 1978). On this view, the child is not an incomplete adult who must collect a set of cultural norms before she
is able to act in a fully adult manner. Rather, the child is already
a complete actor. She continuously learns new skills as part of her
coping with situations involving others. Crucially, social activity
comes first. Language starts off as concrete acts of speaking and
being spoken to. It is only later, after the child has developed
some linguistic competence in the presence of others that she
can engage in private mental cognition: construct an internal narrative, engage quietly in counterfactual reasoning, and develop
inferences and scientific theories.
A key argument for Vygotsky was that the acquisition of language (and culture) leads to a qualitatively different form of cognition: Norms are no longer imposed exclusively by evolutionary
fitness but can be self-imposed through language. Given this view
of cultural learning, the present “variational” account of higher
cognitive functions misses the point: Language-involving cognition operates according to a different set of norms, and is not
merely a more elaborated form of adaptive fitness.
The Vygotskyan view is, we submit, a more attractive one. It
provides an escape from the adaptationist trap that the current
proposal falls into. It is also compatible with an embodied,
socially embedded understanding of human behavior. Instead of
seeing other minds in instrumental terms, as things we think
through, it sees other minds as people we can think with.
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Abstract
Thinking through other minds creatively situates the free-energy
principle within real-life cultural processes, thereby enriching
both sociocultural theories and Bayesian accounts of cognition.
Here, shifting the attention from thinking-through to becoming-with, we suggest complementing such an account by focusing
on the empirical, computational, and conceptual investigation of
the multiscale dynamics of social interaction.

We applaud Veissière and colleagues for pursuing the ambitious
goal of situating the free-energy principle within the context of
sociocultural processes. This is, indeed, a much needed undertaking, which has only recently started developing, holding promise
for advancing not only relevant sociocultural research fields, but
also computational psychiatry (cf. Bolis & Schilbach 2017;
2018b; Constant et al. 2019b; Friston & Frith 2015b; Gallagher
& Allen 2018). In fact, human cognition and culture have often
been studied in isolation. For instance, the field of computational
psychiatry has been developing rigorous experimental protocols
and mathematical toolboxes to mechanistically explain human
cognition and action. Yet, until recently a rather individualistic
perspective has been adopted, which neglects levels of description
beyond the individual (cf. Bolis et al. 2017; De Jaegher & Di Paolo
2007; Kirmayer & Crafa 2014; Schilbach et al. 2013). On the other
hand, sociocultural fields, such as cultural anthropology, have
rightfully adopted a more holistic perspective to complex phenomena of life, yet frequently lacking formal descriptions of cognitive and biological mechanisms (cf. Seligman & Brown 2009).
An artificial dichotomy between the individual and the collective has inevitably led to a “chicken-egg” paradox (cf. Dumas et al.
2014). However, such causality dilemmas dissolve once one considers the dialectical nature of human-becoming, which is multiscale, reciprocal, dynamic, cumulative, and inherently
contradictory (cf. Bolis & Schilbach 2018b; Di Paolo et al. 2018;
Dumas et al. 2014; Vygotsky 1930–1935/1978). Processes from
evolution and culture to individual development, learning, and
sensorimotor activity, can all be viewed as mutually interacting
adjustments between the species and the environment. Here, reciprocity is deep, as “it is not only humans who change the
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environment, but the environment in turn changes them in face
of their impact on it” (Bolis & Schilbach 2018b; Levins &
Lewontin 1985). TTOM, therefore, constitutes an important
development because it addresses how human agents learn shared
expectations and how they construct their own social niches in
complex interaction between the individual and the environment.
We concretely appreciate the consideration of predictive coding and active inference within a framework of circular causality.
Indeed, an organism can be viewed as embedded within the dialectic between the two above-mentioned processes, which in order
to survive obeys a simple, but fundamental rule: “adjust yourself
to reality or change the reality itself” (Bolis & Schilbach 2018b;
Friston 2010). When it comes to TTOM, it is not only the
agent which learns environmental regularities and adjusts accordingly, but also the environment in turn “learns” the agents’
“beliefs” through repeated and culturally regulated actions.
TTOM resonates well with the dialectical attunement hypothesis
(Bolis & Schilbach 2018b), which views human-becoming as the
interplay between internalization and externalization in and
through (culturally-mediated) social interaction; internalization
being the “co-construction of bodily hierarchical models of the
(social) world and the organism” [cf. predictive coding], whereas
externalization the “collective transformation of the world” [cf.
active inference]. In a nutshell, “interpersonal statistical regularities shape multiscale hierarchical models on an individual level
and vice versa.”
To offer a formal description of how the environment “learns,”
the authors interestingly suggest twisting the modeling equations by
inverting relevant quantities across actions and sensations. This
offers various potential modeling scenarios about the degree of
interactivity within the system of brain–body–environment–body–
brain (cf. Froese et al. 2013). Here, a multiscale meta-Bayesian
scheme might nicely lend itself for modeling not only individual
processes, but also collective and environmental interactions
(Bolis & Schilbach 2017; Brandi et al. 2019; Ramstead et al. 2018).
Not only are we in line with the authors on conceptual and
computational grounds, but also concerning the need for empirical studies. To make this more concrete, we describe certain
experimental directions: Systematically varying social structure,
cultural, and socioeconomic background, affective bonds and
interpersonal similarity across interacting individuals will enable
the mechanistic study of interpersonal attunement. With regard
to psychiatric disorders, construed as disorders of social interaction (Schilbach 2016), two-person (or indeed collective) psychophysiology allows to move beyond the individual (cf. Bolis &
Schilbach 2018a). Taking autism as a paradigm example, the dialectical misattunement hypothesis has put forward a research line,
which, moving away from an exclusive study of individual differences, considers types of interacting groups: that is, autistic, neurotypical, and mixed groups, expecting smoother interactions
within the more homogeneous groups or dyads (Bolis et al.
2017). Taken together, such experiments will not only inform
TTOM within the “neurotypical social world,” but also open up
avenues for evaluating and updating the ontological status of conditions, such as autism, as relational and interactional (cf. double
empathy problem; Milton 2012).
Apart from praising TTOM, we would also like to point out a
fundamental aspect which, in our opinion, would benefit from
further elaboration. We feel that the potentially constitutive role
of real-time social interaction in sense-making and humanbecoming was not sufficiently taken into account within the
model (cf. De Jaegher & Di Paolo 2007; Vygotsky 1930–1935/
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1978). It has been suggested that thinking about and with others
might be fundamentally different in real-time interactive scenarios, as compared to passive observational situations (cf. secondperson perspective; Redcay & Schilbach 2019; Schilbach et al.
2013). Crucially, such interactive interpersonal processes have
been thought of as dialectically preceding the individual both in
evolutionary and developmental regards (cf. Bolis & Schilbach
2018b; Tomasello 2019). As Vygotsky proclaimed almost a century ago, “through others we become ourselves” (Vygotsky,
1931/1987). Yet, to do justice to the authors, the field today has
not yet reached a conclusive consensus. For instance, although
Di Paolo et al. (2018) suggest that “interactive situations present
a richer, more complex set of possibilities” and “the key to our
sociality is not in our heads or in our genes,” Schönherr and
Westra (2017) claim to have (conceptually) shown that “ersatz
interactivity works just as well as the real thing,” by “real thing”
denoting genuine, real-time social interaction. We, therefore, conclude our commentary with a question still desperately begging
for a definite empirical answer. Does (real-time) social interaction
matter… or is it all in our heads?

Have we lost the thinker in other
minds? Human thinking beyond
social norms
Nabil Bouizegarene
Department of Psychology, Université du Québec à Montréal, Montreal, Quebec
H3C 3P8, Canada
bouizegarene.nabil@uqam.ca
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Abstract
Veissière and colleagues suggest that thinking is entirely based
on social norms. I point out that despite the fact that social
norms are commonly used to alleviate cognitive processing,
some individuals are willing and able to go about the costly process of questioning them and exploring other valuable ways of
thinking.

The framework introduced by Veissière and colleagues provides a
compelling account of enculturation as a process of thinking
through other minds (TTOM). However, their account may fall
short of providing a thorough model of cognition. I agree with
the authors’ proposal that humans outsource most of their thinking unto other minds in order to minimize cognitive load, essentially by engaging others’ expectations and inferences. However, I
find their claim that all solitary human thinking is “social through
and through” (sect. 3.6, para. 2) rather extreme and wish to highlight ways in which it could be nuanced. I will present evidence
from research on identity processes which suggest that individuals
vary in the degree to which they adhere to social norms and the
expectations of others when they engage in identity construction.
Berzonsky’s research on identity processing styles (Berzonsky
1989; 2011) identified individual differences in the tendency to
use normative information for self-definition processes. He showed
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that individuals with a normative identity style tend to base their
self-view on the relevant social norms and standards that their
group and significant others value and adopt. In contrast, individuals with an informational identity style come to think about themselves on the basis of a complex exploration process. That is, they
actively seek out self-relevant information by testing out beliefs,
activities, and interests and assessing the degree to which they fit
to themselves (e.g., Do I really want to be a lawyer?). In contrast,
individuals high in normative identity style tend not to question
their culturally prescribed commitments (e.g., of course, like my
father, I will be a lawyer because it is a well-paid and respectable job).
The fact that individuals with a normative identity style prefer
to cut short the taxing process of deeply questioning and exploring their identity is consistent with Veissière and colleagues’
framework, in that norms are herein recruited as a short-cut to
a great deal of uncertainty (or free energy). Consistent with this
idea is the finding that normative identity style is related to higher
levels of need for structure and need for cognitive closure
(Soenens et al. 2005). However, I am not sure that informational
identity style could be understood through Veissière and colleagues’ framework. How should we understand that some cultured agents seek and tolerate the uncertainty of questioning
their identity beyond social norms and voluntarily go about a
long process of thinking autonomously about themselves, rather
than using norms as an antidote to this uncertainty?
Mclean and colleagues (McLean & Syed 2015; McLean et al.
2017) make similar observations in their research on identity
development, which focus on the relationship of identity and society in personal narratives. This team focuses on the narratives that
are the cultural templates for the experiences one should expect to
have in their lives, which they call master narratives. They define
the latter as shared narrative expectations regarding what is a culturally valued biography. They found evidence that individuals
develop their identities by negotiating the degree to which these
narratives are maintained or changed when individuals create
their own life story.
A particularly relevant result is that individuals who develop
alternative narratives (i.e., changed relative to the master narrative)
are also engaged with more identity work (McLean et al. 2017).
Specifically, it was found that those who develop alternative narratives made a greater number of explicit connections between life
events and their selves and displayed higher levels of identity exploration. These results are consistent with Veissière and colleagues’
framework because they suggest that identifying with cultural
norms requires less effort. However, these results also challenge the
TTOM framework because they suggest that some individuals decide
to exert the effort of developing alternatives to these cultural norms.
Social norms are attractive because they provide ready-made
answers to the difficult and urgent questions we face throughout
our lives. This may explain why conformism is endemic but does
not preclude that some individuals are willing and able to go
about the costly process of questioning these social norms.
Furthermore, this questioning might be an essential part of the
iterative process underlying the cumulative culture phenomena
described by Tomasello et al. (1993). Individuals thinking about
norms in a unique and original way instead of just blindly assimilating them may catalyze the generation of useful ideas and solutions that are integrated in culture and passed on to future
generations. The adaptiveness of today’s culture may owe a lot
to individuals in past generations who distanced their thinking
from their culture. If we lose the thinker in others mind, we
may lose much of the adaptive potential of culture.
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Abstract
Veissière et al. must sacrifice explanatory realism and precision
in order to develop a unified formal model. Drawing on examples from cognitive archeology, we argue that this makes it difficult for them to derive the kinds of testable predictions that
would allow them to resolve debates over the nature of human
social cognition and cultural acquisition.

Veissière et al. have uncovered an interesting set of high-level
regularities, which appear to show up wherever humans attempt
to calibrate their behavior against one another. They have also
shown that the FEP provides a unified mathematical framework
that is useful for describing these regularities. Highly general
and unified explanatory models such as TTOM can be extremely
useful. For example, where a discipline lacks a common theoretic
language for describing competing perspectives, such models can
be deployed to dissolve disputes by bringing rival positions under
a single theoretical framework. Veissière et al. assume that such a
strategy will prove fruitful in resolving persistent disagreements
within the cognitive science of cultural acquisition and social
cognition, as TTOM seems to provide a unified framework for
characterizing insights from a number of otherwise incommensurable theories. We applaud their attempt to provide a more
unified account of social cognition and the acquisition of culture;
but we contend that bringing these phenomena under a single
mathematical framework is unlikely to resolve the relevant
disputes.
Providing a simple, overarching characterization of complex
and inherently variable biological systems is challenging.
Abstract mathematical models of biological phenomena, such as
TTOM, attempt to overcome this challenge by prioritizing
explanatory generality over competing ideals such as explanatory
precision and biological realism (Levins 1966). If successful, this
strategy can offer unifying explanations of seemingly disparate
biological phenomena, such as the action of different but analogous biological systems, or of heterogeneous parts of the same system. Yet, unification comes at the cost of explanatory realism and
precision. In order to draw parallels between non-identical systems, general models must make idealizing assumptions about
patterns of biological variation as well as the causal specificities
of the particular systems being described. This allows such models
to capture the general properties of a system, by focusing on
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broadscale similarities. But as a result, they fail to be entirely precise and accurate when it comes to the particularities of the system
(Woodward 2005). The mathematical framework provided by the
FEP does give TTOM a high level of generality; but we worry that
this involves stripping away fine-grained causal details and evolutionary histories without much obvious explanatory pay-off.
This is not to deny that unification can offer new perspectives,
but we doubt that there is more to say about social cognition and
cultural acquisition at the highly abstract level afforded by the FEP
than is already being said at a less general, but causally richer,
level of description. This concern might be mitigated if TTOM
succeeded in providing a common framework for usefully
describing and comparing competing theories in cognitive science, but we worry that any theoretical unification achieved via
TTOM will be more perspectival than substantive, as the unification it provides is generated by looking at the issues from a level of
abstraction that makes the details disappear. Long-standing
debates in cognitive archeology illustrate these problems nicely.
The story one tells about the evolution of hominin cognition is
highly dependent on the position one adopts on social cognition.
Debates between dynamicists/externalists (Malafouris 2016; Noble
& Davidson 1996; Overmann 2016; Tomlinson 2015) and representationalists/internalists (Cole 2016; Coolidge & Wynn 2018; Mithen,
1996) in cognitive archeology mirror broader debates in cognitive
science. For instance, Noble and Davidson (1996) employ an externalist and Gibsonian approach to the analysis of stone-tools and the
evolution of social cognition, whereas Mithen (1996) employs an
internalist and modular approach. If TTOM provides a tool for
resolving debates in cognitive science, it should also offer the
resources for arbitrating between these different views, and for finding a clear route to a resolution. Unfortunately, even if TTOM can
express these rival accounts in the general, abstract, mathematical
language, this redescription seems to add little to our existing,
much richer causal understanding of the systems in question.
Debates about hominin cognitive evolution largely concern the
kinds of cognitive traits that are required to produce lithic technologies. And resolving such debates requires generating mutually exclusive and testable empirical predictions to compare against the
Paleolithic record and findings in contemporary cognitive science;
any common vocabulary for comparing theories must be causally
rich enough to engage with such evidence. Unfortunately, TTOM
is so abstract and multiply realizable that the evolutionary histories
and fine-grained causal information that instantiate the competing
views about hominin cognitive evolution are largely omitted. Given
this causal frugality, TTOM seems incapable of generating the testable predictions cognitive archeologists require to resolve these
debates, and hence the overall payoff for deploying it is unclear.
We suspect that the state of affairs in cognitive archeology is a
reflection of broader debates in the study of human social cognition
and cultural acquisition. Recent experiments have revealed significant intra- and inter-personal variation in mentalizing capacities
(e.g., Warnell & Redcay 2019); this may reflect heterogeneity in
the underlying biological systems (Schaafsma et al. 2015), or it
may suggest the development of different kinds of sense-making
strategies (De Jaegher 2013). An approach that focused on patterns
of qualitative variation might yield empirically tractable predictions
in this domain; and given a plausible set of bridging principles, the
resulting data may be useful for adjudicating the relevant disputes.
By contrast, the unified theoretical framework advanced by
Veissière et al. can only reveal the points where these different
kinds of approaches are likely to converge. As we see it, TTOM mistakenly equates formal unification with explanatory power.
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Explanation in science is, alas, far more complex; and generality
comes at the cost of valuable explanatory realism and precision.
In light of this worry, we contend that the explanatory value
which TTOM appears to have is likely to reflect its ability to systematize existing data, rather than its ability to produce novel hypotheses, or novel ways of negotiating intractable disputes.

Normativity, social change, and the
epistemological framing of culture
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Abstract
The authors deploy an epistemic framework to represent culture
and model the acquisition of cultural behavior. Yet, the framing
inherits familiar problems with explaining the acquisition of
norms. Such problems are conspicuous with regard to human
societies where norms are ubiquitous. This creates a new difficulty for the authors in explaining change to mutually exclusive
organizational structures of human life.

Thirty years of work in cultural evolution, primatology, human
behavioral ecology, and cognitive science has established a consensus framework for understanding culture. This framework
characterizes agents as voracious epistemic optimizers:
Individuals who exploit cues, adopt strategies, and intervene on
situations to extract high-quality information relative to their
goals. This framing extends out into the world, seeing it in epistemic terms: the physical environment and other agents are repositories of, and instruments for, information acquisition.
Veissière et al. (hereafter, “the authors”) adopt and synthesize
this consensus framework. Their particular concern is the thoroughly social character of the informational world in which
humans develop and live – and their novel contribution is to
wed empirical research on this topic with the apparatuses of variational Bayesian inference and the free-energy principle. These
tools, they suggest, provide means of modeling key features of
enculturation, behavior, and cultural change.
Yet, an important feature of this account needs to be noted at the
outset. The authors’ epistemic framing grounds both culture and
enculturation in the extraction and employment of information,
and in so doing, minimizes the explanatory clout of other core
aspects of human life; notably, deliberative choice, affect, and normativity. On the authors’ account, these latter features are either
reducible or subsidiary to variational inference. The result is a conservative model of culture, one already well-formulated by David
Laitin (2007): cultures are “circumstances in which members of a
group […] are able to condition their behaviour on common knowledge beliefs about the behaviour of all members of the group”
(p. 64). Such a model renders cultures largely homeostatic; enculturation means both learning and expecting others to stay within
the bounds of established behavior.
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No doubt models couched within this framework are useful for
understanding cultural phenomena; for instance, explaining how
adolescents flexibly adopt different learning strategies to become
capable members of the group (e.g., Salali et al. 2019). But, as a
general account of culture, the picture is likely impoverished.
Enculturated agents do not just think through other agents in
an epistemic way, as something to be conditioned over, but in a
normative and affective way: A confession of love can be terrifying
even before hearing the response; and even thinking about committing a crime can bring feelings of disquiet and shame. Norms,
in other words, are not mere conventions – subject to more or less
accurate conditionalization – but, affectively motivated standards
for appropriate behavior. More importantly, they are ubiquitous
structures of human sociality.
Normative and affective features are difficult to grasp using
the language of epistemic optimization. Consider a key piece of
the authors’ machinery; cultural, or “epistemic” affordances.
Affordances are relationships between features in the environment and agential behavioral repertoire (Chemero 2009; Walsh
2015). Although some researchers do link affordances to normatively freighted concepts such as “skill” (e.g., Rietveld & Kiverstein
2014), this is not because the two are identical. They are not.
Indeed, the ubiquity of human norm-governedness is a puzzle,
and there is a growing literature aimed at exploring just how
affordance-structured ape cognition could be bootstrapped and
changed into norm-rich human cognition (Birch, m.s.).
Though the authors do mention normativity, it is as a fait
accompli – something that comes for free with variational inference in a structured environment. But, this is where one is
owed further explanation: How are affordances bootstrapped
into skills? How does variational inference explain how human
beings are motivated to act in accordance with rules? In short,
how epistemic optimizing explain norm-governed behavior?
Although the authors show some sensitivity to these issues, they
owe us an account that explains the development of such capacities in inferential terms.
This line of thinking leads to broader concerns with how the
Bayesian framework construes and understands culture. Cultural
groups are governed by local normative structures that set
standards for behavior and regulate social interaction. Yet these
normative frameworks are continually contested and subject to
change, and this change often involves deliberate attempts on
the part of individuals to reorganize governing structures.
Whether this involves shifts in kinship or marriage practices,
corporate or political governance, religious or ritual practices,
agents often act collectively to change the normative strictures
guiding their behavior. Yet the epistemic account on offer leaves
little explanatory space to account for such social change. This
is especially true of the core organizational structures of human
sociality.
The authors’ account of social change ties it to exploration and
the acquisition of information. Agents are motivated by “intrinsic,
epistemic imperatives” to acquire information before engaging in
actions with pragmatic value – turning on the lights to avoid
stumbling on the furniture, for instance. Nonetheless, the authors
suggest, these epistemic imperatives have the added benefit of
promoting curiosity and by extension, enlarging the “repertoire
of responses for the individual or the group” (sect. 3.3, para. 6).
Yet, even if human beings were motivated by such imperatives,
this could not be the whole story. For many core organizational
features of human life are exclusive: it is either possible to
marry your cross-cousin or impossible; you either pay brideprice
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or a dowry; you either live in a big man society or you do not.
Transitions between these organizational states are complex –
and are often the result of deliberative, communal experimentation (Wengrow & Graeber 2015) – but it is difficult to see how
epistemic imperatives and enlarged “repertoires of responses”
get a grip on these changes. What would it mean to get information about breaking taboos on marrying cross-cousins without
actually marrying a cross-cousin? What about motivating systematic change in governance? How could one motivate pragmatic
action without knowing what comes next?
As noted, the authors’ account is conservative – focusing on
how to things keep going on as before. But, radical organizational
change seems to be ubiquitous among human cultures (Mace &
Jordan 2011), suggesting that the authors’ model should be
open to such phenomena. Yet, such openness will require greater
attention to the role of affect, normativity, and communal
decision-making – and this in turn may require going beyond
Bayesian variational inference and the epistemic framing of
human beings and the world.
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Abstract
The multicultural experience (i.e., multicultural individuals and
cross-cultural experiences) offers the intriguing possibility for (i)
an empirical examination of how free-energy principles explain
dynamic cultural behaviors and pragmatic cultural phenomena
and (ii) a challenging but decisive test of thinking through
other minds (TTOM) predictions. We highlight that TTOM
needs to treat individuals as active cultural agents instead of
passive learners.
…I was constantly referring my new world to the old for comparison, and the
old to the new for elucidation…It is painful to be conscious of two worlds.
— Mary Antin, Russian Jew immigrant to USA (p. 3) (Antin 1912)

Thinking through other minds (TTOM) offers an excellent,
multi-level account aiming at explaining how individuals learn a
specific culture – typically, the culture that the individual is
exposed to during childhood. This framework remains to be
tested and improved against a wider range of cultural phenomena.
Culture is not monolithic – in fact, individuals could acquire
knowledge of multiple cultures and carry multiple cultural identities. Many cultural phenomena are essentially dynamic and
involve drastic changes, including within the individual (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1. (Christopoulos & Hong) Four types of
cultural learning. (a) Monocultural: learning one
culture (“circle” culture). (b) Bicultural: concurrently learning two cultures (“circle” and “triangle” cultures). (c) Crossing cultures bicultural:
learning a host culture followed by learning a
new culture. (d) Dynamic culture: an individual
re-constructs a new culture.

A typical example is the bicultural individual, that is, individuals
who have been substantially exposed to two cultures (either concurrently during early childhood or sequentially with secondary
enculturation happening later in life). Second, dynamic cultural
phenomena could emerge when political or other events accentuate or suppress or even create a new cultural identity.
We explain these phenomena, elaborate their importance for
testing TTOM, and discuss tools for its empirical assessment.

understanding the underlying processes could be a critical test for
the FEP framework. Moreover, adopting different generative
models entails different pragmatic affordances and, eventually,
different decision computations. Crucially, even short-lived cultural cues, such as the linguistic environment or visual stimuli,
could alter attitudes, behavior, and choices of biculturals
(Cheng et al. 2006). This mechanism can be harnessed to experimentally “induce” cultural frames (Hong et al. 2000).

The bicultural phenomenon

Crossing cultures

The bicultural individual “knows” that the very same behavior
could have different causes, interpretations, and consequences
depending on the culture (context) it is manifested. This critical
ability to navigate different cultural frames is termed cultural
frame switching (Briley et al. 2005; Hong et al. 2000) and has
been adequately demonstrated – yet, the exact computational
accounts are hypothesized at best.
Using free-energy principles (FEP) terminology, the bicultural
mind not only has many generative models, but, also, the ability
to effortlessly switch between them. Antithetical cultural identities
might disrupt cultural switching (Benet-Martínez et al. 2002) and

This is a type of bicultural individuals whose native culture has
been well established, with enculturation processes associated
with the secondary (“host”) culture ensuing. Typical examples
include immigrants, “expatriates,” students at a foreign country,
and even sojourners. Thus, the exposure and immersion to a
new culture might depend on the intergroup relationships
between the immigrant groups and the host society, which will
in turn evoke learning, unlearning, and relearning of the new
and native culture (Christopoulos & Tobler 2016). Bicultural
identity processes (Benet-Martínez et al. 2002) mentioned are
also applicable. Understanding these individuals within the
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TTOM framework is particularly interesting, as the whole process
of enculturation is observable and reportable and TTOM predictions can be tested – including neurobiological responses.
For the TTOM framework, the individual-crossing cultures
needs to exercise active inference to learn and understand the
new environment. Given that uncertainty substantially increases
in a new culture, attentional salience would be intensified. Thus,
understanding attentional selection processes and the role of the
native culture priors are critical questions: An individual who substantially relies on the priors and expectations of her native culture
might face substantial enculturation difficulties; on the other hand,
rebuilding a new generative model could be an unnecessarily slow
process. It would be interesting if FEP could generate hypothetical
models that demonstrate how secondary enculturation happens,
fails, or succeed. Finally, the TTOM framework emphasizes that
social learning is based on leveraging trusted others – yet, the thorny
problem for individuals crossing cultures is to identify these trusted
others. Thus, locating the deontic cues in a new culture is a central
process of secondary enculturation.
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Abstract

Individuals as active cultural agents
There is a third phenomenon where political or other events
accentuate cultural aspects and could even create relatively new
cultural identities – even within the very same cultural space.
For instance, the recent social movement in Hong Kong following
the proposal of the extradition bill has amplified the differentiation between the Hong Kong and Mainland Chinese cultures
(cf. Cheon & Hong 2019). In another historical example, the
expulsion of Singapore from the Malaysia led to the emergence
of an independent nation. Since then, Singapore developed her
own cultural identity, building on cultural affordances from distinct cultural heritages (Malay, Chinese, Indian, and other
mixed cultures – e.g., Peranakan).
Such phenomena are also of particular interest, as the cultural
agent has to not only learn, unlearn, and relearn, but, essentially,
to actively “construct” a new culture. This is a challenge for the
TTOM which (probably) treats the individual as a passive
agent; however, individuals assess, interpret, shape, and further
develop culture as active culture agents.
Cognitive flexibility, model-free, and model-based learning
All examples described above would need to elicit neurocognitive
functions that go beyond pure learning. The obvious candidate
here is cognitive flexibility (CF) – the capacity to adapt to change
and problem solve in new situations (Friedman et al. 2006).
Neurocomputational models of CF overall, and of learning,
unlearning, and relearning specifically, have been specified
(Dayan & Daw 2008, among others) and the FEP computational
approaches can accommodate them. Thus, we would welcome
FEP computational models building on CF neurocomputational
processes to interpret dynamic cultural phenomena. The models
can be empirically tested, extending familiar neurocognitive
assessments (probabilistic reversal learning, etc.).
Beyond intra- and cross-cultural studies, dynamic multicultural phenomena can offer significant insights into how culture
is shaped. The TTOM approach proposed by Veissière et al.
could explain the way cultural agents adapt to a new culture.
Our proposal of examining the multicultural mind will not only
be a strong epistemological test for the TTOM theory, but will
help addressing complex and pragmatic cultural phenomena.

Emerging cybertechnologies, such as social digibots, bend epistemological conventions of life and culture already complicated by
human and animal relationships. Virtually-augmented niches of
machines and organic life promise new free-energy-governed selection of intelligent digital life. These provocative eco-evolutionary
contexts demand a theory of (natural and artificial) minds to characterize and validate the immersive social phenomena universallyshaping cultural affordances.

Veissière et al., fitting free-energy formalism to human cognition
and culture, produce an overdue exciting eco-evolutionary
description of culture and associated phenomena with significant
scope and eloquence. The authors’ ambition to mathematically
unify phylogenetic, ontogenetic, and sociogenetic mechanisms
necessary for culture acquisition, expression, adaptation, and
transmission is both welcome and admirable. Nevertheless, the
precision, power, and internal and external validity of their framework await further testing and elaboration by skilled empiricists
and theorists. For more complete, if inconsistent (Gödel 1931),
axiomatic accounts, proof and refinement of concepts may be
arguably best achieved through the use of broader constructivist
approaches that entertain social systems of varying complexity
and epistemological likeness to human culture. Veissière et al.,
for instance, disappointingly avoid considering major evidencebacked cultural features of animal societies and their modifiable
relationships to human culture (cf. Clark 2012; 2019; Gowdy &
Krall 2016; Laland & Galef 2009; Russon et al. 1996), including,
but not limited to, pedagogy, tool production and use, mating
and mourning rituals, grooming and personal adornment, division of labor, group defense and hunting, parenting, folk medical
practice, superstition, communication dialects and mannerisms,
abode construction, and sociopolitical hierarchies and maneuvering. Although debated among experts (Laland & Galef 2009),
many phylogenetically earlier features of so-called animal culture
seem to rely on the same mechanisms commonly attributed to
human cultural expression. Indeed, much can be scientifically
learned from these antecedent affordances of human culture,
perhaps especially characteristics delimiting the origins and evolution of social learning and inferences which, in turn, shape
the collective factors embodying and driving social context and
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culture, a process the authors’ term “Thinking through Other
Minds.”
Despite valuable insights gained from contemplating comparative aspects of animal culture, another overlooked or forgotten
nascent culture – the culture of intelligent machines – also
demands scrutiny and might better inform Veissière et al.’s variational approach to cognition and culture. Intelligent machines
notably deliver prospective high-performance computational
platforms to model and emulate all known organic forms of
Earth life (e.g., Chew et al. 2014; Derex & Boyd 2015; Fan &
Markram 2019; Fortuna et al. 2013; Fung 2015; Gillings et al.
2016; Lenski et al. 1999; Libin & Libin 2005; Millar et al. 2019;
Ranjan et al. 2019; Sarma et al. 2018). They, moreover, render
virtually-augmented eco-evolutionary spaces to prototype, replicate, and adapt digital life or e-life (i.e., electronic life), new provocative programmable in silico forms of life thought capable of
taxa-blurring sophisticated intelligent agency and culture often
celebrated and feared by fantasists and futurists (cf. Arbib &
Fellous 2004; Asada 2015; Bostrom 2014; Briegel 2012; Cardon
2006; Clark 2015; 2017; in press a; Davies 2016; Fung 2015;
Han et al. 2013; Kaipa et al. 2010; Lake et al. 2018; Lumaca &
Baggio 2017; Mathews et al. 2017; McShea 2013; Parisi 1997;
Thomaz & Cakmak 2013; Wallach et al. 2010). Trends in
state-of-the-art digital life research and development emphasize
dynamic machine-learning construction, operation, and evolution
of whole semi-autonomous artificial organisms, such as
OpenWorm’s simulated nematode Caenorhabditis elegans and
the plant-science community’s crop-on-a-chip Arabidopsis
thaliana. In addition, persistent improvements in machine
architecture and software engineering continue to innovate progressively human-like artificial brains and intelligences, such as
the Blue Brain Project’s intricate virtual brain connectome,
IBM’s Jeopardy-quiz-show-winning Watson supercomputer, and
Amazon’s Alexa and Apple’s Siri cloud-based digital assistants
or digibots.
Without fully autonomous machine intelligences, current
state-of-the-art machine form and function, including machine–
machine and human–machine interactions, still fail to scale to
computational and combinatorial complexities of purposeful sentient humans and their interactive societies. But, the nearseamless, data-exchanging distributed connectivity of smart
machines to one another and to humans instantiates a kind of
hybrid society built upon quasi model-free/model-based social
networks. Networks comprised of social digibots and humans,
for example, support local expectation, selective patterning of
attention and behavior, and cultural evolution and inheritance.
Changes in local network behavior reciprocally affect collective
habits, norms, and expectations that typify larger virtuallyaugmented eco-environmental spaces shared by machines and
humans. Critical analysis of this not-so-hypothetical cultural
niche of organic and digital life first requires detailing a nontrivial theory of (natural and artificial) minds, through which
Veissière et al.’s “Thinking through Other Minds” can be rigorously validated within and across taxonomic and technological
margins. To that end, roboticists now carefully employ principles
derived from relevant domain-knowledge sources, such as philosophy, computer science, zoology, engineering, neuroscience,
anthropology, education, and sociobiology, to identify, craft, and
implement machine traits fundamental to emergence and normalization of social–emotional intelligences (cf. Clark 2015;
2017; Lake et al. 2018). Machine intelligences evolve from simple
initial state conditions that iteratively generate fuzzy clusters of
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core complex traits, such as causative inference, personality, selfawareness, empathy, and creativity. These traits help perfect and
humanize learner machines via human and machine social
modeling and queried instruction, where passive- and activelearning interfaces between learners and demonstrators/teachers
correspond to credible primitive digital life manifestations of
Veissière et al.’s “Thinking through Other Minds.” Affordances
of combined machine and human cultures then map to
patterned immersive experiences of response priming/contagion,
social facilitation, incentive motivation, and local/stimulus
enhancement.
Similar to the authors’ variational approach, free-energy constraints on digital life and virtually-augmented eco-evolutionary
spaces dictate statistical regularities leveraged to forecast and organize behavior into machine and, in part, hybrid machine–human
cultures (cf. Clark 2012; 2015; Langton 1990; Wolfram 1984).
However, machine-culture thermodynamic profiles may radically
deviate from profiles distinguishing human and even hybrid
machine–human cultures. Causes of framework inconsistencies
predictably stem from the frequent quasi-nature of machine architectures, algorithms, and social networks, which might inaccurately emulate human brains, neurocognitive processes, and
social structures and practices. Furthermore, digital life may
never bind or may become unbound from referential human-life
conventions, so self-organizing machine performances reflect and
harness purer semiotic and cybernetic optimization. Dissociations
between digital and organic life thus greatly impact the types of
statistics governing respective epistemic machine and human cultural resources, likely invalidating Veissière et al.’s preferred classical Bayesian models for variational frameworks more suited to
individual and hybrid taxon/technology cultural niches defined
by rarer, exotic, or otherwise different statistics (cf. Clark 2012;
2015).

Affective Social Learning serves as a
quick and flexible complement to
TTOM
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Abstract
Although we applaud the general aims of the target article, we
argue that Affective Social Learning completes TTOM by pointing out how emotions can provide another route to acquiring
culture, a route which may be quicker, more flexible, and even
closer to an axiological definition of culture (less about what
is, and more about what should be) than TTOM itself.
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The quest to identify what is unique to being human tends nowadays to highlight two dimensions: an individual’s ability to represent the mental states of one’s conspecifics, or, theory of mind,
and a social organization that is highly dependent on shared practices and beliefs, or, culture. For a long time now, these two
aspects of human life have been studied by disciplines that did
not interact much: psychologists focussed on internal mentalistic
processes, whereas sociologists and cultural anthropologists were
interested in the external properties of cultural processes and
institutions. Recently, however, more and more researchers from
both sides acknowledge not only that psychological life does not
occur in a social void, but also that the acquisition of culture
necessitates complex social and psychological processes
(Clément and Dukes, in review).
Although the birth and development of theory of mind has
given rise to a great number of articles and lines of research,
attempts to understand how individuals blend into their culture
have been far less numerous. One of the difficulties is that
much of what is expected from members of any given culture
(body practices, food preferences, ways of speaking, etc.) is not
explicitly transmitted. Individuals have, therefore, to figure out
what is expected of them. The model exposed in the target article,
Thinking through other minds, does an excellent job at explaining
how this process is underpinned by “the ‘lens’ of expectations
about another’s expectations” and how the kind of expectations
that “Homo Sapiens have leveraged most over their phylogenetic
history involve the capacity to ‘outsource’ cognition to relevant
others” because it is these “evaluations by others that make worlds
‘meaningful’ for humans” (sect. 3.6, para. 4). One of the strengths
of this model is to show that a standard view of theory of mind is
insufficient to explain how culture is transmitted. When new
members are trying to figure out what kind of behaviours are
expected from them, they are usually not trying to represent
other mental states. Most often, in fact, they are observing their
social surroundings, trying to imitate what must be done. The
concept of cultural affordance, that we also defend (Kaufmann
& Clément 2014), indicates how individuals can behave appropriately, even if they do not master explicitly the “rules of the game.”
However, although we entirely agree with the idea that it is
possible to follow the norms and rules of a given culture “without
engaging with others’ interiority” (sect. 2.3, para. 4), we believe
that the scaffolding of attentional processes is not sufficient to
explain how culture is transmitted. Of course, it is crucial to detect
the right models to imitate, notably through social status or prestige, and even children are good at doing this (Charafeddine et al.
2015; Chudek et al. 2012). It is also important to organize collectively cultural niches that will guide attention to what is socially
relevant to reproduce the “regime of attention” (sect. 3.5, para 5)
that characterizes the mastery of any cultural forms. But, these
aspects of cultural learning do not do justice to the intrinsic
normative dimension of culture. For instance, a child can detect
via others that a given object or behaviour is worthy of attention.
However, this does not yet specify how this object has to be
evaluated or appraised. It is, for example, possible to be attracted
by a particular behaviour because it is highly despicable in a given
culture (spitting on the ground). Or the same object (a trinket)
can be judged as highly valuable in one community (collectors
of said trinkets) but ludicrous in another (members of the “high
society”).
Fortunately, humans are endowed with a faculty that plays an
essential role in such evaluative processes: emotions. In the context of cultural learning, it is the valence and the intensity of
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others’ emotional expressions in particular that can be used to
detect what is expected from each member. From a very early
age, babies are sensitive to the emotional valences and intensities
that help them evaluate their environment (Sorce et al. 1985). For
us, emotions play such an important role in the process of socialization that we recently proposed the concept of Affective Social
Learning to refer to the different processes enabling humans
(and, to a lesser extent, non-human primates) to use others’ emotional expressions to figure out the norms and values intrinsic to
any social group (Clément & Dukes 2017; Dukes & Clément
2019). One of the advantages of Affective Social Learning is to
show that the transmission of values can follow different paths,
marked notably with variable intensities of intentionality. For
instance, a first and basic evaluation of an object, person, or situation can rely on emotional contagion (e.g., parents becoming
anxious in the presence of out-group members). Affective Social
Learning can also involve active exploration by the new member,
even when the model is not aware that her emotional expressions
are being observed. This is what we call affective observation (e.g.,
the expression of disdain for less fortunate people). When the
model is explicitly communicating an emotional reaction, we
find ourselves in a more classic situation: social referencing (e.g.,
a proud smile from her mother will encourage a child to browse
the shelves of the public library). Finally, the transmission of values can be very explicit, with guidance by a passionate teacher
who is planning the different steps of an interesting learning process, a procedure that could be called natural pedagogy.
Taking emotions into account completes the TTOM
approach by pointing out another route to acquiring culture, a
route that may be quicker (in terms of the reduced frequency of
behavioural corrections or encouragements), closer to an
axiological definition of culture (less about what is, and more
about what matters and what is meaningful) and indeed may
prove more flexible to the constant changes in cultural values
than the model portrayed in the target article that relies on stability (sect. 5.2, para 1).

Maladaptive social norms, cultural
progress, and the
free-energy principle
Matteo Colombo
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Abstract
Veissière and collaborators ground their account of culture and
social norms in the free-energy principle, which postulates that
the utility (or adaptive value) of an outcome is equivalent to
its probability. This equivalence would mean that their account
entails that complying with social norms has always adaptive
value. But, this is false, because many social norms are obviously
maladaptive.
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Veissière et al.’s account of “the ability to perform inferences
about the shared beliefs that underwrite social norms” (sect. 1.2,
para. 1) blurs the distinction between descriptive expectations
(i.e., beliefs that enough people in a certain situation behave in a certain way), normative expectations (i.e., beliefs that enough people in
a certain situation expect others to behave in a certain way), and
preferences for conformity to social norms. This distinction grounds
many existing accounts of social norms (e.g., Bicchieri 2006;
Binmore 1994; Boyd & Richerson 2001; Colombo 2014; Elster
1989; Gintis 2007; Ullmann-Margalit 1977). In particular, according
to one influential account, preferences for norm compliance are
conditional on having the right descriptive and normative expectations (Bicchieri 2006). Hence, in order to identify and change social
norms, the key is to find out and intervene on relevant expectations
and their associated preferences for conformity.
Because the active inference model underlying Veissière et al.’s
account reduces preferences to probabilities (more precisely, it
identifies the utility of an observation with its log probability),
it apparently rejects the separation between the probability of an
outcome and its utility (Colombo 2017). This move raises the
question of how those probabilities should be interpreted – are
they subjective degrees of belief (or credences), or are they objective frequencies of outcomes within a given reference class, or are
they objective propensities of entities in the actual world (cf.,
Colombo & Wright 2018, Section 3.1)? Clarifying this question
is important to facilitate the comparability between Veissière
et al.’s model and other accounts of social norms, but also – and
especially – to evaluate the prospects of using Veissière et al.’s
account for real-world interventions on maladaptive social norms.
Veissière and collaborators explain that their account “focuses
on the conservative nature of human culture – its ability to ensure
that certain well-bounded and highly valuable states are frequented” (sect. 3.3, para. 2). This focus on conformity and conservation is potentially misleading, because it suggests that any social
state brought about by social norm compliance is valuable, insofar
norm compliance reduces one’s sensory uncertainty. The problem
with this suggestion is that there are many social norms that are
maladaptive, harmful, morally abhorrent, or just lack any value
or social function. Social norms such as female genital cutting,
open defecation, binge drinking, and norms of revenge, are widespread in several present-day communities, but have no value.
Although these norms may encapsulate statistical regularities in
a community, and “act as a guide to what to expect from the
future […] putting uncertainty under control” (Douglas 1986,
p. 48), they are maladaptive. Significant public policy efforts are,
in fact, being made to intervene and change them, by targeting
people’s expectations and conditioned preferences for following
those norms (Bicchieri 2016).
If Veissière et al.’s account is committed to the ideas that “[t]he
action with the most affordance… is the one associated to the
least expected free energy” (sect. 3.5, para. 7), that expected free
energy is equivalent to uncertainty, and that the adaptive value
of an action is equivalent to the reduction of uncertainty brought
about by that action, then their account cannot obviously explain
the emergence and resilience of maladaptive social norms, which
nonetheless reduce uncertainty in local cultural contexts. This
would mean that Veissière et al.’s account of cultural practices
is less unifying than what they claim. It could explain only adaptive social norms, and why they are resilient to cultural change.
Veissière et al. might respond by pointing out that the time
scale at which uncertainty is reduced is the key factor for
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explaining the resilience of maladaptive social norms too.
Considering longer time scales, it can make good sense for a community to sample social norms that have low utility or adaptive
value – and, hence, high uncertainty. The local, short-term
increase in uncertainty produced by sampling and complying
with maladaptive norms would serve “the more general process
of reducing free energy (either for the individual, because it prepares the organism for potential changes in adaptive contexts, and
enlarges the repertoire of responses for the individual or the group)”
(sect. 3.3, para. 6). Compliance with maladaptive norms would thus
be in the service of guiding the learning of social norms that are
adaptive, and that constitute local or global minima in the larger
free-energy landscape of sensory samples of different communities.
One challenge, however, is that this response seems to assume
that cultural dynamics must promote cultural progress at a longer
time scale. That is, over the course of social and cultural history,
adaptive social norms would replace maladaptive ones, as the
human condition will continue to improve, and more and more
(risk-prone) moral trendsetters deviate from accepted, socially
harmful norms. The rise in income and wealth that the world has
experienced in the past couple of centuries, the increase in average
life expectancy worldwide, and the increasing resistance to sexist
and racist norms in many cultural communities in the world
could be cited as examples of cultural dynamics promoting progress
– although one may also offer several counterexamples, such as present global threats like human-induced climate change, which is
sustained by an array of environmentally-harmful social norms.
One way to avoid this challenge is to deny that Veissière et al.’s
account should be committed to the idea that cultural dynamics
must promote cultural progress, and particularly that social states
with high probability tend to have high adaptive value. Denying
this commitment would mean, however, that at least in the social
domain minimizing free energy with respect to actions may not
be equivalent to maximizing expected utility.
The upshot can be formulated as a dilemma. Either Veissière
et al.’s account should be grounded in the free-energy principle,
or it need not. If it should, then its explanatory scope would be limited to the acquisition, production, and stabilization of only adaptive
social norms. If their account avoids the commitment to the freeenergy principle, its explanatory scope could obviously include social
norms that are maladaptive, harmful, or morally abhorrent, whereas
it would still illuminate the important insight that social norms can
helpfully be conceived of as uncertainty minimizing devices.

Explaining or redefining
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Abstract
Veissière et al. disrupt current debates over the nature of mindreading by bringing multiple positions under the umbrella of
free-energy. However, it is not clear whether integrating the
opposing sides under a common formal framework will yield
new insights into how mindreading is achieved, rather than
offering a mere redescription of the target phenomenon.

In their target article, Veissière et al. set out to close the divide
between different accounts of mindreading by proposing a
model framed in terms of the recently popular free-energy framework (Friston 2009; 2012). As they explain, they aim for “a compromise position between internalist, brain-based approaches
(e.g., simulation and theory–theory theories), which emphasize
the neural machinery in individual humans’ brains that is
necessary to read other minds, and externalist approaches (e.g.,
radical enactive and cultural evolutionary theory)” (sect. 1.3.3,
para. 7). This way, the authors seem to follow recently popular
“pluralist” approaches which allow for more than one strategy
for understanding other minds (Fiebich & Coltheart 2015;
Newen 2015; Zahavi 2014), whereas also being strongly committed to the unificatory force of the free-energy formulation.
Although we applaud the article’s core proposal of establishing
a common formal foundation for bringing opposing accounts
into a useful dialog, we think that Veissière et al. fail to appreciate
important differences in the scope and explanatory aims of these
accounts. We want to clarify these differences and point out that
the competing positions are cast on different levels of analysis
(Marr 1982). This means that although the competing models
of mindreading do fit with Veissière et al.’s formalization of the
target phenomenon, their position counts only as a first step
toward a formal analysis of the explanandum and does not
allow for disambiguating between different proposals regarding
how it comes about.
There are two main sources of disagreement in the literature
on mindreading. The first point of contention, as Veissière et al.
correctly point out, is the way in which the target phenomenon
should be defined. Supporters of theoretic and simulationist
accounts of mindreading construe the explanandum as an internal, computational process involving manipulation of representations. Defenders of externalist accounts, on the other hand, claim
that the phenomenon in question is something that happens
between people and not just inside their skulls. What is crucial
here is that this debate can be understood as taking place on
what David Marr called the computational level of analysis,
one concerned with defining what the problem solved by the
cognitive system is. This can be brought to light using the example of Gallagher’s (2008) enactive view which offers an entirely
phenomenological model, which purposefully sets complicated
issues of neural processing aside. Gallagher disagrees with proponents of the internalist accounts by challenging the idea that
mindreading should be characterized in terms of “prediction
and explanation” of others’ behavior. Instead, he takes the target
phenomenon to be more akin to “something like evaluative
understanding” (Gallagher 2001, p. 94). Authors such as
Gopnik and Wellman (2012) or Carruthers (2015) can happily
acknowledge that mindreading often feels like this kind of
understanding of others, but it is not the issue that they want
to address (see below). It is in the context of this debate about
the nature of the explanandum that the authors’ proposal
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seems most promising. As they point out, the free-energy framework offers a formal toolkit that does not allow for a “strict distinction between dynamics (as emphasized by externalists) and
inference (the focus of internalist models)” (sect. 1.3.3, para. 7).
Thus, it can not only provide a common platform for formulating and comparing different models of mindreading, but also
may promote forming new models integrating insights from
both sides of the debate.
However, the target paper does not go beyond redefining the
explanandum in terms of free-energy, as it does not touch on the
second important issue in the mindreading literature – explaining how we should adequately capture the neural processing
which underlies the capacity in question. This debate, waged predominantly between proponents of the two dominant internalist
paradigms (though some anti-representationalists are also
involved, see e.g., Hutto & Myin 2017), is concerned with
what Marr called the algorithmic level of analysis. In other
words, the issue at the core of this disagreement is not about
what it is that the brain is doing, but how it is doing it – the nature
of the representational vehicles and neural algorithms which
make mindreading possible. Admittedly, the authors seem to
acknowledge this much when they state that their proposal
“would be difficult to test (due to its generality)” (sect. 5.1,
para. 4), but they hope that it can help “derive specific integrative
models” (sect. 5.1, para. 4). However, it seems to us that Veissière
et al.’s account cannot offer serious insights into the algorithmic
level as both theory- and simulation-theorists already employ
probabilistic computational models compatible with the
free-energy formulation (causal Bayesian graphs in the case of
the former – Gopnik & Wellman, 2012; probabilistic forwardmodels in the case of the latter – Gallese, 2003, p. 521) to
support their claims. Following Pickering and Clark (2014), we
think that the only way to make progress in this debate is not
to integrate different models under one computational
description, but to identify specific constraints and empirical
predictions these models place on physical mechanisms that
could implement them.

“Social physiology” for psychiatric
semiology: How TTOM can initiate an
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Abstract
Thinking through other minds (TTOM) encompasses new
dimensions in computational psychiatry: social interaction and
mutual sense-making. It questions the nature of psychiatric
manifestations (semiology) in light of recent data on social interaction in neuroscience. We propose the concept of “social physiology” in response to the call by the conceivers of TTOM for the
renewal of computational psychiatry.

Psychiatric semiology, that is, the science of clinical manifestations, considers that both symptoms and signs are “units of analysis.” These units are actionable psychopathological features that
are essential in practice for making the diagnosis and prognosis
that underpin clinical decision-making (Micoulaud-Franchi
et al. 2018). Psychiatric semiology is, therefore, very important.
We comment on how the concept of thinking through other
minds (TTOM) and the associated computational psychiatry
model proposed by the authors not only questions the mechanisms underlying psychiatric manifestations (see Veissière et al.
target article, sect. 5.2, para. 3), but also the ways in which
these manifestations are expressed by patients and captured by
psychiatrists. Indeed, we need a computational model that questions how clinical manifestations are expressed and captured. In
the field of transcultural (Kirmayer & Crafa 2014) and phenomenological psychiatry (Nordgaard et al. 2013), it is widely considered that semiology is partially based on social and cultural
construction (i.e., history of medicine, consensus of experts, folk
psychology, etc.; Kirmayer & Ramstead 2017). Moreover, with a
hand outstretched to medicine, psychiatry considers that symptoms and signs are in some way linked to physiologic disturbances
in the brain, as investigated by neuroscience (Micoulaud-Franchi
et al. 2016). Since Jaspers’ work, clinical manifestations have been
taken to reflect both physiologic disturbances and patients’ attitudes toward them (Stanghellini et al. 2013). In this view, clinical
manifestations are not just related to an underlying physiologic
cause but also to cognitive-interpretive and interpersonal processes that are at play during the constitution of symptoms and
signs (Kirmayer & Ramstead 2017; Kirmayer & Sartorius 2007).
Although theories have been proposed to account for these two
dimensions central to psychiatric semiology (Berrios 1996;
Borsboom et al. 2018; Kirmayer & Ramstead 2017), none has
been formalized with a computational model. Although TTOM
is a welcome addition that could help in formalizing clinical manifestations expressed and captured at the cultural/social level, we
think that it should also take recent advances in the neuroscience
of social interaction into account.
In the last decade, social neuroscience has indeed become
interactive in acknowledging the impact of interpersonal social
dynamics on intra-personal neurobehavioral dynamics (Hari &
Kujala 2009; Redcay & Schilbach 2019). The second-person perspective (Schilbach et al. 2013) has already led to the development
of a “second-person neuropsychiatry” that considers psychiatric
disorders as “disturbances of social cognition” (Schilbach 2016).
Complementary to this perspective, two-body neuroscience and
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two-person physiology (Bolis & Schilbach 2018b; Dumas 2011) follow the call for radical embodiment in cognitive science (Thompson
& Varela 2001) and emphasize the constitutive role of interpersonal
dynamics in individual cognition. Hyperscanning, that is, the simultaneous brain recording of several people (Montague et al. 2002),
has demonstrated how non-verbal interaction through sensorimotor
loops modulates individuals respective internal neurophysiological
dynamics and how interpersonal dynamics are measurable at the
electrophysiological level through inter-brain synchronizations
(Dumas et al. 2010). Although it does not negate the existence of
higher-order representations (e.g., language, cultural habitus; Shea
et al. 2014), it supports the development of a “social physiology”
that continuously integrates sensorimotor and representational
levels of analysis. Interestingly, TTOM is already trying to resolve
the difference between the individual and the inter-individual,
and the authors present embodied interaction as always being culturally coded by implicit cultural learning. However, in our opinion,
there is also a more basic non-culturally coded and nonrepresentational layer of interaction that is directly rooted in early
developmental processes.
This layer of interaction is particularly relevant for studying
neurodevelopmental disorders such as autism and schizophrenia.
In autism, multi-scale approaches have already attempted to solve
this social paradox (Bolis et al. 2017; Dumas et al. 2014). In schizophrenia, the phenomenological approach has been used to
account for impairment in the ability to learn the implicit social
senses and use them in non-verbal communication (Fuchs 2015).
This involves a nonverbal and pre-individual layer of relationship
(Lavelle et al. 2014) that is closely linked to minimal-self disorder
as an alteration of the first-person perspective (Parnas &
Zandersen 2018). This alteration raises the question how symptoms are expressed by patients and captured by psychiatrists.
This issue has been analyzed within the framework of the classical concept of “praecox feeling.” This “feeling” of bizarreness in
interaction can be considered as a crucial determinant of medical
decision-making in psychiatry (Cermolacce et al. 2010; Gozé
et al. 2018), because it is directly rooted in minimal-self disorders
(Parnas 2011; Sass et al. 2018). These well-documented first-person
accounts suggest that patients are affected at a more basic level than
TTOM. Hence, this suggests the existence of a sub-layer of TTOM
itself which could be impaired, so the mechanisms underlying the
involvement of TTOM require their own model. To meet this
objective, social physiology calls for a computational model
under (non-representational) and beyond (implicit or explicit social
representations) the individual. Although Bayesian statistics can
virtually integrate these dimensions (Friston & Frith 2015a), they
need to be captured by generative models that are based on other
types of computational formalism (Friston et al. 2017; Montague
et al. 2011), especially biophysically-based neural circuit models
(Wang & Krystal 2014). In our view, although TTOM provides a
good matrix to model psychiatric semiology and its relationship
both to physiology and to social interaction, it also requires the
development of complementary computational models to account
for physiological brain mechanisms and non-representational
interpersonal dynamics (Dumas et al. 2012). The goal is to encompass the neurophysiological level and not separate the “implementation” from the “computational” in Marr’s sense (Marr 1982).
Such TTOM combined with social physiology, including all three
of Marr’s levels (computational, algorithms, and implementation),
could offer great perspectives for our understanding of how psychiatric manifestations are expressed and captured. This could help
computational psychiatry to structure the classification of mental
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disorders, even including the more tacit mechanisms of intuition in
clinical decision-making.
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Bayesian theory of culture is needed
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Abstract
First, I discuss cross-cultural evidence showing that a good deal
of enculturation takes place outside of thinking through other
minds. Second, I review evidence challenging the claim that
humans seek to minimize entropy. Finally, I argue that optimality claims should be avoided, and that descriptive Bayesianism
offers a more promising avenue for the development of a
Bayesian theory of culture.

In recent years, Bayesian approaches to the mind/brain have
become very influential. Two lines of research deserve to be highlighted: one explores how cognitive development can be accounted
for by rational constructivist models (Gopnik & Wellman 2012;
Griffiths et al. 2010; Tenenbaum et al. 2011; Xu 2007), whereas
the other investigates how neural processing can be understood
as a form of predictive coding (Clark 2013b; Shipp 2016), and
more generally, how entropy reduction is made possible through
active inference (Friston 2010). As yet, very few attempts have
been made to apply these emerging theories to the study of culture.
In this respect, Veissière et al.’s endeavor can only be applauded.
Although I am sympathetic with the general spirit of the authors’
endeavor, I will contend that their theory is not viable because of
at least two important flaws.
Drawing upon two concepts – “thinking through other minds”
(TTOM) and the “free-energy principle” (FEP) – Veissière et al.
intend to explain the origins of implicit cultural norms, beliefs,
and habits (sect. 1.1, para. 2). As a brief reminder, TTOM has it
that “information from and about other people’s expectations constitutes the primary domain of statistical regularities that humans
leverage to predict and organize behavior”; moreover, FEP stipulates
that “living systems act to limit the repertoire of physiological (interoceptive) and perceptual (exteroceptive) states in which they can
find themselves.” Can these two concepts help us understand the
mechanisms of enculturation? I doubt it. Indeed, contra TTOM, it
is known that some priors are shaped through strictly intrapersonal
– and not interpersonal – processes; and, contra FEP, there is ample
evidence of human behavior not complying with entropy
minimization.
Veissière et al. mention “optical illusions” as one of the explananda of their theory (sect. 1.1, para. 2). Therefore, let me first discuss
this specific example. The best theory we have of visual illusions –
the natural scene statistics theory – shows that visual priors
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responsible for illusions are shaped by regularities in the surrounding environment (Howe & Purves 2002; Howe et al. 2005). This theory accords well with cross-cultural work demonstrating that
variation in the perception of visual illusions directly results from
the exposure to every day’s environment (Miyamoto et al. 2006;
Segall et al. 1966). For instance, individuals growing up around complex and ambiguous scenes will be more likely to develop a “holistic
perceptual style” and to be tricked by illusions requiring
context-independent scrutiny. The process through which the enculturation of visual priors takes place does not involve one’s expectations about other people’s expectations; in other words, it is
TTOM-free. Therefore, it is difficult to understand what the authors
might want to mean when they claim that TTOM can shed light on
the enculturation of implicit priors responsible for optical illusions.
Importantly, this objection is not restricted to the domain of
vision; it applies to numerous other domains. For example, categorization and reasoning have been shown to vary across cultures
because of “ecocultural factors” (e.g., being a farmer rather than a
fisherman) (Uskul et al. 2008). Now, these factors are all about individual exposure to specific environmental patterns and have not
much to do with TTOM. In sum, it seems that Veissière et al.
have overlooked the wealth of evidence showing that a good deal
of enculturation takes place completely outside of TTOM.
Another central claim of the article is that humans tend to minimize entropy. Interestingly, Veissière et al. point out that entropy
reduction is consistent with temporary entropy increase (sect. 3.1
and 3.3). When humans happen to be seeking uncertainty, the
authors note, it is only because they anticipate that a dramatic
drop in entropy will take place soon after (the peekaboo game is
mentioned to illustrate this point). Unfortunately, here again,
apart from anecdotal evidence, no experimental data are offered
by the authors to corroborate their claim. Crucially, against FEP,
numerous studies have shown that in esthetics (Delplanque et al.
2019), music perception (Chmiel & Schubert 2017), visual perception (Chetverikov & Kristjánsson 2016), consumer behavior (Kao
& Wang 2013), etc., humans have a preference for medium entropy
patterns rather than low-entropy patterns. Entropy and liking follow an inverted U curve: expected (low entropy) patterns are
judged to be boring, completely unexpected (high entropy) patterns
are deemed too difficult/demanding, and medium entropy patterns
are liked and looked for (cf. Berlyne 1966).
Things happen to be even more intricate than just suggested, for
if, on the one hand, plenty of studies have shown a preference of
humans for medium entropy, on the other hand, an increasing
number of studies demonstrate that the preferred level of entropy
is highly variable across individuals (e.g., Güçlütürk et al. 2016;
Güçlütürk & van Lier 2019). This line of research suggests that
the relationship between liking and entropy may be largely shaped
by cultural factors, and as a consequence, that any normative claim
– for example, “humans seek to minimize entropy” – is pointless.
Optimality claims are particularly knotty (Frank 2013); this is why,
in response to critics, some Bayesians have recently proposed to distinguish between normative and descriptive Bayesian models, and
have further argued that descriptive Bayesianism fares better against
criticisms (Tauber et al. 2017). It is unfortunate that the authors do
not address this important issue and fail to adumbrate an optimalityfree version of their framework. Last but not least, Friston has elsewhere acknowledged that FEP is not empirically falsifiable (Friston
et al. 2018, p. 21); therefore, it is not clear to me whether Veissière
et al. intend to make an experimentally testable claim when they
state that humans tend to minimize entropy. For the same reason, it
is not clear either whether FEP can be of any avail to social scientists.
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In conclusion, I wish to emphasize that none of the above criticisms undermines the prospect of a Bayesian theory of culture.
What I have argued, rather, is that if such a theory is to be
achieved, it will build upon descriptive constructivist Bayesian
models of cognition (e.g., Fortier & Kim 2017) rather than FEP.
Acknowledgment. I wish to thank Daniel A. Friedman for his feedback on a
previous version of this commentary.
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Abstract
Veissière et al.’s proposal aims to explain how cognition enables
cultural learning, but fails to acknowledge a distinctively human
behavior critical to this process: communication. Recent
advances in developmental and computational cognitive science
suggest that the social-cognitive capacities central to TTOM also
support sophisticated yet remarkably early-emerging inferences
and communicative behaviors that allow us to learn and share
abstract knowledge.

Veissière et al.’s proposal tackles a big question: How does human
cognition support acquisition and transmission of culture? They suggest that the key link between cognition and culture is social learning,
which occurs when people infer others’ expectations – about how one
ought to interact with the physical environment and about how one
ought to interact with others in social contexts – and use these inferences to guide their own behaviors. The scope of the phenomena they
try to explain is ambitiously broad, and their model is correspondingly quite general. Yet, despite its generality, their proposal fails to
acknowledge a distinctively human behavior that is critical to acquisition and transmission of culture: communication.
Their claim that most of cultural learning occurs “without
explicit instruction” (sect. 1.1, para. 2) reflects the widespread
(yet misleading) dichotomy between “implicit” versus “explicit”
social learning; the former is often characterized as attentional
biases and copying strategies that are rooted in evolution and
shared across species, and the latter usually refers to deliberate
instruction and pedagogy that emerge relatively late in ontogeny
(Heyes 2018a). By adopting this view, Veissière et al. provide a discussion on social learning that is a glass only half-full, omitting a
range of rich, inferential epistemic practices that exist “in between”
the two ends of the spectrum.
Recent advances in computational and developmental cognitive
science offer a more precise account of how mutual expectations
and mental-state reasoning naturally give rise to contexts where
two parties communicate to achieve a joint goal (Grice 1975;
Tomasello 2010): One intends to learn, and the other intends to
inform. Bayesian models of social learning (Shafto et al. 2014;
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Vélez & Gweon 2018) and communication (Goodman & Frank
2016) have formalized such cooperative exchanges of information
as a set of mutually constraining inferences and expectations about
other minds; the learner expects the teacher to consider the learner’s
goals and knowledge to provide the best set of evidence for the
learner, and the teacher expects the learner to rationally update her
beliefs given the evidence. These expectations naturally give rise to
powerful inferences and communicative behaviors that are present
even early in life and ubiquitous in our everyday social interactions.
Children as (selective) learners
Prior developmental research has offered initial empirical support
for these formal models using children’s exploration as an index
of their inferences as learners. When an adult pedagogically demonstrates one causal function of a novel gadget (e.g., pressing a
lever plays music), the model expects a knowledgeable, helpful
“teacher” to provide an exhaustive demonstration of its functions;
consistent with this expectation, children infer that the gadget
has no other functions and modulate their explorations of the gadget accordingly (Bonawitz et al. 2011). These results were replicated
in Yucatec Mayan culture where pedagogical instruction is rare
(Shneidman et al. 2016), further supporting the idea that these
inferences are rooted in basic social-cognitive capacities rather
than culturally specific teaching practices. Learners’ expectations
about helpful teachers also allow children to identify unhelpful
sources of information. Beyond using accuracy as a cue,
preschool-aged children understand that the same accurate information can be under- or over-informative depending on the learner’s prior knowledge, and evaluate others based on what they expect
of a helpful, knowledgeable informant (Gweon & Asaba 2017;
Gweon et al. 2014; 2018). Although selective social learning is
often characterized as detecting cues that indicate when or whom
to copy (e.g., a learner’s own uncertainty, particular traits of conspecifics such as age or prestige; Kendal et al. 2018), these mutual
expectations and mental-state inferences allow young learners to
flexibly shield themselves from various forms of misinformation.
Children as teachers
When one learns primarily through copying and imitation, the
decision to copy typically falls on the learner. However, when social
learning occurs via communication, the real heavy lifting comes
from teachers who can choose what knowledge should be passed
onto the next generation. A recent study suggests that by 5–7
years of age, children make rational decisions about what is best
to teach by considering what is rewarding to learn and what is
more costly for learners to discover on their own (Bridgers et al.,
in press). Although teaching benefits learners by reducing the
cost of exploration and trial-and-error, teachers must be selective
because it’s impossible to teach everything. By prioritizing highutility knowledge, teachers ensure that learners acquire the most
critical, valuable information without the high costs of learning.
Over generations, this process curates a body of cultural knowledge
that is considered worthy of preserving and teaching.
Toward a more complete picture of social learning
Ironically, the cognitive capacities that support these epistemic
practices are also central to Veissière et al.’s proposal: Mutual
expectations and mental-state reasoning supported by Bayesian
inferences and representations of expected utility (Goodman &
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Frank 2016; Jara-Ettinger et al. 2016; Shafto et al. 2014). In contrast to their assumptions, communication-based social learning
emerges early in ontogeny (Csibra & Gergely 2009), is widespread
across cultures (Hewlett et al. 2011), and does not always involve
explicit, verbal transmission of knowledge (Gweon et al. 2010). In
fact, these assumptions reflect a broader issue in the field: A disproportionate emphasis on copying as the primary means of
social learning (Boyd et al. 2011; Rendell et al. 2010).
Human cultural knowledge is far more than a random collection of information. Regardless of its source – exploration, copying, communication – the evidence we observe is incorporated
into a system of abstract, structured knowledge (i.e., intuitive theories) that allow us to explain the past, predict the future, and plan
our own actions. Critically, the past includes our mistakes or what
we didn’t know, the future includes the benefit of “knowing” to
our offspring, and the actions include actively sharing our knowledge with those who will benefit from it. To understand how
knowledge grows over one’s lifetime and over generations, we
must ask how human social learning goes beyond copying, and
how smart social learners become smarter teachers who willingly
take on the costs of “cognitive outsourcing.”
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Abstract
This commentary raises a question about the target article’s proposed explanation of what goes on when we think through other
minds. It highlights a tension between non-mindreading characterizations of everyday social cognition and the individualist,
cognitivist assumptions that target article’s explanatory proposal
inherits from the predictive processing framework it favours.

The target article seeks to illuminate the processes which enable
and drive the acquisition of culture. Looking to clarify the big picture the target article ambitiously offers an account of how we
catch implicit cultural norms – our ingrained habits and shared
ways of doing things – from one another.
At the top level, the article defends the important but not-sonovel cognitive niche story, according to which the patterned practices that shape our expectations of one another are shaped by
individuals responding to what they find salient in the landscape
of affordances available to them (Hutto & Kirchhoff 2015).
Moreover, the salient features of those local environments are
themselves shape over the course of repeated of interactions –
and they continue to cognitively shape the organisms that interact
with them. And so on, and on. Thus, as the authors note, a major
implication of their thinking through other minds, TTOM, thesis
is that more traditional, individualistic approaches to the origins
and basis of human cognition and reasoning are on the wrong
track – or at least such approaches are inadequate if they adopt
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an individualist starting point. All of these ideas are promising,
and worth examining in more detail. The article valuably highlights new research and empirical findings that can be used to support these aspects of the TTOM account they seek to defend.
Yet, the article has a much bolder aspiration. It looks to knit
together a number of existing proposals – about cultural affordances, patterned practices, niche construction – by casting explanatory light on the mechanism or process by which we think
through other minds. Calling on the theoretical resources of predictive processing and Bayesian brain theories of cognition, the
solution on offer in the paper is to look to the free-energy principle, FEP, as the explanatory unifier.
The bare bones of the FEP proposal are credible enough.
Certainly, the article succeeds in showing how its account of
“regimes of attention” that are interactively shaped by a history
of interactions with others which loops into a common local
environment is compatible with the FEP. Even so, despite
these modelling advantages FEP might not provide any deep
insight into the nature of the actual processes that account for
how shared practices are shaped by shared environments and
vice versa.
TTOM invites philosophical challenge in that it sets out its
positive story by appeal to individualist, cognitivist assumptions
the cast the human social cognitive predicament as being fundamentally epistemic in character. When augmented by appeal to
FEP the TTOM explanation is shot through with references to
the idea that human brains encode information and the idea
that individual brains are fundamentally inference engines –
that brains deal their seclusion problem by advancing and
improving best guesses about the causal structure of the world
beyond. The cognitivist trappings of TTOM are utterly transparent, for example, in the claim that “the process of TTOM consists
in inferring the priors or expectations that guide the beliefs of
another agent or group of agents” (sect. 3.6, para 5).
Like its theory of mind predecessors, TTOM seeks to explain
the basis of our social cognition by appeal to cognitive machinery
that makes contentful inferences. Such accounts look promising if
we accept the dominant characterization of social cognition – the
standard mindreading story – which holds that attributing contentful mental states is what explains our capacity to understand
and successfully interact with others.
The Bayesian brain framework assumes that – at its core – cognition is always and everywhere about making inferences concerning the hidden causes of sensory phenomena. The brain’s
inferences are taken to be subpersonal – implicit and unconscious
– and abductive in character, unlike inferential operations of the
sort found in deductive proofs. Yet, for all that, the brain’s inferences are still presumably contentful and aim to accurately represent the true causal structure of reality.
In adopting this much of the predictive processing framework, the TTOM proposal appears to buy into the assumption
that we are, fundamentally, at a spectatorial distance from others. Under the sway of this familiar assumption, philosophers
are wont to claim that individuals have no direct access to
other people’s minds; that mental states are the, out-of-sight,
hidden causes that drive behaviour; that in trying to understand
what drives another’s behaviour we need to posit hypothetical
entities in our efforts to accurately get at hidden causes, and
so on and on.
The spectatorial assumption is bound up with the idea that
primary point and pervasive purpose of everyday social cognition
is to bridge an assumed epistemic gap that allegedly exists between
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us and others. It assumes that what drives our engagements with
others is the brain’s efforts to accurately infer the mental states –
whether these are taken to be beliefs or expectations – that move
them; to get at the hidden causes of their behaviour.
The spectatorial assumption is often adopted by default and
without question. Nevertheless, many philosophers have argued
that close inspection to our practices of everyday social cognition
cast doubt on the idea that we are always at a fundamental epistemic remove from others (Hutto 2004; 2008; McGeer 2007).
Everyday social cognition, on these analyses, is a matter of
directly interacting and engaging with the attitudes and emotions of others and understanding their projects and commitments, trusting or not trusting the accounts others give of
why they do what they do. If this is correct, neither we nor
or brains are always and everywhere attempting to discover
the underlying causes of another’s behaviour. To accept is to
recognize that we do not “interact with one another as scientist
to object, as observer to observed” (McGeer 2007, p. 146). It
remains to be seen whether TTOM can adjust or relinquish
the cognitivist and individualist commitments of its proposed
FEP explanation in a way that is compatible with such analyses
of social cognition.
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Abstract
Veissière and colleagues make a valiant attempt at reconciling an
internalist account of implicit cultural learning with an externalist account that understands social behaviour in terms of its
environment-involving dynamics. However, unfortunately the
author’s attempt to forge a middle way between internalism
and externalism fails. We argue their failure stems from the
overly individualistic understanding of the perception of cultural
affordances they propose.

Much of human social behaviour is regulated by normative expectations that originate in social and cultural life, and that people go
along with without giving the matter any thought. Veissière and
colleagues call these normative expectations “doxa” as contrasted
with “dogma” (Bourdieu 1977). Doxa derives from regular ways
of doing things held in common in a social group, and taken
for granted by its members. How could doxa be learned if it is
not transmitted as dogma is, through explicit instruction? The
model Veissière and colleagues propose has on the face of it a

strongly individualist, and internalist flavour. It is only by thinking through other minds and by forming expectations about what
others expect of the world that we learn what others in our community expect of us. However, the authors suggest their account is
also able to do justice to the arguments of externalists. They convincingly show how social expectations could take the form of
statistical patterns that owe their existence to processes of developmental niche construction. An example of this statistical structure
from the work of our own group is that of a desire path such as a
well-trodden path through a park (Bruineberg et al. 2018b). The
path has been set up over time by the repeated actions of others.
The habits that come to guide our own walking behaviour can be
thought of as the result of following a path already laid down by
others before us.
We think the author’s valiant attempt to forge a middle way
between internalism and externalism fails. The failure stems
from the overly individualistic understanding of the perception
of cultural affordances the authors operate with, or so we shall
argue. The target article shows how individuals learn the doxa
of their community by having their attention tuned to cultural
affordances. Veissière and colleagues characterize affordances as
relationships between the abilities of an individual agent and
the physical properties of things in the world. The perception of
affordances they claim depends on the individual harbouring
beliefs or expectations. An affordance just turns out to be a
good bet – a highly probable belief – about what the agent can
do with the world. Thus, when Veissière and colleagues ask
how do people acquire or learn cultural affordances (sect. 2.3)
what they really seem to mean is how do people learn the beliefs
or expectations that are necessary for gaining perceptual access to
cultural affordances. However, once we think of the perception of
affordances as in this way dependent on the learning of beliefs, we
cannot see what there is left for the environment to do that could
not simply be done by the agent’s beliefs. In what sense can the
author’s account be said to be externalist? The developmental
niche only gets to make a contribution to the actions of individuals when they think through the minds of others, and learn what
others expect of the world. The resulting model of social behaviour seems to us far removed from a theory in which the socially
and culturally structured environment directly guides behaviour
through an individual’s responsiveness to its affordances.
We suggest two correctives to the account Veissière and colleagues
propose of how doxa is learned. First, we suggest the distinction
Veissière and colleagues make between sensorimotor and conventional affordances is an artificial distinction, and one that will end
up doing more harm than good in an account of doxa. The distinction between natural and conventional affordances misses the way
in which the so-called natural affordances of the human environment
grow out of practices that are always both social and material (Rietveld
& Kiverstein 2014; Van Dijk & Rietveld 2017). Affordances do not
belong to an environment conceived of in the terms of physics and
geometry as the authors suggest (sect. 2.2, para. 2). The availability
of affordances in an econiche is dependent on the history of past activity of the creatures that inhabit this niche, just like the path through the
park we began by discussing. The affordances of the human niche owe
their existence not to the physics and geometry of things, but to the
regular ways of doing things in our many forms of life (Rietveld &
Kiverstein 2014). The physical structure of an econiche is entangled
with and inseparable from the normatively regulated activities of
the individuals that live in a given niche.
Second, Veissière and colleagues miss a distinction we will argue
is crucial for understanding social learning and how individuals
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acquire the abilities and skills for coordinating with each other in
everyday life. We distinguish the rich landscape of affordances
that is available in our human ecological niche by virtue of the skills
and abilities in sociomaterial practices, and “solicitations” or relevant inviting affordances. Individuals acquire abilities through a
process of the education of attention by other members of the sociomaterial practices. Based on the abilities and sensitivities they
develop through the education of the attention (Gibson 1979;
Rietveld & Kiverstein 2014), affordances come to stand out as soliciting or inviting action in particular concrete situations of action.
We certainly do not mean to dispute the key idea behind the
free-energy principle that a complex adaptive system must minimize
free energy if it is to preserve its organization for a prolonged period of
time in a dynamic environment. In contrast, we think living beings are
sensitive to the rise and fall in free energy over time (Kiverstein et al.
2019). It is on the basis of this sensitivity that affordances stand out
from the landscape as relevant. Free energy we understand as the disattunement in an agent–environment system which the individual
acts to keep to a minimum. Nor do we dispute that other people
can serve as epistemic resources that help us to act in ways that ensure
that we keep expected free energy to a minimum. We suggest, however, that to do adequate justice to these ideas the role of the econiche
in constraining and structuring an individual’s behaviour must be
recognized. We dispute that to know how to go on in the same way
as others do in a practice, we must first think through the minds of
others. We learn what to do in a practice through having our attention
educated to the affordances of our niche.
NOTE. Julian Kiverstein and Erik Rietveld are supported by the European
Research Council in the form of ERC Starting Grant 679190 (EU Horizon
2020) for the project AFFORDS-HIGHER, the Netherlands Organisation for
Scientific Research (NWO) in the form of a VIDI-grant awarded to Erik
Rietveld, and by a project grant from the Amsterdam Brain and Cognition
research group at the University of Amsterdam.
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Abstract
Culture shapes our basic sensory experience of the world. This is
particularly striking in the study of religion and psychosis, where
we and others have shown that cultural context determines both
the structure and content of hallucination-like events. The cultural shaping of hallucinations may provide a rich case-study
for linking cultural learning with emerging prediction-based
models of perception.

One of the welcome consequences of the thinking through other
minds model is that it supports a particular definition of culture:
that culture is about patterns that people infer from the behavior of
other people, and which in turn motivate their own behavior. The
American anthropologists Alfred Kroeber and Clyde Kluckhohn
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(1952), the great shaggy lions of their day, settled on that definition
in the early 1950s after considering hundreds of others.
In the ensuing decades, anthropologists roundly rejected this
definition. It seemed too mental. Geertz (1973) was in part
responsible. He insisted that culture happened between people,
not in their heads. Then came poststructuralism and postmodernism, and anything that spoke of implicit rules seemed to imply
too much explicit human intention.
This target article by Veissière et al. reminds us that if we are to
give an account of culture that is consonant with a model from
neuroscience, we must return to persons who draw inferences
about the social world around them and who then act based
upon those inferences. At the same time, its model should reassure anthropologists because the embodied cognition account
does not depend on explicit intention.
The further promise of this model lies in its potential to bridge
levels of explanation that are usually isolated: from the cultural
through the psychological to the neuronal. The free-energy framework may help to investigate how large-scale cultural models
shape private experience and behavior. However, whereas
Veissière et al. focus on the transmission of cultural norms and
knowledge via regimes of attention, they do little to unpack
how their model might explain the power of culture over perception per se. Indeed, cultural context shapes not only human
behavior and attention, but also our most basic subjective experience of sensory perception.
Our own work studying hallucination-like experiences demonstrates the impact of culture on the senses. In the domain of religion, for example, we have found that Charismatic Christians who
pray to God with the expectation that God will talk back sometimes report that they occasionally hear the voice of God responding in a way that feels audible (Luhrmann 2012). There are
individual differences: not everyone hears the voice of God, and
those with a capacity for imaginative and sensory absorption
seem particularly prone to such sensory overrides (Lifshitz et al.
2019). Training in prayer also seems to play an important role
(Luhrmann & Morgain 2012). Still, it is a striking observation
that holding (and practicing) a cultural model which says that
God can (and should) talk back often leads people to experience
directly that God is speaking with a hearing quality.
At times, specific cultural events may lead groups of people to
report hallucination-like events. In the days following the death of
Menachem Schneerson – a Hasidic Rabbi given messianic status –
many of his followers reported seeing brief glimpses of him partaking in the activities of daily life (Bilu 2013). Clearly, a strong
cultural expectation was at play: that the messiah does not die
as normal people do and so may linger visibly on the earthly
plane. The enduring puzzle is to link this top-down cultural
expectation with the brain’s prediction of incoming visual information to explain how these believers came to report that they
had, in fact, seen their beloved Rebbe with their own open eyes.
In the study of psychosis, cultural context impacts not only the
distress and prognosis of the illness (as pointed out by Veissière
et al.), but also the structure and content of the auditory-verbal
hallucinations themselves (Larøi et al. 2014). In a recent series
of phenomenological interviews, one of us (TML) observed that
in Chennai, psychotic patients often experienced the voices of
kin; in Accra, patients frequently identified their voices as God;
in California, people more often described voices as violent, and
emanating neither from God nor from people they knew
(Luhrmann et al. 2015). This is a complex story. Biological affordance, genetic predisposition, life experience, and cultural
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invitation all seem to interact to shape the experience of
hallucination-like events (Luhrmann et al. 2019).
Hallucinations may provide a particularly pertinent domain
for fleshing out the implications of the thinking through other
minds model. Recently, research has begun to outline a mechanistic predictive coding account of hallucinations, which relates
hallucination-proneness to an over-weighting of top-down priors
in response to ambiguity in the lower levels of sensory prediction
(Corlett et al. 2018). If scientific evidence continues to support the
strong-priors theory of hallucinations, this may open an exciting
opportunity to link this low-level sensory/neurobiological explanation to the higher-order model of cultural transmission proposed by Veissière and colleagues. We may then have the
beginnings of a cross-level account, scaffolded by the free-energy
framework, of how culture comes to shape the senses.
It is interesting to note in the context of thinking through other
minds that hallucination-like events are often social in nature
(Wilkinson & Bell 2016). We hear someone speak, we see those
who have passed away, we feel the touch of spirits and angels.
Perhaps, such invisible beings may count among the relevant
“others” that humans “think through” in transmitting culture.
What we take God to think and do might very well sway how
we come to think and behave ourselves. In this way, gods and spirits become some of those other minds through which we think.
This then raises the deep puzzle of why certain hallucinationlike events acquire authority whereas others do not. When the
authority is granted, of course the event becomes powerful
because it then carries with it the authority of God, perhaps the
ultimate bearer of epistemic prestige. But, why did Joan of Arc’s
voices compel King Charles VII to give her an army? Or – to
frame the question in the most controversial way – why did
Jesus’s experience of God’s voice lead others to follow him as
divine, whereas the experiences of so many other would-be
prophets did not? That is a complex story of historical uncertainty, but also of charisma, madness and perhaps of things
that pass all human understanding.

How does social cognition shape
enculturation?
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Abstract
Other people in our culture actively transform our behavioral
dispositions and mental states by shaping them in various
ways. In the following, we highlight three points which
Veissière et al. may consider in leveraging their account to illuminate the dynamics by which this occurs, and in particular, to
shed light on how social cognition supports, and is supported
by, enculturation.

One of the central aims of Veissière et al. is to explain how agents
learn to respond to the norms and resources of their local cultural
niche. Crucially, such an explanation has to be sensitive to the fact
that among the most important components of this cultural niche
are other people. Insofar, as our social success is about cultural
niche construction, it has to involve the construction or shaping
of people. Other people do not only scaffold our capacity to
acquire norms and conventions, but they actively transform our
behavioral dispositions and mental states by shaping them to
respect the prevailing norms and stereotypes (De Bruin &
Strijbos 2020; Zawidzki 2013). Although this idea seems to be
implicit in Veissière et al., the thinking through other minds
(TTOM) hypothesis could shed more light on the dynamics by
which perception, action, and niche construction led to the acquisition and production of cultural habits, and to the inference and
learning about other minds (Fig. 4 in the target article). The
following commentary is an invitation to Veissière et al. to expand
on this. We offer three possible starting points.
First, Veissière et al. do not go into detail about the forms of
enculturation that require us to make inferences about the mental
states of other agents and those that do not. On the one hand,
they note that some forms of enculturation do not involve mindreading but merely “following the ‘tracks’ laid down in local environments by others, or following the norms and rules presented
through institutions, without engaging with others’ interiority”
(sect. 2.3, para. 4). On the other hand, they also note that other
forms require “inferences to how others think” and that “the process of TTOM consists in inferring the priors or expectations that
guide the beliefs of another agent or group of agents” (sect. 3.6,
para 5). In other words, some forms of enculturation require
only superficial action copying, whereas others require inferences
about mental states ranging from intentions to beliefs and desires
as well as emotions. Given the variety of forms of enculturation
and of mental states, it would be important to specify what
forms of enculturation require what forms of theory of mind. A
deeper explanation of these dynamics would make it easier to
grasp the ontogenetic and phylogenetic implications of TTOM.
Second, and relatedly, it would be valuable if Veissière et al.
could explain what sorts of theory of mind capacities they believe
enculturation presupposes, and what sorts of theory of mind
capacities enculturation makes possible. In some instances (e.g.,
sect. 3.6, para. 7) they appear to indicate quite broadly that theory
of mind capacities are necessary for enculturation, but this is
unlikely to be the case for more sophisticated forms of theory
of mind, such as explicit reasoning about reasons, as in Mercier
and Sperber’s (2017) framework (which they cite repeatedly).
For Mercier and Sperber, reasoning about reasons depends on
theory of mind capacities that involve the attribution of propositional mental states with rich semantic contents. This would seem
to presuppose enculturation rather than the other way around.
Perhaps more basic forms of mindreading, such as level-1 perspective taking, shared attention, and action tracking are necessary for enculturation. It would be helpful to spell out reasons
for thinking what forms of mindreading enable enculturation,
and what forms are enabled by enculturation.
The two starting points identified above both concern the question what kind of inferences agents need to make, and which theory
of mind capacities they need, in order for enculturation to take off
(i.e., the top half of Fig. 4 in the target article). A third starting point
would be to elucidate how enculturation contributes to the shaping
of agents (i.e., the bottom half of the figure). One possibility,
recently put forward by Hohwy and Michael (2017; cf. also
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Michael 2015), is that infants and young children progressively
refine their agent-models through interaction with others, and
also increasingly conform to those models themselves. More concretely, infants and young children apply agent-models to others
during the course of development, and use these agent-models to
guide imitation and other forms of cultural learning. A result of
this is that it becomes increasingly feasible for others in their culture
to model them as well. In other words, agents’ models of themselves
(their self-models) and their actual selves are fitted together as a natural consequence of modeling and interacting with each other.
From the perspective of the prediction error minimization framework, this appears as a form of active inference: infants and
young children shape their selves progressively to match the agent
models that they have been using to interpret others.
We hope that careful consideration of these three points will
help in clarifying the relationship among culture, theory of
mind, and predictive coding, and that it will stimulate progress
in explaining the dynamics by which minds shape, and are
shaped by, other minds through the complex process of
enculturation.
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Abstract
There are serious theoretical problems with the free-energy principle model, which are shown in the current article. We discuss
the proposed model’s inability to account for culturally emergent
normativities, and point out the foundational issues that we
claim this inability stems from.

We believe the free-energy principle (FEP) lacks theoretical
resources to account for the complex phenomenon of culture.
The current article’s attempt at doing so results in a trivialization
of the problem, and a reductionist view on what culture and its
participants are. Below we focus on the problems the proposal
faces with accounting for the diverse normativities that characterize encultured persons. After that, we argue that this is a symptom
of more fundamental theoretical problems with the FEP.
The FEP claims that the overarching goal of every individual is
to reduce free energy or uncertainty. Accordingly, all normativities
that the system instantiates are claimed to come from the preselected set of “expectations”; for instance, living organisms are
argued to move away from dangerous temperatures because these
temperatures generate inputs incompatible with “expectations”
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about them (this is the example given in the current article).
These adaptive “expectations” are argued to reside in the highest
level “expectations,” sometimes called hyperpriors (Clark 2013a),
which have been formed during phylogeny; only those individuals
with adaptive hyperprior “expectations” managed to survive and
procreate (Friston et al. 2012; Kiebel et al. 2008).
Although a rather ingenious idea, the above claim runs into
clear problems in the context of enculturation. People certainly
have phylogenetically old normativities such as the ones satisfying
our basic survival needs, but they also house a whole plethora of
normativities emergent over the course of development, ones that
cannot be argued to have formed in phylogeny. It hardly needs
demonstration that genetically identical and raised in the same
socio-cultural milieu twins can develop radically opposing sets
of values and goals. What is more, these goals and values can
sometimes override the phylogenetically old, adaptive normativities: history knows many cases of people deciding to die or suffer
for some highly abstract cause. This fact seems entirely incompatible with the FEP model, and it is especially problematic in the
context of the current proposal because these powerful, novel normativities usually emerge as part of the process of enculturation.
In fact, encultured persons are constituted by such emergent normative phenomena: We certainly can identify more with our values and goals than with our biologically given motivation to stay
alive, which itself is far from defined innately as it emerges ontogenetically in a social context too (e.g., we learn the “proper” ways
of eating or sleeping from our cultures) (see Eck & Levine 2017).
In the context of the multi-layered human cognitive system, the
highest-level, adaptive normativities given in hyperpriors are argued
to yield information-seeking or global-uncertainty-reduction
dynamics. This is held up in the current article as solving the “darkroom problem”: increases in local uncertainty are expected to
decrease global uncertainty over time, that is, to keep the organism
within the innately expected states specified in the hyperpriors. This
claim seems to give us another kind of normativity that is derived
from the overarching motivation of the FEP: namely, the epistemicgain motivation. Unfortunately, this does little to help the situation
as motivations emergent in encultured persons cannot be reduced
to information seeking either. How does my re-watching for a hundredth time an old cult movie at my house benefit me epistemically?
In fact, culturally emergent normativities are sometimes flatly hostile
to epistemic gain – ignorance passes for cool in some communities.
These issues of the FEP being incompatible with the reality of
culturally emergent normativities bear heavy on the proposed
model. Although the paper talks about relevant phenomena –
such as norms, affect, or prestige – as if they have been explained
(there are many such glaring cases of petitio principii in the article),
the proposed model hinges solely on the epistemic-gain motivation.
Culture boils down to informational redundancies created for a
more efficient epistemic gain (cultural niche construction) and
individuals learning about these redundancies (learning cultural
affordances). There are no persons with their ontologically
novel normativities, such as values, ideals, and other diverse motivations – just individual organisms helping each other minimize
their free energy (for an analysis of the problem of such “manipulationist” views on culture in other models, see Eck 2015).
It becomes clear that the predictive processing framework and
the FEP are not fit for modeling culture. Following Litwin and
Miłkowski (submitted), we believe that the framework needs serious theoretical development before it can be fruitfully applied to
specific problems such as the one at hand. Indeed, the inability to
model normative emergence in enculturation is an important
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special case of a more general problem: Free energy cannot handle
any normative phenomena per se – neither the ones involved in
enculturation nor the ones involved in development in general,
not even the basic normativities inherent in life (Bickhard 2015;
2016; Martyushev 2018; Roesch et al. 2012). At best, preprogramed hyperpriors can extensionally capture predetermined
behavior patterns. Any exceptions (e.g., seeking dark, instead of
turning on the light; seeking pain [e.g., hot peppers] instead of
avoiding it; etc.) must also be pre-programed: there is no modifying the hyperprior probabilities (they are innate, as are all of the
spaces over which all of the probabilities are distributed) – there is
no normative learning, no development, no socialization, and no
enculturation, the last of which we discussed in this commentary.
For a related discussion of problems with such foundationalism in
cross-cultural research, see Mirski and Gut (2018). For an anticipatory framework that does address issues of normativity, see, for
example, Bickhard (2009) and Campbell (2015) – including in the
context of culture and language (e.g., Bickhard 1992; 2007; 2008).
Acknowledgments. RM was supported by a grant from the National Science
Centre (UMO-2016/23/N/HS1/02887).
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Abstract
We wanted to gather recent results supporting the idea of the
central role of sharing agency in socioaffective and motivational
information processing. Here, we want to support the idea that
this process is quite arbitrary, early in the temporal chain of processes and not only influence the psychological, but also the
motor correlates of socioaffective information processes.

In their target article, Veissière et al. provide new theoretical arguments supporting the idea that “the human sense of obligation is
intimately connected with the formation of a shared agent ‘we’,
directing collaborative efforts and self-regulating them.” Thus,
they argue that “the human sense of obligation may thus be
seen as a kind of self-conscious motivation.”
Recently, several studies have brought experimental arguments
supporting this idea by showing that the cognitive processes
involved in this “formation of a shared agent” directly influence
the psychological and motor correlates of socioaffective processes.
Mainly, these studies have used a well-known theoretical and
experimental model, that is, empathy for pain, which compares
the processes (ratings, motor correlates) when viewing painful situations as compared to non-painful situations. Classically, the
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difference between the two conditions can be used as an index
of empathy felt toward the character involved in the depicted situation. Therefore, several studies have been able to manipulate the
nature of the social link between the observer (i.e., the participant)
and the depicted character, in order to explore its influence on
empathy.
Within social psychology, it is well-known that people have the
propensity to divide the social world into us versus them influencing affective, cognitive, and behavioral processes. Interestingly, a
powerful old paradigm (the minimal group paradigm; Tajfel
et al. 1971) had demonstrated that the mere categorization of
individuals into two social groups on the basis of arbitrary criteria
(e.g., to over- or under-estimate the number of dots on a screen;
Diehl 1990) was sufficient to produce similar consequences as
compared to natural groups. We used for the first time this paradigm within the framework of empathy for pain (Montalan et al.
2012). Briefly, participants were shown pictures of people in painful or non-painful situations and were instructed to imagine
themselves or imagine members of two minimal groups (in-group
vs. out-group) in the same situation and participants had to rate
the level of perceived pain according to the different perspectives.
The results were quite clear: More than replicating previous
results showing that the mere assignment of individuals to arbitrary groups elicits evaluative preferences for in-group relative
to out-group members (Brewer 1979), we found that the mere
act of categorizing people in two distinct social groups was also
sufficient to elicit an in-group bias in empathy for pain. This
was the first clear demonstration that the processes involved in
the formation of a shared agent mentioned as central in
Veissière et al.’s target article influenced the psychological processes of empathy.
What about the motor processes involved in socioaffective
responses? We have been able to address this question by measuring the postural correlates of empathy for pain. The interrelation
between the motor and affective components of behavior has been
studied for a long time. For some theoretical models, emotion
shapes behavior so that pleasant events should trigger approach
whereas unpleasant events should trigger withdrawal. The ability
to simulate another person’s emotional response in a particular
situation could be the basis for the development of empathic skills
(Meltzoff & Decety 2003) and the instruction to adopt another
person’s perspective modulates pain rating according to the affective link between the observer and the individual experiencing the
outcome (Singer et al. 2006). In a first study (Lelard et al. 2013),
we used posturography to record differential postural responses
when participants were instructed to imagine themselves in a
painful or non-painful situation within the functional context of
empathy for pain. This study demonstrated for the first time a
stiffening response to pain visual stimulation, showing that postural responses were dependent of the perceived pain during the
induced simulation process. These results laid the basis for further
studies the basis for further studies concerning the role of
perspective-taking in motivational dimension of motor control
and social interaction. However, a main limitation of this study
was that the effects of mental simulation were not tested, being
unable to determine whether the reported effects were because
of embodiment of the situation or to the valence of the visual
scene.
A second study (Lelard et al. 2017) was designed to record the
differential postural correlates of empathy for pain according to
whether or not participants were instructed to imagine themselves
in a painful or non-painful situation. Both painful visual scenes
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(as in the preceding study) and instructions to embody the displayed situation were hypothesized to induce postural postural
and physiological changes. The results demonstrated a posterior
displacement of the body in the mental simulation condition
compared to the passive observation condition, supporting the
hypothesis that instruction to imagine ourselves in a painful situation activates internal models that lead to an embodiment of the
situation (Zahavi 2008). This was the first study to describe
adjustments of postural control in response to mental simulation
of affective/motor pictures.
By summarizing these results in this commentary, we wanted
to support the hypothesis of the target paper of the main importance of sharing agency in socioaffective and motivational processes. To us, these studies show that this process (i.e., the
social categorization of the other as an in-group or out-group
member) is quite arbitrary (as demonstrated by the easy experimental manipulation of social link) and influence not only the
central processes involved in empathy (broadly socioaffective
processes), but also the motor correlates of these responses.
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Abstract
“Thinking through other minds,” or TTOM, is defined in two
different ways. On the one hand, it refers to something people
do – for example, inferences they make about others’ expectations. On the other hand, it refers to a particular theoretical
model of those things that people do. If the concept of TTOM
is to have any future, this ambiguity must be redressed.

What is the future of theory of mind, or TOM? That depends on
what you mean by “TOM.” If by “TOM” you mean something
people do – say, attribute mental states to others – the future
looks bright. There is little chance people are going to stop
doing those things anytime soon. But, if you mean a particular
theoretical model of those things people do – say that they use
something akin to a theory – then it is less clear what the answer
is. Simulation theorists and others have challenged the (theory-)
theory model for decades. Because the concept of TOM is ambiguous in this way (something people do, or a particular theoretical
model thereof), however, you might think that concept is best
avoided in future research on social cognition (see, e.g., Apperly
2011, p. 3; Goldman 2006, p. 10; Nichols & Stich 2003, p. 2).
When Veissière et al. raise the question of what the future of
“thinking through other minds,” or TTOM, is, there is a similar
ambiguity. Again, it all depends on what they mean by
“TTOM.” Running through their paper is a fundamental conceptual
muddle, as “TTOM” is defined – and the notion is employed – in
two entirely different ways.
According to one definition, it is “a model of implicit cultural
learning that we call ‘thinking through other minds’ (TTOM)”
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(sect. 1.3, para. 2). TTOM in this sense integrates other
approaches, argues for compromises between externalist and
internalist accounts, does (or does not) have certain ontological
commitments, supports this or that theoretical view, provides
mathematical formalizations, and so on. And of course, it is
TTOM in this sense that is “a generic active inference (also
known as FEP or variational) account of the acquisition of culture
and mind-reading abilities” (sect. 5.1, para. 4).
According to another definition, however, TTOM refers to
something people do – in particular, the forming of expectations
about other people and their expectations. Thus, for example,
“We call this intersubjective process of engaging others’ expectations and inferences “thinking through other minds” (sect. 2.4,
para. 8). TTOM in this sense consists of inferring others’ expectations, or learning to infer such things; individuals or groups
of people may vary in terms of their capacities to “leverage”
TTOM in this sense, and so on.
TTOM in this latter sense has a bright future, of course.
Humans form habits and attitudes according to how they expect
certain others to think and act. And they construct physical environments in such a way as to encourage certain behaviours (and
discourage others), or make certain behaviourally relevant information salient, etc. A well-trodden path in the woods is a simple
example; traffic lights, designed and positioned in such a way as to
attract road users’ attention, a more complex one. None of this is
likely to change, and Veissière et al. nicely bring out how important TTOM in this sense might be to solving the mystery of
implicit cultural learning.
TTOM understood as a theoretical model might also fare well,
although naturally the situation here is less clear. That model’s
proposed compromise between “internalist” and “externalist”
approaches to social cognition is likely to meet resistance from
hardliners on both sides. And even those who are sympathetic
to the idea of such a compromise may quibble about the details.
The concept of TTOM, however, faces very uncertain prospects. A theoretical concept as fundamentally ambiguous as this
is only fit to breed confusion. Thus, if Veissière et al. want to
hold on to the concept of TTOM, it is crucial that they clear up
the conceptual muddle sooner rather than later.

Choosing a Markov blanket
Thomas Parr
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Abstract
This commentary focuses upon the relationship between two
themes in the target article: the ways in which a Markov blanket
may be defined and the role of precision and salience in mediating the interactions between what is internal and external to
a system. These each rest upon the different perspectives we
might take while “choosing” a Markov blanket.
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Figure 1 (Parr) Blankets, inference, and attention. This
figure sets out the various ways in which we can
“choose” a Markov blanket. The top image sets out
the conditional dependencies between internal (μ),
external (η), and blanket (b) states, where arrows
show the direction of causation. Blanket states comprise active (a) and sensory (s) states. Given a mapping
(σ) between the most likely internal and external states
(μ and η, respectively) as a function of b, both internal
and external states can be viewed as performing a gradient ascent on the same log-probability density. This
is the non-equilibrium steady state density, or generative model. Technically, these dynamics maximize the
evidence for the generative model, and are sometimes
described as “self-evidencing” (Hohwy 2016). The middle schematics show two alternative delineations of a
Markov blanket in a social context. Either two brains sit
within the same Markov blanket and can be thought of
as jointly inferring their environment (η), but not each
other, or they could be thought of as being on either
side of a blanket. In this setting, each individual
draws inferences about the other as the other is part
of the environment. The bottom images set out the
distinction between attention and salience from the
perspective of a Markov blanket. The image on the
left shows multiple sensory states (superscripted)
and shows the form of the internal state dynamics
(under Gaussian assumptions). The magnitude of the
influence of each s on μ depends on the precision Πs
with which that sensory state depends on external
states. The image on the right shows a different sort
of selection, cartooning three alternative paths
(indexed by i) that can be scored in terms of the
expected log probability of the blanket states following
that trajectory (where x[τ] means the path x follows
over time). Note that the expression for the bound
on this probability includes a relative entropy (the difference between the two H terms) that quantifies the
salience or information gain expected along that trajectory. Interestingly, the entropy of blanket states conditioned on external states is inversely related to Πs,
highlighting the point of connection between attention
and salience that often underwrites their conflation.

Veissière et al. provide a compelling account of the use of variational principles (specifically, active inference) to provide a formal
basis for understanding culture and cognition. This affords an
opportunity to exploit the tools that come along with active inference in the context of social sciences. As an example of this,
Veissière et al. highlight the importance of shared “regimes of
attention,” and the way in which the elusive concept of attention
may be pinned down in formal terms. This relies upon the concept of a Markov blanket (Pearl 1998) that statistically insulates
the inside of a system from the outside. In this commentary, we
discuss three perspectives on choosing a Markov blanket
(Fig. 1). The first is the choice that we as scientists make when
deciding upon our object of study. It is this that underwrites
the application of Bayesian mechanics across interdisciplinary

boundaries. The second is the implicit choice made by internal
states of a Markov blanket as to which blanket states most influence their dynamics. This is an attentional process modulating
influences from the outside in. The third is a choice between
hypothetical blankets in a dynamical setting. It is this that determines how inside influences outside and gives rise to the concepts
of salience and novelty (Clark 2017a).
Selecting an object of study involves explicitly or implicitly segregating that thing from other things. This selection defines a
Markov blanket that mediates interactions between that object
and everything else. If we select the nervous system, the blanket
comprises sensory receptors and muscles, whereas internal states
are those neurons that respond to the former and drive changes in
the latter. Because the system as a whole persists over time, it must
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be at (non-equilibrium) steady state. This implies dynamics that
correct deviations from a steady state density, ensuring the system
continues to occupy regions of high probability. Because the internal states of the system are coupled to external states, but only via
the blanket states, it appears that internal states vicariously infer
what is happening in the outside world (Friston 2019). This
Bayesian mechanical perspective says something intuitively sensible from the perspective of a nervous system: the brain draws
inferences about the world based upon its sensory input.
We can frame the dynamics of any blanketed system in the
same way. For example, if we take a more fine-grained approach
we could treat an individual neuron as our system of interest
(Palacios et al. 2019), with its blanket comprising pre- and postsynaptic membrane potentials. The interesting thing about this is
that the other neurons in the brain, previously internal states, have
become external states. This means they have gone from performing inference to being inferred. Nothing has changed in the
dynamics of the system itself, but by changing our perspective,
we change the inference problem (i.e., generative or internal
model) that is being solved.
This has two interesting consequences. The first is that it
endorses the use of inferential formalisms at a range of scales
(Kirchhoff et al. 2018), whether cellular, cognitive, or cultural.
The second is that the choice we make as to where the Markov
blanket is drawn has consequences for how we think about the
interactions between different parts of a system. Bringing this
back to the question of cognition and culture, we could think of
many individuals as the internal states of a system jointly inferring
their shared environment or we could think of an individual
drawing inferences about other individuals. In either setting, the
challenge going forward is to set out the generative model from
which inferential dynamics at a cultural scale emerge.
We now take the perspective from inside a blanket, and ask
what it means to choose between alternative blanket states. This
choice has two parts to it. The first is deciding which blanket
states should influence internal state dynamics. The second is
deciding between hypothetical trajectories the blanket states
could follow. The distinction between these is formally identical
to that between attention and salience attribution; two important
features that emerge from solving a generative model.
Starting with attention, imagine we have multiple sensory
states in a blanket. The degree to which each of these may be
used to draw inferences depends upon the precision (inverse variance) with which they are predicted by external states, under the
non-equilibrium steady state density. This manifests as a form of
gain control, where those sensory states that are precisely predicted by external states are amplified relative to others in setting
internal dynamics, exactly as in attentional gain control
(Desimone 1996; Hillyard et al. 1998; Shipp 2016).
Attentional gain must be distinguished from the process of salience attribution (Parr & Friston 2019). The latter involves overtly
(Rizzolatti et al. 1987) acting upon the world to obtain more information (Mirza et al. 2016). This requires the capacity to score alternative trajectories (e.g., eye movements to different locations) in
terms of their anticipated information gain (Lindley 1956). The relative probability for each trajectory is bounded by an expected freeenergy functional. This functional favours those trajectories for
which the salience is greatest (Parr et al. 2020). As such, the process
of salience attribution may be formalized as the process of choosing
between alternative blanket trajectories.
Once a Markov blanket has been drawn around a system of
interest, this licences an inferential interpretation of its dynamics.
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The choice of blanket tells us what is being inferred (external states)
and what is doing the inferring (internal states). The advantage of
appealing to a formalism of this sort is that it provides an opportunity to precisely define and simulate cognitive (and cultural) processes. We highlight the examples of attention and salience. These
may be understood through the metaphor of a scientist who
decides upon the quality of her data (i.e., attention) before drawing
inferences, and then decides upon the next experiment to perform
(i.e., salience) to optimize the quality of future data.
Acknowledgments. TP is supported by the Rosetrees Trust (Award Number
173346).
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Abstract
We consider the ways humans engage in social epistemic actions,
to guide each other’s attention, prediction, and learning processes towards salient information, at the timescale of online
social interaction and joint action. This parallels the active guidance of other’s attention, prediction, and learning processes at
the longer timescale of niche construction and cultural practices,
as discussed in the target article.

Veissière et al. convincingly argue that we collectively build niches
and cultural practices, which guide our attention towards salient
information, facilitating cultural learning, and the acquisition of
shared expectations about norms and conventions. This allows
us to “acquire culture by being immersed in specific, culturally
patterned practices that modulate salience.”
Here, we consider that not only we guide each other’s
attention, prediction, and learning processes towards salient information at a long time-scale (e.g., niche construction); but also at a
faster time-scale (e.g., during teaching and joint action).
In active inference, the salience of stimuli depends on both
their quality and on the agent’s belief about the world (Parr &
Friston 2017a). Salient stimuli are those that are expected to
change the agent’s belief, such as those about which the agent
is uncertain, but (once gathered) would clearly disambiguate
the agent’s alternative hypotheses. Conversely, stimuli that were
predicted, are of poor quality or ambiguous (and if gathered,
would not disambiguate the agent’s hypotheses) have little salience, as they would not change the agent’s belief significantly.
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By directing our information-gathering actions (e.g., saccades)
to high-salience locations or stimuli, we gain the most (in information terms) from our engagement with the environment.
Information-gathering actions are sometimes called epistemic
actions, as they aim at changing one’s contextual beliefs (e.g.,
when exiting from an unknown underground parking, looking
around to resolve uncertainty about one’s current location); and
are distinguished from pragmatic actions, which aim to achieve
goals (e.g., drive to an intended destination, after having resolved
the above contextual uncertainty) (Friston et al. 2015; 2017;
Pezzulo et al. 2015; 2018).
Crucially, during social interactions, we can perform epistemic
actions for the sake of others – or social epistemic actions. These
actions aim at gathering salient (belief-changing) information for
others and hence are quintessentially communicative. However,
they don’t need to be verbal, but can exploit sensorimotor channels, that is, sensorimotor communication.
An extensive body of research shows that during social interactions, we modify our behavior in communicative ways, to render it more “legible,” easier to understand and to predict by
others (Pezzulo et al. 2018). A well-known example is that of a
mother who amplifies her speech (e.g., the vowels) and exaggerates her bodily movements, when interacting with her child,
that is, motherese and motionese. Such sensorimotor communication may simultaneously help capture the child’s attention and
simplify her learning task (e.g., by stressing what is salient).
Sensorimotor communication is ubiquitous during social interaction. It does not necessarily require “specialized” behaviors, such as
pointing or gazing at some object. Rather, virtually any action can be
used (or modified) to convey sophisticated communicative messages.
Even simple actions, such as passing a glass to somebody can express
(intentionally or unintentionally) love, hate, or deference. These
(“hidden”) emotional states can be conveyed by – and inferred
from – subtle kinematic cues, for example, slightly faster or slower
arm movements (Becchio et al. 2012; Pezzulo et al. 2013).
Sensorimotor communication is especially effective during
joint actions. For example, during a joint action as simple as moving a table together, we can push the table to signal in which
direction we want to go or where we want to place the table.
During more complex social interactions, such as during a soccer
match, we can exaggerate our movements to help our teammates
inferring our intention (e.g., where we want to pass the ball), or
hide it from opponents (by feinting). Sensorimotor communication goes also beyond the body. For example, when driving a
car, we can decelerate or move to the side of a road, to signal
that we want to leave room to other drivers (Chater et al. 2018;
McEllin et al. 2018; Pezzulo & Dindo 2011; Vesper et al. 2011).
These examples can be conceptualized within active inference,
as social epistemic actions that unveil salient information, for the
sake of somebody else. Consider the case of a person, who is helping his roommate to move a table, but does not know whether she
wants to place it to the left or the right of a chair. He can engage in
mindreading, to infer the roommate’s intention (“hidden state”)
based on her movements (“observables”). Simultaneously, the
roommate can select a plan that is maximally informative about
her intentions (e.g., push to the left earlier and harder) – an example of social epistemic action, to optimize interactive success.
Interestingly, the roommate helps her coactor inferring her intention, by “surprising” him, because her “exaggerated” force deviates
from the most likely (predicted) action plan. It is this unpredicted
(and informative) deviation that has high salience and signals the
teammate’s communicative intention to place the table to the left
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(Pezzulo 2011; Pezzulo et al. 2013). Importantly, not all unpredictable behaviors are salient, but (like standard epistemic actions) only
those that resolve the coactor’s uncertainty. Hence, selection of
effective social epistemic actions requires tailoring them to the current interactive situation. Recent research showed that coactors
consider elements such as others’ uncertainty, and what they can
or cannot see, to modulate their social epistemic actions.
Furthermore, social epistemic actions can be bidirectional, with
coactors continuously helping each other inferring their intentions
and predicting their actions (Leibfried et al. 2015; Pezzulo & Dindo
2011; Pezzulo et al. 2017; Vesper & Richardson 2014).
In sum, we flexibly use social epistemic actions to drive others’
attention on patterns and regularities that we want them to infer
(or learn). Social epistemic actions may thus work synergistically
with “culturally-patterned practices” to afford social and cultural
learning. Of note, although social epistemic actions can be realized
verbally, here we focused on sensorimotor realizations, which (in certain conditions) may signal more directly what and where salient
information is. Furthermore, humans may be exquisitely sensible
to recognizing under which conditions certain actions or demonstrations are executed for pedagogical purposes, and hence learn faster
and more efficiently under these conditions (Csibra & Gergely 2011).
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Abstract
The active inference framework offers an attractive starting point
for understanding cultural cognition. Here, we argue that affective dynamics are essential to include when constructing this
type of theory. We highlight ways in which interactions between
emotional responses and the perception of those responses, both
within and between individuals, can play central roles in both
motivating and constraining sociocultural practices.

In their thoughtful review, Veissière and colleagues motivate active
inference as an integrative framework for understanding and modeling the dynamics of cultural cognition. Conspicuously absent was
discussion of the role of emotions in “thinking through other
minds.” However, emotions plausibly underwrite the motivation,
maintenance, and enforcement of many sociocultural norms and
practices (e.g., feeling an automatic aversion to breaking a social
norm, or anticipating that others would react with anger/disappointment if one failed to engage in a cultural practice). Here, we
argue that there is an important opportunity to expand their
model by explicitly incorporating emotion. Motivated by the active
inference framework, we will focus on dynamic bidirectional
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Figure 1. (Smith & Lane) Depiction of “thinking through others’ emotions” as an extension of the “thinking through other minds” framework. Based on the (implicitly or explicitly) perceived thoughts and feelings of others, quick/involuntary somatovisceral (e.g., valenced changes in facial expression, body posture, and autonomic state) and cognitive (e.g., selective attention) policies are enacted and perceived by both self and others. Subsequent inferences about one’s own emotional
state and the emotional states of others (both implicit and explicit) then further inform sociocultural decision-making (e.g., conforming to social norms and engaging in cultural practices).

interactions between two broad emotion-related processes: affective
response generation (cast as policy selection) and affective response
perception (cast as Bayesian state inference).
As elsewhere (Smith et al. 2018c), we use the broad term
“affective response generation” to denote the flexible engagement
of multiple quick/involuntary changes across visceromotor, skeletomotor, and attentional states in response to (current, remembered, or imagined) interoceptive or exteroceptive stimuli of
perceived significance to an organism’s needs, goals, and values.
For example, consider the simultaneous elicitation of unpleasant
changes in posture, facial expression, autonomic arousal, threatbiased attention, and avoidance motivation that can quickly
ensue in response to a simple social gesture. Although not always,
and not always within awareness, these types of multimodal internal responses often occur in response to the perceived thoughts
and feelings of others, and they can play an essential role in the
sociocultural phenomena that Veissière and colleagues discuss.
Within the active inference framework, recent work (Allen et al.
2019; Smith et al. 2019a; 2019b) has shown how these responses
can be cast in terms of multimodal policy selection. That is, based
on a set of (e.g., interoceptive or social) signals, the states of the
world, the body, and of the minds of self and others can be
(implicitly or explicitly) inferred, which can then engage predictions about how these states will change over time if different policies (i.e., different sets of visceromotor, skeletomotor, and
attentional changes) were selected. The “affective response” that
is generated then corresponds to the enactment of the policy

predicted to lead to the states most consistent with an organism’s
preferences (e.g., perceiving social approval) – often involving
automatic attention to salient sources of information (e.g., the
locations of friends and enemies) and visceromotor adjustments
based on the predicted metabolic demands associated with navigating the environment so as to attain preferred states (e.g., staying close to friends and away from enemies).
There are many cases in which this type of quick/involuntary
policy selection process can play adaptive (and often unintentional) social roles. For example, although typically not intentional, the automatic production of tears (crying) can elicit
helpful social support from others. Unintended changes in posture and muscle tension in response to social norm violations
can also convey implicit signals to others about the probability
that aggressive action will ensue if such violations continue.
However, the presence of an affective response does not entail
that it will be perceived/interpreted correctly by oneself or others.
The ability to infer the interoceptive and emotional states of self
and others, based on the internally/externally observable sensory
consequences that follow from the enactment of affective policies
(e.g., perceived heart rate or facial expression changes), has also
been formulated as Bayesian inference within the active inference
framework (e.g., inferring the probability that an individual is sad
based on information about their body state and the context
[Barrett 2017; Smith et al. 2018b]). When interacting with affective
response generation, affective response perception can produce iterative bidirectional interactions between the minds and bodies of
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multiple individuals. For example, an individual could feel an aversion to participate in particular social practices, but then also react
with frustration because they don’t want to feel that aversion. Or an
individual might be happy because they believe they are meeting
others’ sociocultural expectations, but then react with disappointment when they perceive that others are displeased.
The relevant inferential dynamics also appear to play out at multiple hierarchical levels. For example, there is evidence that individuals automatically simulate the body states they perceive in others in
order to infer what emotions they are feeling (Niedenthal 2007).
There are also important cases where correctly inferring the emotions of others requires the deployment of additional higher-level
knowledge (e.g., “even though I like this restaurant, she will be
sad if we go there”). These different levels also plausibly facilitate
different social dynamics. For example, simulating the discomfort
of another individual’s tense/shaky posture could promote automatic empathic responding (i.e., making the other individual feel
better would make you feel better [Lamm et al. 2011]). In contrast,
the explicit semantic inference that what another person is feeling
corresponds to the concept FEAR can facilitate important social
inferences about both the past and the future by drawing on emotion knowledge, such as the likely causes and consequences of that
state (e.g., “it was likely caused by a perceived threat” and “the person is now likely to try to avoid that threat”) – which can then
inform subsequent decision-making (Fig. 1).
Successfully navigating the hypersocial human niche requires
iterative and nested use of these processes – in which one’s
goals can only be accomplished by predicting the emotions of
others in the future under different courses of action (e.g., “he’s
feeling angry because I’m driving below the speed limit – if I
speed up then he will calm down”). This in turn leads to complex
and continuous feedback loops that can facilitate both adaptive
(Smith et al. 2019c) and maladaptive (Smith et al. 2018a) social
dynamics. The resulting dynamics lead to a type of “thinking
through others’ emotions” that depends jointly on interoceptive
and exteroceptive inference and on bidirectional brain-body interactions across individuals throughout a society. We put forward
these additional affective dynamics as essential to completing
the authors’ account of thinking through other minds.
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Abstract
The target article does not address the neural mediation of complex social behavior. I review evidence that such mediation may
be compatible with proposed Bayesian information-processing
principles. Notably, however, such mediation occurs subcortically as well as cortically, concerns reward uncertainty and information uncertainty, and impacts culture via group-level payoff
structures that define individualism and collectivism.
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The formal-mathematical constructs that are the focus of the target article are not grounded in nervous system functioning.
Conciliatory efforts would call into question informational uncertainty as a singular phenomenon mediated by higher-level neural
processes. That is, because a form of informational uncertainty –
reward uncertainty – is subcortically mediated (Anselme &
Güntürkün 2019; Hart et al. 2015). Furthermore, evidence suggests that reward uncertainty gives rise to complex behavioral
phenomena that can form the basis for cultural constraints on
behavior (Strand et al. 2019). These ideas are expanded upon in
what follows, in the hopes that formal-mathematical models
such as those presented in the target article will, in the future,
enumerate the place of reward uncertainty within the domain of
informational uncertainty.
To understand reward uncertainty and its importance
for social behavior, let’s review a recent study concerned with
the formation of the attachment patterns (Beckes et al. 2017).
Attachment patterns describe social–behavioral propensities of
individuals arising in response to relationships with caretakers
or supportive others. Therefore, attachment patterns are relevant
for considering how information affects social behavior. As we
discuss below, they also align with the dominant cultural institutions, collectivism, and individualism.
Beckes et al. (2017) experimentally investigated how supportive social responsiveness influences attachment-related behavior
using a shock threat support-seeking paradigm. Participants
were adults who ostensibly sought help from another participant
(“supporter”) seated in another room. They pressed a button to
indicate their need for help every time a shock threat signal
appeared. The supporter could stop the imminent shock in
response to this support-seeking behavior. In a randomized
design, one group of participants experienced a supporter who
acted consistently and predictably to prevent the shock.
Another group experienced a supporter who acted inconsistently
and unpredictably to prevent the shock. Therefore, in response to
support-seeking behavior, the former group experienced reward
certainty (continuous reinforcement) and the latter group reward
uncertainty (intermittent reinforcement).
Study results revealed that exposure to reward uncertainty led
to behavior toward the supporter that was characterized by attitudinal ambivalence and high levels of approach motivation – a
behavioral constellation consistent with an insecure-anxious
attachment pattern (Ainsworth et al. 1978). By contrast, exposure
to reward certainty led to unambiguous positive attitudes and
moderate approach motivation toward the supporter – the behavioral equivalent of a secure attachment pattern. Not studied by
Beckes et al. (2017), insecure-avoidant is a third primary attachment pattern. It is thought to be induced by an extinction schedule for security-seeking behavior and characterized by attitudinal
neutrality and low approach motivation to caretakers.
The Beckes et al. (2017) findings reveal the existence of complex socio-behavioral response patterns induced by simple forms
of environmental stimulation (i.e., intermittent and continuous
schedules of reinforcement). Moreover, neuroscientific evidence
reveals that these behavioral responses are mediated by dopamine
activity within the subcortical nucleus accumbens (Hart et al.
2015). Therefore, a confluence of neural and behavioral evidence
reveals the existence of forms of complex social behavior that are
schedule-induced and subcortically mediated (Anselme &
Güntürkün 2019). As such, they do not reflect the “first principles” of the target article, which are cortically mediated and
include perspective-taking and mind reading. I return to the
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issue of neural mediation after considering the importance for
culture of the attachment patterns.
The impact of the attachment patterns on culture is suggested
by the results of a world-wide review of their distribution across
collectivist and individualist cultures (Mesman et al. 2016).
Findings reveal that collectivist cultures have a higher relative percentage of insecure-anxious individuals. Such individuals tend to
prioritize interactions within strong-tie social networks (reflecting
high approach motivation), which is a defining characteristic of collectivist cultures (Yamagishi & Hashimoto 2016). Individualist cultures, on the other hand, have a higher relative percentage of
insecure-avoidant individuals. Such individuals tend to prioritize
interactions in weak-tie social networks (reflecting low approach
motivation), a defining characteristic of individualist cultures.
Therefore, participation in strong-tie relationships is relatively
advantageous in collectivist settings, and participation in weak-tie
relationships is relatively advantageous in individualist settings. In
this way, culture is defined not by co-constructed minds but, rather,
foundationally, by group-level payoff structures that constrain the
reward maximization behavior of individuals. Those constraints
reflect the aggregate of the behavioral propensities of the individuals who comprise the group (Strand et al. 2019).
Consistent with the target article, work cited above supports an
informational account of reward uncertainty. Behaviorally, a
richer reward schedule (continuous reinforcement) led to less
extreme approach motivation than did a leaner schedule (intermittent reinforcement; Beckes et al. 2017). Neurally, dopamine
release was highest at maximum reward uncertainty (probability
of reward = 0.5), and lowest at both extremes of certainty (probability of reward = 0.0 and 1.0; Hart et al. 2015). Therefore, the
behavioral response is determined by the informational value of
the schedule, not the reward amount. The question remains:
Does the formal-mathematical model of the target article align
with what is known about reward uncertainty and the neural
mediation of complex behavior?
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Abstract
We show that TTOM has a lot to offer for the study of the evolution of cultures, but that this also brings to the fore the dark
implications of TTOM, unexposed in Veissière et al. Those
implications lead us to move beyond meme-centered or an
organism-centered concept of fitness based on free-energy minimization, toward a social system-centered view.

TTOM and the underlying FEP framework allow us to revise and
refine, not only theory of mind accounts, but also theories of the
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evolution of culture, most notably memetics. At least at three
levels, TTOM/FEP provides important correctives to reinvigorate
this field. In doing this, Veissière et al.’s account explains how the
“imagined communities” we live in (Anderson 1983/2006), come
to be. In this commentary, we specifically consider the darker implications of this, as these remain unexplored in the target article.
First, the analysis of Veissière et al. shows that the concept
of memes as independent units of cultural information is
rather deceptive. An FEP-based account of culture highlights
that ideas or hidden causes are not insular units but parts
of hierarchically and laterally-structured belief networks, or
narratives. Such networks also include so-called auxiliary
hypotheses that can take the blame when other, high precision
beliefs are under threat of being disproven. The networks even
include socially-expected ways of sampling evidence (expected
precision or epistemic value of different sources). These observations suggest that cultural beliefs are socially constructed and
self-sustaining. Thus, fabricated beliefs such as conspiracy theories can spread easily and take root (Gershman 2019).
Second, Veissière et al. rightly call attention to the importance
of embodied cultural practices (rather than just “ideas,” as in
memetics) in the evolution of culture. Indeed, practices have primacy in steering not just behavior but thought. This “practice
before ideology” principle can be seen in enculturation through
religious rituals. Heylighen et al. (2018) observe that: “the
undeniable act of praying to God can only be safeguarded from
cognitive dissonance by denying any doubts you may have
about the existence of God.” In FEP terms, the irrefutable
perceptual evidence created by the active practice can only be
explained away by adopting the ideological “hidden causes.” In
rituals (as in many cultural practices), actions are triggered by
cultural markers in the environment – I do it because others
like me do/did it – circumventing explicit thought but at times
also the actual interests of the participant. Here, practices become
a tool for control of individual action by the social system
(conformity pressure).
Third, TTOM/FEP may provide a unified selection criterion
(“fitness”) for the evolution of cultures. Culture constrains the
behavioral paths for its individual members, generally because its
practices and narratives have shown to be efficient free-energy
reduction vehicles, for “agents like you.” Ideas and practices that
reduce free energy more efficiently tend to spread and become
dominant in a culture. These ideas could concern hidden causes
of the environment and the challenges it provides (e.g., a god causing thunderstorms) but also hidden causes of the behavior of other
individuals in your community. This gives cultural ideas a circular,
self-reinforcing character. For example, the cultural expectation that
sinning requires guilt and atonement reduces the free energy of the
harmed party, but guilt also becomes a hidden cause efficiently
explaining away someone’s behavior in the eyes of others belonging
to the culture. However, note that the success of these expectations
depends on the conservative perpetuation of the culture, and the
exclusion of “dissident” behavior.
Similarly, ideologies such as religion or nationalism, as interconnected sets of hidden causes and shared expectations and
practices, are an efficient means of free-energy minimization.
As Atran and Ginges (2012) remark, most religions have at
their core a limited set of principles (expectations) that they
consider “sacred.” In essence, to be sacred implies unconditionality. Indeed, expectations that are independent of contextual
parameters provide a simple, dependable (high precision) foundation for how to act in and explain the (social) world. It makes
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these principles into very powerful, socially fulfilled hidden
causes. The same free-energy minimization logic explains why
strictly patterned (hence predictable) religious rituals are especially
successful at important transition points in life (such as the transition to adulthood), characterized by higher uncertainty about
how one should act. In the same vein, Hogg (2014) reports evidence that individuals that experience high personal uncertainty
(e.g., adolescents going through identity problems) tend to strongly
identify with a group and (radical) ideology to easily resolve their
self-uncertainty. Examples can even be found of cultures systematically plunging their members into uncertainty to increase allegiance. Thus, cultures and their “sacred” rules often actually
harm their members, hence outright increasing their free energy.
Think, for example, of rules inducing genital mutilation, suicide
terrorism, honor killings, or more mundanely, chronic stress
because of a ruthless, sacred rule of productivity.
The above examples show that a meme-centric concept of fitness will not do (Ramsey & De Block 2015), but, more interestingly,
they also suggest that a purely organism-centric concept of fitness
(organism-centered free-energy minimization) is unsatisfactory to
explain the power of cultures on their members. Indeed, internalized and environmentally anchored cultural expectations (behavioral “rules”) often take on a life of their own, not necessarily
benefitting the individual that follows them, but rather maintaining
the very system of social ideas and practices they are part of.
Luhmann (1986) has argued that social systems should be seen
as autopoietic, organism-like agents that, via their human constituents, actively counteract any deviation from their organization, so
as to ensure the continuation and self-regeneration of the system
(Heylighen et al. 2018). Hence, these social systems seem to also
reduce their free energy, consistent with a multiscale formulation
of the FEP (Ramstead et al. 2018). On the one hand, the relationship between individual and social system is one of symbiosis or
mutual benefit, with social systems providing means for reducing
free energy to the individual through coordination of action and
prevention of conflicts. On the other hand, social systems, via
TTOM mechanisms, can also veer into dogmatism, radicalism,
and mind control that suppresses individual expression, creativity,
and well-being (Heylighen et al. 2018). We believe that the account
of Veissière et al. should also provide insight into this dark side of
cultural phenomena.
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Abstract
Do we acquire culture through other minds, or do we get access
to other minds through culture? Music culture is a practice as
well as the people involved. Sounding music works as a script
guiding action, as do, to varying degrees, many rituals and
customs. Collective co-performance of the script enables inter-
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subjectivity, which arguably contributes to the formation of
subcultures. Shared-emotional experiences give material to the
narrative of who we are.

Do we acquire culture through other minds, or do we get access to
other minds through culture?
“Culture” usually refers to the arts or to a people sharing customs and codes. In the case of music, these understandings are
intertwined in two ways:
1. Music is governed by customs defining the style. It almost
invariably follows some system creating expectancies, implicitly known and applied by musicians and listeners.
2. Musical styles typically shape neo-tribes (Bennett 1999) of followers who share a spectrum of social codes and customs.
Music culture, thus, is a practice as well as neo-tribes of followers. Both
aspects are governed by patterned behaviour, generating anticipation.
The Austrian phenomenologist Alfred Schütz, contemplating
music listening, once wrote:
Although separated by hundreds of years, [the listener] participates with
quasi-simultaneity in [the composer’s] stream of consciousness, by performing with him step by step the ongoing articulation of his musical
thought. The beholder, thus, is united with the composer by a time
dimension common to both (Schütz 1951).

Schütz puts the listener in the head of the musician. He is not proposing that listeners follow or imitate the composer, but perform
the music with the composer.
Co-performance with a musician implies shared brain activity as
well as a shared time dimension. Except for the parallel activation of
the auditory systems, several mutual pre-motor areas are activated.
The shared time dimension is induced through entrainment (synchronization to musical beats). Synchronization demands prediction. Periodical sounds produce bursts of neural oscillations on
the beats. These bursts continue when the stimulus is omitted
(Tal et al. 2017). They are, thus, predictions. “Entrainment,” says
anthropologist Judith Becker, “is the strongest form of interaction
… It actualizes a supra-individual state” (Becker 2001).
Synchronization also depends on familiarity with the piece and/
or style. But, even when the prediction is wrong, synchronized
activities occur, namely the processing of prediction errors.
Deviances from musical customs elicit oscillatory reactions (the
event-related potential ERAN), not only in the listener, but even
in the musician (who planted the surprising event) (Koelsch et al.
2019). Surprises attract attention. In a sequence, changes between
the expected and the unexpected are felt. This exemplifies listening
as a participation in the musician’s stream of consciousness.
Overt synchronization engenders pro-social behaviour (Repp
& Su 2013). Further, the ability to synchronize is improved by
oxytocin – a peptide associated with social integration (Gebauer
et al. 2016). These findings may be associated with bird courtship,
where the male and the female of some species engage in synchronized rituals, and with human courtship, where the dance floor
provides a scene for synchronization. The synchronized other,
thus, can be considered an affordance – an epistemic resource,
reducing uncertainty concerning the other’s suitability as a partner. It confirms: same species, same fitness, and same interest.
Subjectivity involves emotions, and inter-subjectivity thus
entails shared emotions. With an emotional completion, the
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TTOM theory would catch how we, not just think, but live
through other minds.
Could emotions be computed along the lines of the free-energy
principle (FEP)? Interoceptive inference entails that neural activity
caused by visceral reactions is compared to predictions reflecting
homoeostasis (Seth & Friston 2016). The only ascending information is the degree of deviance. Is it possible to access the rich palette of emotions this way? It has been argued from an enactive
perspective that “emotional experience simply cannot be reduced
to a frame of reference” (Roesch et al. 2012).
In the circumplex model of affect, emotions are plotted in a
two-dimensional space defined by valence and arousal coordinates (Russell & Pratt 1980). Valence, according to FEP, could
be defined as “the negative rate of change of free energy over
time” (Joffily & Coricelli 2013). This means that reduction of
uncertainty is rewarding. This definition offers a solution to the
“dark-room problem” (Friston et al. 2012): If there is no uncertainty to reduce, the organism cannot be happy. Valence over certainty must follow an inverted U-curve, starting in boredom,
ending in chaos, and peaking at an optimal level of active inference, as defined by Seth and Friston (2016). Neither the uneventful, nor chaos can provide the epistemic affordance needed for
active inference. Arousal could be caused by the degree and precision of the prediction error. This is in accordance with the pattern of the piloerection reaction to music, which is often caused by
music expressing longing and triggered by an unexpected change
in the music (e.g., a change of tonality). Here, physiologically
assessed arousal, which may reflect uncertainty, is followed by
relaxation, which may reflect certainty (Vickhoff et al. 2012).
The experience is delightful.
Musical emotion is an excellent subject to test interoceptive
inference. Music is computable, it plays with expectancies and it
makes us happy without obvious rewards.
A short answer to the initial question: Music exemplifies that
we do not just acquire culture through other minds. It is a reciprocal dependency. Music, written, or sounding, is a script guiding
action. So are, to varying degrees, many rituals and customs.
Collective co-performance of the script enables inter-subjectivity,
which arguably contributes to the formation of neo-tribes.
Shared-emotional experiences give material to the narrative of
who we are.

A unified account of culture should
accommodate animal cultures
Andrew Whiten
Centre for Social Learning and Cognitive Evolution, School of Psychology and
Neuroscience, University of St Andrews, St Andrews KY16 9JP, UK.
a.whiten@st-andrews.ac.uk
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Abstract
Discoveries about social learning and culture in non-human animals have burgeoned this century, yet despite aspiring to offer a
unified account of culture, the target article neglects these discoveries almost totally. I offer an overview of principal findings
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in this field including phylogenetic reach, intraspecies pervasiveness, stability, fidelity, and attentional funnelling in social learning. Can the authors’ approach accommodate these?

Despite promising a “unified account” of culture, the authors
neglect to define what they take culture to encompass. Because
they cite Henrich (2015) with approval, perhaps we can borrow
his definition of culture as “the large body of practices, techniques, heuristics, tools, motivations, values and beliefs that we
all acquire while growing up, mostly by learning from other people” (p. 3). Substituting “individuals” for “people,” culture thus
defined has been discovered to be widespread among non-human
animals (henceforth “animals”) (Whiten 2017a). Yet, it receives
virtually no mention in the target article. This lacuna contrasts
starkly with another recent peer-commentary articles offering
broad theories of culture (Tamariz 2019; Osiurak & Reynaud
2020) that do incorporate core animal literature (I note there is virtually no overlap in the sources cited in these theoretical offerings!).
Here, I outline dimensions of animal culture that I suggest any unifying account of culture must recognize.
First, phylogenetic reach. Traditions meeting the above specifications have been identified in hundreds of studies of mammals
(particularly primates [Whiten & van de Waal 2018] and cetaceans [Whitehead & Rendell 2015]) as well as birds (Aplin
2019), and fish (Laland et al. 2011). Transmission chain experiments have demonstrated inheritance across multiple “cultural
generations” (i.e., from individual or group A, to B to C, etc.);
the content of these ranges from foraging techniques in chimpanzees and children (Horner et al. 2006) to those of bumble bees
(Alem et al. 2016) and mate choice preferences in fruit flies
(Danchin et al. 2018; Whiten 2018a).
Second is intra-species pervasiveness. Whitehead and Rendell
(2015, p. 17) conclude from their book-length survey that “culture,
we believe, is a major part of what the whales are.” Whiten and van
de Waal (2018) distinguish three main phases of cultural acquisition in primates: first, juveniles learn much about foraging and
other activities from their mother, whom they may accompany
closely for years; in a second phase learning expands to a wider
social circle, when young males may apprentice themselves to
adult males who exploit a somewhat different cultural foraging
niche than their mothers; and finally, in a third phase dispersing
individuals learn from individuals in their new group who are
already informed about local resources and group dynamics.
Schuppli and van Schaik (2019) and Whiten (2019a; 2019b;
2019c) infer from records of juvenile orangutans’ close peering at
adult activities that the number of behaviours so learned may
exceed 190. “It seems that immatures learn virtually all of their
skills socially,” they conclude (p. 5). What animals learn from
the accumulated knowledge of conspecifics spans dietary profiles,
foraging techniques, predator avoidance, mate choice, courtship
behaviour, vocal communication, migration routes, tool use, social
customs, circadian rhythms, and locomotion styles.
These varied domains of social learning raise the prospect that
animal cultures may be constituted of multiple traditions, paralleling the way we refer to a whole array of traditions (technologies,
diet, communications, etc.) when we contrast any two human cultures (Whiten & van Schaik 2007). Such patterning, including
regional cultural variations, has so far appeared most extensive in
great apes (Schuppli & van Schaik 2019; Whiten 2017b) but has
also been documented in cetaceans (Whitehead & Rendell 2015)
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and likely applies to many birds where traditions span such diverse
contexts as song dialects, migration, and foraging (Aplin 2019).
Veissière et al. state that “it is precisely because of the existence
of inter group behavioural and cognitive variations that arise
through social learning … that we can speak of culture” – but
surely not: certainly Henrich’s definition does not require this. A
universal behaviour would still be cultural, if routinely acquired
by social learning from others (Schuppli & van Schaik 2019).
A third important discovery about animal cultures concerns
stability and fidelity over time. Archaeological excavations
revealed chimpanzee nut-cracking technologies based on natural
stone hammers at a level corresponding to 4,300 years ago, at
sites where the skill still occurs today (Mercader et al. 2007).
How many contemporary human traditions have shown such
fidelity over this period? Cultural changes can also be quite
rapid, an important characteristic of this “second inheritance system” in nature, contrasting with the primary inheritance system of
genetics, that is less nimble (Whiten 2017a). Humpback whale
songs, for example, rise in objectively measurable complexity
over time, then every few years the currently common song is
superseded by a new “revolutionary” but simpler song, soon
adopted by the whole population (Allen et al. 2018). Such new
songs are known to be passed across the Pacific Ocean populations over a period of years, to be followed by further waves of
new songs as these emerge.
A fourth major discovery has concerned adaptive preferences
guiding animals’ social learning. Veissière et al. focus much on
adaptive attentional funnelling in the context of human culture,
but this also occurs in animals, using a variety of cues that
allow social learning to deviate from randomly copying others
and achieve adaptive selectivity (Kendal et al. 2018; Price et al.
2017). These cues are diverse but span some that Veissière et al.
discuss in the human case. They include conformity, expressed
as a motivation to do what a majority of one’s companions do
(Aplin et al. 2015; Watson et al. 2018; Whiten 2019c for avian
and primate examples, respectively). Other biases include copying
high ranking and more successful individuals (Bono et al. 2018;
Kendal et al. 2015). The latter study illustrates how complex combinations of preferences may arise: vervet monkeys’ selectivity
depends not only on the relative foraging payoffs they observe
accruing to others, but also on the sex of the observer and the
sex of the forager observed. Preferential learning from high rankers
may sometimes be more akin to prestige effects in humans than
often asserted; lemurs who were more successful at a novel foraging
opportunity have been shown to receive more affiliative responses
from companions later (Kulahci et al. 2018; Whiten 2018b).
The above can be no more than a selective sketch of recent discoveries about animal cultures. But, these phenomena surely
enrich our understanding of the nature and evolution of culture:
A unified theory of culture must surely accommodate them?

Integrating models of cognition and
culture will require a bit more math
Matthew R. Zeffermana
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Abstract
We support the goal to integrate models of culture and cognition. However, we are not convinced that the free energy principle and Thinking Through Other Minds will be useful in
achieving it. There are long traditions of modeling both cultural
evolution and cognition. Demonstrating that FEP or TTOM can
integrate these models will require a bit more math.

There is a decade-long tradition in which mathematical and computational models of social learning and cultural evolution demonstrate why social learning evolves; when it is useful; why it can
be biased toward learning from the majority or from prestigious,
successful, or similar individuals; and how learning biases help
create the population-level dynamics of cultural change (Boyd
& Richerson 1985; Henrich & McElreath 2003; McElreath &
Henrich 2007). In turn, an understanding of these populationlevel dynamics has helped us understand and explain a wide
range of phenomena including the origins of human cooperation
(Richerson et al. 2016), civilization (Bowles & Gintis 2013), social
identity (Smaldino 2019), hipsters (Smaldino & Epstein 2015),
warfare (Zefferman & Mathew 2015), sex-biased tool use in
dolphins (Zefferman 2016), and environmental sustainability
(Waring et al. 2017). This theoretical framework already answers
a number of questions Veissière et al. care about.
A criticism of this body of literature is that cultural evolutionary theory does not adequately consider cognition (Heyes 2018b).
There are indeed questions about cultural evolution and social
learning that a better understanding of cognition might help
answer. In particular, cultural evolution likely shapes the sociocultural environments in which the cognitive machinery that facilitates social transmission develops. Learning more about the
dynamical interaction between cognitive development and cultural evolution is an important and, until very recently, underappreciated research area (Contreras Kallens et al. 2018; Smaldino &
Spivey 2019).
We find much to agree with in Veissière et al.’s qualitative
description of how cognition and culture interact. However,
much of this is well-worn territory. The main advance proposed
in the target article is that free energy principle (FEP) and thinking through other minds (TTOM) integrate an impressively large
number of theories and hypotheses of cognition, social learning,
and cultural evolution. However, given the authors’ extremely
underspecified mathematical model, we remain unconvinced by
this claim.
The mathematical model presented in the target article is too
imprecise to be useful in its current form. The authors do not
describe what the terms of the model represent in a cultural or
cognitive system or show how the model does any scientific
work. Indeed, the FEP is not actually a model of anything, but
rather a paradigm for describing the behavior of systems that
must themselves be modeled. It is fine to start theorizing with a
general model (see, e.g., Frank [1995] on the Price equation),
but useful models must eventually map onto relevant aspects of
the world. In the target article’s entire mathematical appendix,
no parameter is described as representing any aspects of culture,
brains, agents, ideas, cognitive processes, or any tangible or
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intangible object related to the purported subject matter. Without
this basic modeler’s due diligence, we find the discussion of the
potential contributions of FEP and TTOM to contribute little.
Take, for example, the “dark room” problem posed in the target article: “if agents aim to avoid unexpected encounters with
their environment, we should expect minimally changing sensory
environments like dark rooms and correspondingly monotonous
sensations to be the most frequently (re)visited states of an organism.” Of course, even a moment’s consideration resolves this
quandary, as strategic action can often dominate over passive
non-action, and natural selection will favor it when it does.
What does the FEP add to this non-dilemma? The authors state
that:
the FEP deals with the issue of novelty seeking behavior by formalizing
action as being in the game of maximizing the epistemic value of action
(or epistemic affordance) … [F]ree energy minimizing agents seek to sample the world in the most efficient way possible. Since the information gain
(i.e., salience) is the amount of uncertainty resolved, it makes good sense
for the agent to selectively sample regions of environment with high
uncertainty, which will yield the most informative observations… In
effect, agents will act to optimize the epistemic value or affordance of
an action before acting on its pragmatic value, which is essentially its
expected utility.

This is qualitatively appealing, but adds little value to the current
state of scientific understanding. There is already a long history of
modeling the trade-off between exploring an uncertain environment and “acting on its pragmatic value” in the social and biological sciences (e.g., Hills et al. 2015; Rendell et al. 2010; 2011). To
demonstrate how a model can add value, contrast the musings
above with a mathematical model studied by Perreault et al.
(2012). In their model, a population of agents uses Bayesian learning to integrate environmental and social cues and eventually
make decisions in an uncertain environment. They show that
individuals optimally weigh social cues (relative to environmental
cues) more heavily when the environment is more stable and
when environmental cues are more uninformative. They also
show that conformist-biased social learning (weighting common
behaviors above chance) readily outperforms unbiased social
learning across a broad range of conditions, especially when environments are novel or cultural transmission is error-prone. Most
importantly, they provide an explicit model where agents make
decisions and perform actions with measurable outcomes that
potentially provide insight into the world. They have gone from
the “first principles” of a Bayesian-learning process and evolutionary selection to the consequent changes in individual agents’ cognition in response to socio-environmental forces.
What added value does the FEP give above and beyond the
type of modeling done by Perreault et al.? Would an agent
using the FEP or TTOM outperform their Bayesian-learning
agents? Or is the Bayesian-learning agent a special case of an
agent using FEP or TTOM? Should the overall model dynamics
be analyzed using principles of the FEP, and if so, why?
Veissière et al. assert that agents will maximize the epistemic
value of an action before its pragmatic value. However, a long
history of models in many disciplines suggest fundamental tradeoffs between these goals. As researchers interested in marrying
cognition to cultural transmission, the determination of whether
the FEP or TTOM are useful cannot be assessed unless their proponents can show how they do useful work in explaining the
world.
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Abstract
The target article “Thinking Through Other Minds” (TTOM)
offered an account of the distinctively human capacity to acquire
cultural knowledge, norms, and practices. To this end, we leveraged recent ideas from theoretical neurobiology to understand
the human mind in social and cultural contexts. Our aim was
both synthetic – building an integrative model adequate to
account for key features of cultural learning and adaptation;
and prescriptive – showing how the tools developed to explain
brain dynamics can be applied to the emergence of social and
cultural ecologies of mind. In this reply to commentators, we
address key issues, including: (1) refining the concept of culture
to show how TTOM and the free-energy principle (FEP) can
capture essential elements of human adaptation and functioning;
(2) addressing cognition as an embodied, enactive, affective process involving cultural affordances; (3) clarifying the significance
of the FEP formalism related to entropy minimization, Bayesian
inference, Markov blankets, and enactivist views; (4) developing
empirical tests and applications of the TTOM model; (5) incorporating cultural diversity and context at the level of intracultural variation, individual differences, and the transition to
digital niches; and (6) considering some implications for psychiatry. The commentators’ critiques and suggestions point to useful refinements and applications of the model. In ongoing
collaborations, we are exploring how to augment the theory
with affective valence, take into account individual differences
and historicity, and apply the model to specific domains including epistemic bias.

We are grateful to the commentators for their critiques, challenges, and elaborations of our model of human cognition, action,
and cultural learning called Thinking Through Other Minds
(TTOM). Several commentators provided arguments and examples that address points raised by others, which suggests – to
our great satisfaction – that the TTOM model is useful, not
only as a step toward an integrative theory of enculturation, but
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also as a framework for interdisciplinary collaboration and knowledge exchange.
The target article offered an account of the distinctively human
capacity to acquire – and think through – cultural knowledge,
norms, and practices. To this end, we leveraged recent ideas
from theoretical neurobiology to understand the human mind
in social and cultural contexts. Our aim was both synthetic –
building an integrative model adequate to account for key features
of cultural learning and adaptation; and prescriptive – showing
how the tools developed to explain brain dynamics can be applied
to the emergence of social and cultural ecologies of mind.
Our commentators raised important issues regarding definitions, concepts, and methods, and called for further development
of the model. Given space constraints, we cannot respond to every
point in each commentary. To address the key issues, we have
organized this response thematically into six sections. In what follows, we discuss: (1) refining the concept of culture to show how
TTOM and the free-energy principle (FEP) can capture essential
elements of human adaptation and functioning; (2) addressing
cognition as an embodied, enactive, affective process involving
cultural affordances; (3) clarifying the significance of the formalisms related to the FEP and active inference, including (3.1)
entropy minimization, (3.2) Bayesian inference, (3.3) Markov
blankets, and (3.4) enactivist views of cognition; (4) developing
empirical tests and applications of the model; (5) incorporating
cultural diversity and context at the levels of (5.1) intra-cultural
differences, (5.2) individual differences, and (5.3) the transition
to a digital niche; and (6) potential applications to psychiatry.
Our aim is to clarify a picture of human cognition – not simply
in terms of a generic “first principle” paradigm – but one
designed to account for specific kinds of adaptation that are
reflected in the patterns of social and cultural organization that
depend on the body, emotions, interpersonal perception, and epistemic biases.
R1. The domain of culture
Several commentators noted the need to clarify the notion of culture that underwrites the TTOM model. Whiten’s insightful commentary suggests that accounts of culture should explain the
cultural behaviors of non-human animals, which in recent
decades have been documented extensively. In particular,
Whiten notes features of animal culture that a unified theory of
culture will have to account for, including: phylogenetic reach,
that is, the ubiquity of transgenerational transmission of learning
behaviors in many species; intraspecies pervasiveness, that is, the
inclusion of many forms of behavior within culturally learned
repertoires, which may exhibit diversity within a specific or community; stability and fidelity over time; and finally, adaptive preferences for certain modes or types of social learning.
Whiten suggests that, from the perspective of animal cultures,
some of the features of culture we discuss are optional, for example, inter-group differentiation. However, it is precisely cultural
diversity, borrowing, exchange, hybridization, and competition
(i.e., differences that arise primarily through cultural learning)
that allow the processes of cultural change and elaboration distinct
from the rudimentary replication of limited behavioral repertoires.
The 4300-year-long “fidelity” in nut-cracking technologies
mentioned by Whiten, along with the minor (and similarly stable)
regional variations in ape-foraging strategies, reflects local affordances rediscovered in each generation, apparently without intergenerational cultural transmission (Moore 2013). On this view, such
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“fidelity” may actually reflect a rigid dependence on what we have
called natural affordances (Ramstead et al. 2016), without the
cumulative intergenerational cultural elaboration that Tomasello
has called the “ratchet effect,” which appears to be unique to
humans (Tennie et al. 2009).
The potential phylogenetic reach of basic forms of culture
raised by Whiten may yield important insights into forms of
learning we share with other animals. Our account, however,
focuses on the phylogeny of the enhanced theory of mind modalities and cognition–culture iterative loops that appear unique to
humans. Central to our account is the cognitive package that we
call Thinking Through Other Minds (TTOM). Under the FEP,
we construe this as package as comprising a set of abilities and
a domain of statistical regularities that are coupled: abilities
enabling us to tune to the minds of others and to navigate environmental uncertainty. The TTOM model explains this coupling
by appealing to evolved and learned priors about conspecifics and
their mental states.
Among hominids, current models for the evolution of TTOM
emphasize cooperative breeding; a strategy that likely evolved in
the Homo Erectus lineage circa 2 million years ago (MYA)
(Hrdy 2011) that selects for individuals who are skilled at understanding others’ needs, giving care, and eliciting care. Across species, the evolution of cooperative breeding likely follows different
timescales and different pathways to similar traits. New World
monkeys such as marmosets, for example, who share a last common ancestor (LCA) with humans 35 MYA, are cooperative
breeders with better mind-reading and prosocial abilities than
the non-cooperative breeding great apes (LCA with humans 5
MYA), and have as such been recognized as better models than
chimpanzees for understanding human evolution (Miller et al.
2016). Humans, in turn, have refined skills for detecting the epistemic cues and their precision allowing for more complex forms
of cultural transmission.
We use the computational construct of precision of epistemic
cues to account for the relative stability, fidelity, and scaffolded
elaboration of cultural forms of life over time. To account for preference guiding behavior based on the formal construct of culture
acquisition proposed by TTOM, one might appeal to gene-culture
coevolutionary explanations. This is what we suggested with the
example of prestige biases and regimes of attention in humans.
Prestige biases are an example of external component of the
regime of attention – passed on as high-precision epistemic
cues (scaffolded on, then divorced from physical dominance hierarchies) – whose effect is enabled by genetically inherited predispositions to social learning functioning as an internal component
of regimes of attention (see Figure 4 of the target article).
In contrast to Whiten’s appeal to animal culture, Vickhoff
starts from the example of the arts, forms of human culture
that involve elaborate systems of shared customs, codes, and
scripts. Vickhoff considers music as an instance of culture,
because it is governed by a system of shared expectations, and
conforms to a “style” – a type of convention with esthetic value.
To this, we would add a third salient characteristic of music,
the arts and, indeed, of culture more generally: improvisation
and creative invention (Torrance & Schumann 2019). All of
these aspects are related to TTOM. Vickhoff suggests that, as an
enculturated agent, the listener can access the composer’s mind
as expressed through culturally scripted features of music.
Hence, in Vickhoff’s words, we not only access culture through
other minds but also engage with other minds through culture.
Although the TTOM model accounts for the idea of “set of
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expectations,” it may be less intuitive to apply the framework to
thinking about cultural genres or styles. This is so because such
uses speak to notions of esthetic value and of creativity and
novelty-seeking, which do not have obvious interpretations
under TTOM and the FEP.
Creativity is a kind of exploration of new possibilities for perception and action. Similar to other exploratory activities, it is
driven by the human propensity for novelty-seeking or curiosity.
Several authors have provided accounts of culture and curiosity in
terms of the epistemic value of exploring a niche or a larger adaptive landscape to identify current or future possibilities (Friston
et al. 2017a; 2017b; Moulin & Souchay 2015; Schmidhuber
2006; Schwartenbeck et al. 2013). On this view, the FEP applies
to a second-order process of optimization on longer time scales
and, in some instances, across many alternate niches (Bengio
2014). A similar argument can be used for the value of creativity
to generate an expanded adaptive repertoire of actions and
responses. Improvisation, invention, and innovation are basic to
human cultures, not only in the domains of esthetic experimentation that have come to be designated as “the arts” in contemporary societies, but equally in the most quotidian activities.
The relationship between culture and creativity in the framework of TTOM needs further development, to be sure, and
Vickhoff gives some clues about how to address this. He mentions recent work on synchrony in human action, which is beginning to reveal the mechanisms of micro-coordination of action in
real time and its consequences for feelings of emotional attunement and social affiliation (Kiverstein et al. 2019; Parkinson
2019; Tschacher & Haken 2007; Van de Cruys & Wagemans
2011; Van de Cruys et al. 2017). Vickhoff notes, as well, that
the reduction of uncertainty can be pleasurable (Vuust et al.
2018). The esthetic pleasure of music may arise in part from a balance between the setting up expectations (through rhythm and
repetition of melodic and harmonic structures) and violating
expectations with novelty, and then re-establishing order by further repetition or thematic resolution (Huron 2006; Vuust et al.
2018). This play with the tensions of confirmation of expectation
and surprise then constitutes a microcosm of the larger adaptive
tasks of dealing with an often-unpredictable world (Friston &
Friston 2013).
A similar challenge to the view that all human action interactions are motivated by the minimization of uncertainty is
spelled out in Mirski, Bickhard, Eck, & Gut’s (Mirski et al.)
commentary. For these authors, a free-energy account of culture
fails to explain the emergence of new or competing normativities,
and the varied ways in which many human actions appear to possess no fitness-enhancing or uncertainty-reducing function. They
mention “people deciding to die or suffer for some highly abstract
cause” as one such candidate exception to our model. First, we
should note that the pursuit of “suffering” is typically patterned
and prescribed socially, and seen in many cultural domains
from rites of initiation, to religion and athletics (Atkinson 2008;
Coakley & Shelemay 2007; Gaines & Farmer 1986). We see this
as paradigmatic of, rather than an exception to the search for
high-precision cultural modeling under the FEP. The most widely
accepted account of “righteous violence” of dying for an abstract
cause, in turn, uses Terror Management Theory to explain how
perceived threats to one’s group and belief systems coming from
external agents can motivate altruistic death as a group
fitness-enhancing strategy (Pyszczynski et al. 2009). In the framework of active inference, altruistic self-sacrifice is motivated by an
effort to reduce a perceived increase in the uncertainty of the
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social world. Cognitive anthropologist Scott Atran’s work on suicide terrorism has yielded further clues on how some people come
to die for “abstract ideas.” For Atran (2003), strong motives to
defend an imagined community are not simply abstract: they
are extrapolated from small-scale group bonding, where strong
ties of solidarity – installed by military training – produce the
motivation or willingness to die for one’s friends, seen as an
extension of a broader community. These examples can help us
understand how new and competing normativities are also competitions for generative models of the world. Conflict over meaning and how the world ought to be invariably occurs within and
between groups. We understand social change as occurring under
these dynamics of optimizing world models through intra-group
and inter-group competitions. We think that the FEP offers a way
to account for both social stabilization and social change, and
indeed for human historicity itself.
R2. Culture as embodied affective engagement with
affordances
In describing human behavior as culturally patterned via regimes
of attention that modulate salience and guide action, we aimed to
ground our account in so-called 4EA approaches that emphasize
the embodied, embedded, extended, enactive, and affective nature
of cognition. As pointed out by several commentators, our
attention-and-expectation-centered, information-heavy account
left out important details on the affective, sensorimotor, physiological, and phenomenological dimensions of this puzzle.
Baggs & Chemero express the concern that our choice of
terminology leads us to pursue an approach that is disembodied
and inferential rather than embodied and enactive. They note
that Vygotsky long ago proposed an approach to cultural learning
as developmental engagements between social actors (initially
child and parent) that is enabled by language (Vygotsky 1980).
This developmental trajectory has been well documented
(Tomasello et al. 1993). The mother’s discursive framing of the
child’s activity becomes the child’s self-talk, which in turn
becomes inner speech. The narrative self is born in this move
from internalized dialog to monolog. Beyond this developmental
picture, Baggs & Chemero insist that “language-involving cognition operates according to a different set of norms, and is not
merely a more elaborated form of adaptive fitness.”
We agree that the ability to use language is a game changer for
cultural learning. It allows humans to explore imaginary fitness
landscapes, install higher-order priors without the need for individual lived experience, expand action repertoires by following
recipes or instructions, and explicitly name, frame, debate, and
deliberate about social norms. Most powerfully, language allows
recursion and self-reflexivity. In theorizing how most human priors become saturated with other minds, and in this sense divorced
from direct interaction with the world, we agree with Baggs &
Chemero that this process can be cashed out under a
Vygotskyian model of scaffolding via social learning and the education of attention. We have made this argument elsewhere
(Ramstead et al. 2016).
We strongly disagree, however, with Baggs & Chemero’s claim
that the affordances construct cannot be used to explain socially
and culturally appropriate behavior. We see no reason to think
the engagement of humans with their social and cultural worlds
cannot be cast in terms of affordances. Indeed, Gibson himself
used the concept of affordance to describe human social and cultural behavior (1986, p. 119ff). The difficulty in accepting that
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dynamics of enculturation can be affordance-like, as we have
argued elsewhere (Ramstead et al. 2016), stems from the conservative definition of “affordance” adopted by many cognitive scientists, which applies the concept only to possibilities for action that
can be “picked up” without instruction and do not require social
learning to recognize and use (e.g., Moore 2013).
Drawing in part from Chemero’s (2011) work, we have defined
a cultural affordance as a relationship between the embodied skills
of an encultured agent and relevant aspects of the cultural environment (Ramstead et al. 2016). In our model, the relevance of
an affordance is cashed out in terms of culturally shared priors
about salience; and the ability to engage with cultural affordances
corresponds to policy selection in active inference. In the target
article, we provide an embodied dynamical account of how
such engagement with a cultural niche is possible. That account
explains what goes on “under the hood” (and indeed, “around
the hood” in the environment) in scaffolded learning processes
that stretch from imitative learning to explicit rule following
and deliberation. It is with this view in mind that we have
described culture as involving a set of deontic affordances. From
this perspective, the cultural world not only solicits certain
modes of attention and action, but also entails the obligation to
respond to the world and other people in constrained ways.
These obligations are felt in the body, expressed in habitual
stances and actions, as well as (sometimes) in elaborated moral
language and deliberation.
Clement & Dukes offer the important specification that culturally patterned practices do not simply direct attention in a
value-free fashion, but entail the structuring of valence, as well.
For these authors, “it is the valence and the intensity of others’
emotional expressions in particular that can be used to detect
what is expected from each member” (para. 4). We could not
agree more with this description of social learning as fundamentally affective, and culture as deeply axiological – less about “what
is,” as Clement and Dukes put it, and more about “what matters
and what is meaningful.” We understand this process as operating
beyond explicitly normative situations, and extending to the affective qualities of the cultural world. For example, inferring whether
someone’s style of dress signals high or low social status, or assessing the “intrinsic” desirability of a prospective purchase, involves
picking up on what relevant others expect the world to afford –
simply learning fixed associations to social cues without this component of TTOM might lead to frequent errors as we move across
contexts or niches. In other words, we are able to pick up the multidimensional valences assigned to specific features of the world
by local regimes of attention. We can learn these valences as
embodied dispositions to respond to cultural affordances, without
explicit awareness of the relevant norms.
In their commentary, Smith & Lane show how the TTOM
model could be expanded readily to make an explicit place for
emotional processing and interoceptive embodied inference. In
their approach, emotional processes are cast as emotional policy
selection and emotional state inference (Smith et al. 2019a).
This extension of the formalism rests on an additional layer of
parametric depth that biases action toward inference by the
agent of its own affective states. We would add that interoceptive
inferences are also modeled socially against the affective states of
others – indeed, they are sometimes taught more or less explicitly
in the way caregivers react to, and thereby teach us to react to and
assign predictive meaning to our own internal states and social
positions (Gendron & Barrett 2018; Hoemann et al. 2019). This
hierarchical and interpersonal structure of an active inference
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agent fits well with TTOM, which extends all the way from
explicit high-level inferences involving emotional concepts to lowlevel automatic emotional response generation (Seth & Friston
2016).
This model of emotion, when coupled with the concept of
deontic policy selection (Constant et al. 2019b) discussed in the
concluding section of the target article, can get us closer to
what Buskell expects of TTOM: a view of characteristically
human phenomena (such as radical organizational change),
which requires an understanding of affect and normative behavior. We have begun some work in this direction (Constant et al.
2019b) showing how concept of deontic policy selection can help
account for phenomena such as social conformity (Asch 1955;
Toelch & Dolan 2015). In this model, we provide a formal
description of how the acquisition of regimes of attention allows
enculturated agents to zero in on what appears to be the most
socially relevant response to a situation. This policy selection
may have its own affective consequences which can influence subsequent action. This looping process follows directly from the
TTOM model augmented with the concept of deontic action
selection and the implementation of affect under the FEP by
Smith et al. (2019a).
Van de Cruys & Heylighen provide a compelling example of
affective social phenomena that is readily implementable with a
model of affect coupled to TTOM. They propose that TTOM
can help account for social phenomena that evoke, maintain,
and are amplified by negative affect (e.g., dogmatism or radicalism). For instance, “guilt [can] also become a hidden cause efficiently explaining away someone’s behavior in the eyes of others
belonging to the culture.” Learning the mapping between one’s
actions, others’ suffering and feelings of guilt attaches an affective
valence to policies that can guide behavior. Moral emotions such
as guilt, then, contribute to social coordination in particular cultural contexts and indeed, as others have suggested, to the unique
forms of pro-sociality found in human forms of life (Tomasello
2009).
The commentary by Allen, Legrand, Correa, & Fardo suggests that our account is overly focused on cognitive and brainbound prior beliefs, and does not sufficiently address embodied
forms of inference that are ongoing at other scales. Indeed,
work by Allen’s group demonstrates that visceromotor processes
and interoception can be usefully cast as forms of active inference
(Allen et al. 2019). We agree that social and cultural processes
such as those described in the TTOM model may be built on a
basis of embodied, interoceptive priors some of which have a
long phylogenetic history. We would simply add that cultural processes also allow priors to be installed from the top down, through
linguistic coding and mimetic processes, so that in any actual
instance, culturally learned behavior is likely to be an outcome
of both interoceptive and exteroceptive influences and both
embodied and linguistic practices (Di Paolo et al. 2018). This
puts cultural history and learning on an equal footing with evolutionary and co-evolutionary influences.
The ongoing social dynamics of affective influence are foregrounded in several commentaries. As Mouras reminds us in
his commentary, shared affective, motivational, and sensorimotor
processes can be observed and experimentally manipulated
directly in social interactions. Mouras’s discussion of experiments
on postural correlates of in-group bias in empathy for pain offers
many useful pointers on how to operationalize models of shared
agency in TTOM. Mouras and colleagues have made elegant use
of the Minimal Group Paradigm, in which in-groups and out-
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groups are arbitrarily constituted in a lab environment (Tajfel
et al. 1971), to demonstrate the quick, flexible, yet precise ways
in which embodied and affective joint models can emerge as
long as an assumption of shared goals is present. The experiments
described by Mouras show that empathy for others’ pain can
occur quickly once in-group conditions obtain, and that merely
imagining fellow group members in pain affects sensorimotor
processes with effects such as automatic (nonconscious) stiffening
of posture. These findings echo recent studies on physiological
correlates of group bonding that evince shared responses in
both participants and spectators during high-arousal conditions
of group synchrony, such as marching in a stadium (Jackson
et al. 2018) and ritual firewalking (Konvalinka et al. 2011).
Taken together, these studies point to an emerging sociophysiology that reveals some of the embodied interactions that
undergird TTOM.
Further points raised by commentators help us describe social
interactions as shaped by relational dynamics that include developmental histories and processes of attachment and affiliation.
Strand’s commentary, on the importance of attachment patterns
with supportive others as potential modulators of cultural learning, raises important issues, including the claims that: (1) reward
learning mechanisms are central to the patterning of culture via
Bayesian inference; (2) neural pathways subserving these mechanisms are likely evolutionarily old, and (3) attachment styles are
an important locus of cultural differences. In support of this
view, Strand cites recent studies showing that collectivistic cultures exhibit a higher prevalence of insecure-anxious individuals,
compared to higher rates of insecure-avoidants in individualistic
cultures (Yamagishi & Hashimoto 2016). We agree that attachment and reward mechanisms are central in the phylogeny and
ontogeny of culture. On this view, cultural evolution has favored
modes of interaction that fulfill and leverage our evolved need for
rewarding attachments, enabling the construction of adaptive
social ties in each generation (Boyer & Liénard 2006; 2008). We
can think of the patterning of culture in terms of kinds of affiliative relationships, communal activities, rituals, and ceremonies
that serve a general function of social uncertainty minimization,
and contribute to specific, adaptive cooperative action, whereas
offering a protective buffer against the risks of loneliness and
rejection.
Strand’s comments are also helpful to understand another
strange loop in cultural evolution: attachments are central to the
patterning of culture, yet are themselves culturally patterned. In
Yamagishi and Hashimoto’s (2016) niche construction model of
cross-cultural differences in attachment, an avoidant style is
understood as adaptive in individualistic cultures (in which helpseeking is socially costly), whereas anxious attachments confer
social adaptiveness in cultures that require high levels of cooperativity and social deference (where individualism is socially
costly). Of note here, both “individualism” and “collectivism”
are collectively patterned via social norms and deontic cultural
affordances that demand different levels of autonomy in specific
contexts.
Pezzulo, Barca, Maisto, & Donnarumma’s (Pezzulo et al.)
insightful commentary on social epistemic action further assists
us in specifying that, in addition to being rewarding for its own
sake, human joint action often entails conveying cues for the
sake of others. Pezzulo et al. explain that unlike epistemic actions
(aimed at updating one’s contextual beliefs about relevant features
of the world) and pragmatic actions (acting on the world after
resolving contextual uncertainty), social epistemic actions serve
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the function of directing others’ attention to patterns and regularities that we want them to infer. This is precisely the phenomenon
we have referred to as regimes of attention (Ramstead et al. 2016).
The authors point out that although such actions can be verbal,
humans routinely employ a wealth of kinetic and sensorimotor
cues (what they cleverly call “motionese”) to convey the internal
states and intentions they want others to infer, or to “signal
more directly what and where salient information is.” Pezzulo
et al. rightly emphasize the importance of social epistemic actions
on “faster timescales” (e.g., during teaching, learning, and realtime communication) but we also find the notion useful for an
account of the evolution of human sociality on longer
co-evolutionary and developmental timescales. The existence of
species-wide ostensive or indexical cues, such as pointing (to
direct others’ attention), or holding out a hand (to signal helping
behavior) offers strong evidence for evolutionarily old strategies
for communicating universally legible intentions and emotions
to others. The presence of laughter and vocal crying in apes,
humans, and pre-verbal human infants offers further evidence
for phylogenetically old and involuntary (or automatic) drives
for social epistemic actions. Indeed, both actions occur under
weak or absent voluntary control, and are best described as
forms of honest signaling that reveal true internal states
(Provine 2017). For example, an experiment using short audio
clips found that hearing joint laughter was sufficient for participants from 24 diverse language groups to differentiate pairs of
friends from strangers (Bryant et al. 2016).
This view of cultural transmission as entailing multiple forms
of learning falling on a spectrum from automatic “picking up” of
information to explicit teaching and deliberation assists us in taking up Gweon’s helpful pointers for “a more complete picture of
social learning.” Gweon points out, building on Cisbra and
Gergely’s (2009) Natural Pedagogy paradigm, that children are
intrinsically motivated to identify high-utility, high-quality information from reliable sources, and are subsequently motivated to
teach that information to their peers. We agree with Gweon
that this view of children as active agents of both Bayesian inference and attention-directing communication is key to understanding cultural transmission. In this line, we welcome
Michael & de Bruin’s invitation to consider the importance of
mind-shaping mechanisms and to clarify how the TTOM model
of enculturation accounts for a full implicit-to-explicit inference
spectrum. We find the postulated existence of evolutionarily
old, developmentally early behavior-influencing mind shaping
mechanisms (De Bruin and Strijbos 2020; Zawidzki 2013) fully
compatible with the account we have outlined above. Our account
of social cognition recognizes multiple levels and instances of
inference from the “quick and embodied” to the effortful and
deliberative. In doing so, we join previous “multi-system” efforts
by Christensen and Michael (2016) intent on resolving tensions
between theory–theory, simulation, and embodied accounts of
mind-shaping and mindreading.
R3. Formal clarifications: What the FEP adds to our
understanding of cultural learning
The TTOM model gains precision and explanatory power by
leveraging the active inference framework. Unfortunately, some
of the key features of active inference have been misunderstood
in the recent literature, as well as in some of the commentaries.
Clarifying these misunderstandings is crucial to appreciate how
TTOM can be applied to model cultural learning.
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R3.1. Optimization and “entropy minimization”
One frequent confusion concerns the construct of entropy and its
relationship with variational free energy in the active inference
framework. The commentary by Fortier-Davy, for example, characterizes our view in the paper as the claim that “humans tend to
minimize entropy” or, still more strongly, that “humans seek to
minimize entropy” [emphasis added]. We note that nowhere in
the text do we actually make either of these claims. However,
statements such as Fortier-Davy’s, although inaccurate, are often
presented in the literature as a criticism of active inference.
These critiques treat active inference as if it were equivalent to
entropy minimization. The accompanying critique, then, is that,
because there is a large body of evidence from psychology and
social science that human behaviors do not always (or usually)
act to minimize entropy, active inference must not apply globally
to human cognition.
Certainly, entropy reduction and FEP minimization are
related, but the link is more nuanced than simple equivalence.
Variational free energy is an upper bound on surprisal; and
assuming that the system we are considering is measurable (i.e.,
is equipped with a nonequilibrium steady state), the time average
of surprise will converge toward entropy. This means that it is
true that a system that is able to track and minimize free energy
from moment to moment will also place an upper bound on
entropy on average and over time (equivalently, place a lower
bound on model evidence or marginal likelihood). At this first
level of analysis, which considers only moment-to-moment
dynamics, Fortier-Davy’s claim about the relationship between
the FEP and entropy seems to hold. However, there is more to
this story.
The relationship between entropy and variational free energy is
enriched when considering the enactive aspect of self-evidencing,
that is, by the consideration of planning sequences of actions.
Contemporary formulations of active inference work not merely
with variational free energy but with expected free energy, which
is the (average) expectation value of free energy for a given policy
(Friston et al. 2017a; 2017b). If we consider a probability distribution over the space of available policies, minimizing expected free
energy actually means that we will end up maximizing the entropy
of that distribution: in effect, a maximally entropic or flat distribution over the space of policies means that the agent is “keeping
its options open.” Thus, it follows from our formal account that
humans (and all creatures) pursue actions that increase the
entropy or spread of their available action repertoire. This idea
is reflected in recent work on the epistemic value of actions
(Parr & Friston 2017a; Pezzulo et al. 2016).
Further, the idea that living creatures minimize the entropy of
their states is not contradictory to the idea that humans (and
other animals) will seek out novel, high entropy stimuli. Indeed,
this is just what active inference agents do when they select the
policy that minimizes expected free energy. This, again, follows
from the formal construction of expected free energy (Parr &
Friston 2017a; Pezzulo et al. 2016). One way to express the
expected free energy of a policy is as risk minus novelty (the
same formula used in economics); and another is as pragmatic
value plus epistemic value. Both of these formulations account
for the novelty-seeking behavior that is typical of agents such as
humans.
An agent that acts to minimize expected free energy will first
explore the world and resolve uncertainty by seeking out highentropy (and therefore, information rich) stimuli, before acting
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on the pragmatic value of a policy. Indeed, information is defined
as the amount of uncertainty resolved by making an observation.
As such, the most informative observation is the one that resolves
the most amount of uncertainty, which means that agents may
seek out the most entropic stimuli in order to derive the greatest
amount of information. Finally, recent active inference formulations parameterize expected free energy (Hesp et al. 2019); in
this setting, agents have beliefs or preferences about how
surprised they should typically be. These qualifications about
the relationship between the entropy and active inference naturally account for the findings discussed by Fortier-Davy that
humans tend to prefer medium-entropy rather than low-entropy
stimuli.
A broader concern about the utility of TTOM is raised by
Overgaard, who finds the model ambiguous insofar as it seems
to conflate a simple description of the ethnographic reality of
what people do (namely, the obvious truth that thought and
action occur cooperatively with other people) with a more specific
computational model of specific kinds of learning (about which
he is dubious or noncommittal). We think there is no real ambiguity here, but a simple progression from description to explanation. TTOM begins with the descriptive facts that Overgaard
acknowledges but moves on to account for what is going on in
these interactions – and the phenomena of cultural learning. To
do this, TTOM incorporates a model of implicit learning that
involves our brains and bodies interacting with one another and
the world (e.g., as our neural networks are tuned to predict our
social and designed environment through rolling cycles of sensorimotor action and perception). The subtlety is that TTOM is a
theoretical model of cultural learning that describes cultural
learning and cognition as following particular constraints (formalized mathematically in the target article). Yet at the same
time, TTOM is something that people “do” insofar as those equations capture the dynamics of neuronal and social ecologies that
constitute the sort of enculturated beings that we are. TTOM is
at once a name for and a map of what we do.

R3.2. Building on Bayes: Cultural learning, optimization, and
adaptation
Colombo gives us the opportunity to clarify another, often ill
understood fact about the FEP and active inference. Colombo
poses the following problem: if “utility (or adaptive value) of an
outcome is equivalent to its probability [then] complying with
social norms [which entails maximising the probability of certain
outcomes] always has adaptive value.” Obviously, we agree with
Colombo that this is not the case. Sociocultural norms and
dynamics do not need to promote individual fitness or cultural
progress. Indeed, norms and culturally prescribed goals can also
lead to death or societal collapse (Diamond 2010). If cultural progress occurs, it is most likely because cultural norms promoted
changes that yielded population-level advantages in response to
environmental pressures over long stretches of time. Conformity
is useful to social groups and, indeed, the tendency to conform
varies both among individuals within a group and, on average,
between groups. But, the norms to which individuals learn to conform need not benefit everyone individually, and could even
involve harm for some individuals or subgroups, yet persist
because they enhance population-level fitness. The discrepancies,
conflicts, and trade-offs between these utilities at different levels
and timescales can account for the persistence of norms that
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are not beneficial to the individual or to some segment of a social
group.
Colombo’s main concern, however, is with another kind of
conflation between descriptive expectations, normative expectations, and preferences for conformity to social norms. The FEP
is a normative framework in the sense that it states what all organisms must have done, given that they have existed for some duration (i.e., minimized their free energy), in the same spirit that
natural selection will tend to maximize (expected) fitness at the
population level. The FEP is normative in the sense that it tells
us about the conditions that must have been met by environmentsensitive systems, if they have maintained themselves at the nonequilibrium steady state. The FEP is not normative in the sense
that it tells us what all organisms ought to do, or what will necessarily happen to them. Thus, it leaves plenty of space for thinking
about things such as branching processes, spandrels, maladaptive
traits, constraints, trade-offs, and mismatches – all the stuff we
need to understand the place of adaptive value in the contingent
history and development (ontogenetic or evolutionary) of the system of interest. The observation that particular suboptimal or
maladaptive norms obtain is not a problem but an observation
that forces us to explore the impact of initial and boundary conditions and historical trajectories on the constitution of humans
and their cultural niches.
A related objection is raised by Zefferman & Smaldino, who
point out that our model does not sufficiently account for the
learning and cognitive biases that drive cultural transmission.
According to Zefferman and Smaldino, the FEP offers little
explanatory power when compared to these learning rules. We
agree that cultural evolution likely favored multiple rules reflecting diverse mechanisms, optimized over time, or recruited for
specific kinds of cultural learning and adaptive tasks. In the target
article, we made a case for prestige, expertise, and in-group attentional biases as obvious candidates for high-precision learning
rules driving cultural evolution. Rules that may be maladaptive
(in that they are mismatched with the environment, or confer fitness on certain traits or groups at the expense of other rules that
are more adaptive) or that may not operate under active inference
do pose a challenge to our model. For example, Perreault, Moya,
and Boyd argue that “many adaptive problems are difficult
because the environment does not provide clear cues to the best
behavior. What is the best design for a bow? What causes malaria?
It is not clear what decision rule will be favored by selection when
the environmental cue does not allow accurate inference”
(Perreault et al. 2012). Our work so far has spelled a general
model of the architecture of cultural learning systems as whole
(see Figure 4 of the target article) at the expense of an exhaustive
description of the specific rules that emerge in the system. We
welcome the challenge to enhance our model with a better
account of invariant rules, which are likely to be domain specific.
The commentary by Mirski et al. also addresses the need to
specify the mechanisms of cultural learning but misses another
key point about the general TTOM framework – by misunderstanding how new local “rules” can emerge in the patterning of
culture. They suggest that approaches to cognition based on active
inference are incorrect because they cannot explain how nonphylogenetic priors, such as those learned through experience,
could come to guide the behavior of agents. This ignores the
fact that our model accommodates the learning of (empirical) priors at various timescales, and most notably through immersion in
coordinated action and experience – a view of learning in context
often called empirical Bayes (Friston et al. 2016; Kass & Steffey
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1989; MacKay 1992). Mirski et al. merely stipulate that the FEP
cannot account for normative phenomena and do not engage
the framework and formalism that we provide precisely for online
learning of such patterns.
R3.3. The Markov blankets of culture
In conjunction with the FEP, TTOM relies on the notion of
Markov blankets as ways of demarcating cognitive systems and
their environments. Thomas Parr adds helpful refinements to
the cultural affordance model we deploy in our paper by focusing
on the ways in which humans (and those studying them) draw
Markov blankets. Parr brings to the fore three perspectives on
the ways in which we, as scientists, choose to draw Markov blankets around systems of interest to build a computational model.
First, there is the selection of the blanketed system itself (the set
of internal states and their blanket), which licenses an inferential
interpretation of the system dynamics. This interpretation chooses
a set of systemic or internal states that infer external, non-systemic
states through their vicarious coupling via the blanket states.
Second, once such a blanketed system is carved out, one needs
to select which blanket states will drive the activity of sensory
states; this is the question of attention. Third, the system must
also select which parts of the environment are most relevant to
its policy selection; this is the issue of salience, novelty, and the
more general issue of selective sampling.
An important empirical question to understand the behavior
of any organism, on Parr’s view, is to identify the relevant “influences from the outside in” that modulate “implicit choices made
by internal states of a Markov blanket as to which blanket states
most influence their dynamics.” A central argument in our
account is that for Homo sapiens, “the outside” is culturally
encoded with group-level, action-generating expectations about
the world that predict differentiated (hence patterned) experiences
of, and action in the world. Through developmental scaffolding
via shared modulations of attention (“enculturation”), the most
relevant buffer of statistical regularities for humans gradually
becomes other people’s expectations about the world and how to
function in it optimally given a set of social norms and environmental constraints (Veissière 2018). It is this buffering dynamics
of a shared Markov blanket (Poirier et al. 2019) between the
human groups and the world that we have called TTOM.
R3.4. Addressing enactivist objections
Several objections to the active inference approach are raised from
enactivist perspectives echoing those of Baggs & Chemero. In the
case of the commentaries by Hutto, and Kiverstein & Rietveld,
these objections are based on a very narrow reading of computation, information, and representation. Active inference is a theory
of belief-guided action and related information flows.
Information, in this context, is not a cognitivist or Cartesian construct that would render our theory incompatible with models
focused on dynamic coping and attunement. Rather, variational
free energy is an information theoretic measure that emerges
from dynamic interactions between a Markov-blanketed system
(with its own set of beliefs or generative model) and its embedding environment – which as we have argued, crucially includes
culture via ecologies of other minds. We have known since the
pioneering work of Pattee (1977) and Kelso (1994) that informational and dynamical descriptions are complementary, not contradictory. Variational free energy quantifies precisely the extent
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to which a system becomes a model of its environment through
their reciprocal dynamic interactions. Second, and most importantly, where we decide to draw a Markov blanket has consequences for our inferential interpretation of its dynamics. For
human systems, this means distinguishing between two cases:
(1) those in which two agents (as blanketed systems) are inferring
each other; and (2) those in which a higher-order system, which
has two agents as its internal states or component parts, infers
aspects of the external world. We believe TTOM applies to both
cases; in the first case, it provides a new take on Theory of
Mind abilities of agents (i.e., their capacity to infer each others’
mental states); in the second, it provides a new account of cultural
dynamics as a form of group inference (Clark 2017b; Kirchhoff
et al. 2018). The flexibility of this formalism licenses our use of
it as a model of human dynamic interactions across spatial and
temporal scales.
Hutto’s commentary suggests that the TTOM model is making a “spectatorial assumption,” in that it suggests that humans
do not have direct access to another’s mind and that they must
employ inferential abilities to access the mental states of others.
We accept this characterization of our view. It seems obvious to
us. Even if one were to focus on the phenomenology of interpersonal engagement, it also seems like a plain fact about experience
that human agents never have direct, unmediated access to the
minds of other agents. Humans have a rich phenomenological
experience, on the basis of which we must infer the mental states
of others (i.e., facets of their own experience). This follows quite
simply from the basic setup of the problem that all living things
face: they only have access to the environment through their sensory states (including interoception), and must reconstruct the
causes of their sensations – other persons included – in an inferential matter (Hohwy 2016). This, however, does not mean that
human agents are cut-off from their social world. Nor does it
mean that all knowledge of others involves explicit inference.
Indeed, as we have argued elsewhere (Ramstead et al. 2018), the
multiscale active inference formulation entails that – to the extent
that they form a higher-order social ensemble – systems that are
segregated at one scale are integrated into a higher-order dynamics. The regulated coupling of internal and external states via the
dynamics of blanket states implies a semantics and indeed semantic content in the strongest sense (Constant et al. 2019a). This
inherently representational semantics of active inference is frequently missed by enactivist interpretations.
R4. Applications and empirical tests of the model
We welcome comments from Brown, Brusse, Huebner, & Pain
(Brown et al.), who speak from the vantage point of cognitive
archeology. They agree that unifying models can help “dissolve
disputes by bringing rival positions under a single theoretical
framework,” but remain unconvinced that the FEP can offer
such a framework. In particular, Brown et al. express their
doubt that our model can generate testable predictions. This concern is shared by Dołęga, Schlicht, & Dennett (Dołęga et al.),
who argue that our account does not sufficiently distinguish
between the levels of explanation. They suggest that our model
is best understood as applying to Marr’s computational level of
explanation (i.e., characterizing the information processing
task). Of course, this specification has consequences for theory
building. For example, by showing that one can cast both mindreading and niche construction as forms of active inference, we
show that there is no need to choose between competing
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alternatives. Although our account shows how internalist and
externalist accounts can both be justified in some contexts,
Dolega et al. claim that it does not provide us with a way of deciding between the two options for any given phenomenon. We are
thus, in their view, over-inclusive and gain explanatory scope at
the cost of explanatory power and precision. These charges are
well put and pose an important challenge to the usefulness of
the TTOM model. However, we think the apparent empirical limitations of the model reflect its current formulation in generic
terms. Detailed examples in particular domains are needed to
produce specific hypotheses and test the fit of models with experimental data. Moreover, plenty of evidence (both neural and
behavioral) is already available to demonstrate the viability of
the principles that ground our model as applied to individual cognition (e.g., Friston 2010; Keller & Mrsic-Flogel 2018).
The methods we employ to formulate TTOM are borrowed
from theoretical neurobiology. These basic principles have been
applied a wide range of problems and tested against empirical
data, and we know they can explain and reliably predict many
features of individual human behavior (Cullen et al. 2018;
Mirza et al. 2016). The application of these methods to cognitive
systems beyond individual humans and their brains, however, is
more recent. The challenge is to figure out what should count as
empirical evidence for an ecologically extended, and spatiotemporally scalable model like TTOM. We think the paleoanthropological record holds some clues that may help us answer
these questions, whereas addressing a second point raised by
Brown et al. about what they perceive as our model’s failure to
address debates between the internalist and externalist approaches
to cognition.
The TTOM model, to clarify, proposes an “interactionist” view
of cognition as at once internal to individual brains and bodies,
and extended, embedded, and enhanced through external features
of the social world. Work in paleo-anthropology – that emphasizes the co-evolution of human cognition with their anthropogenic environment modifications – provides explicit examples of
this process. For example, Dietrich Stout’s analysis of cumulative
cultural evolution in the lower paleolithic suggests that capacity
for Theory of Mind was significantly enhanced through selective
pressure to teach and learn the making of stone tools (Stout 2011;
Stout et al. 2011). In other words, tool production played a crucial
role in selecting for better perspective-taking abilities. Using
ethnographic evidence from the Ju/’hoansi Bushmen, Wiessner
(2014) argued that the invention of fire, and the ritual practice
of firelight talks at nighttime played an important role (in both
phylogeny and ontogeny) in “evoking higher orders of theory of
mind via the imagination, conveying attributes of people in
broad networks (virtual communities), and transmitting the ‘big
picture’ of cultural institutions that generate regularity of behavior, cooperation, and trust at the regional level.” On this interactionist view, then, fire also played a role in the evolution of
cognition. On more recent accounts of the “Broad Spectrum
Revolution,” a further leap in human cognitive, technological,
and cooperative foraging skills occurred around 40,000 years
ago after anthropogenic depletion of megafauna provided new
selective pressures for diversification of hunting and gathering
strategies (Sterelny 2007; 2011; Zeder 2012).
These diverse examples point to multiple ways in which
humans have learned to resolve uncertainty through various
TTOM-enhanced, environmentally mediated pathways. We have
outlined a unifying account of human cultural co-evolution,
which can be operationalized under the FEP. However, detailed
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predictions and testable hypothesis will have to take on board historical contingency and boundary conditions.
R5. Modeling diversity and difference in TTOM
TTOM models the acquisition of culture by a generic agent in a
stable, relatively homogeneous social niche. However, the reality
in most contemporary societies is one of the high levels of diversity. In our responses to Mirski et al., we have discussed how
social change, emerging normativities, and social conflict can be
described as processes of group selection and optimization.
Many levels of difference and variation remain to be examined
in our account.
Intra-cultural and inter-individual diversity, as well as nonconformity and intra-individual change (when individuals change
their mind over time or in response to changes in context) raise
thorny questions for TTOM. Whether our ongoing transition to
a digital world with unpresented access to billions of minds is a
game-changer for TTOM is another pertinent question. The commentaries by Christopoulos & Hong, Bouizegarene, and Clark
are especially helpful in addressing these essential refinements
to the model.
R5.1. Cultural diversity and contextual variation
In their commentary on the multicultural mind, Christopoulos
& Hong remind us that humans are not simply passive recipients
of the cultural models through which they interact with their
world, but instead actively construct their world through a variety
of learned strategies. Christopoulos & Hong discuss the case of
individuals exposed to multiple cultural environments, who
thereby acquire an intuitive understanding that “the very same
behavior could have different causes, interpretations and consequences” depending on the cultural context in which it is manifested. We might add that such individuals may also possess
reflective knowledge that the same environment affords different
actions to different people. “Cultural-frame switching,” thus, can
be conceptualized as the ability to switch between different possibilities for thought, affect, and action by leveraging priors from
different regimes of attention. This capacity is particularly evident
in the case of migrants who integrate into their culture of adoption, but also in those who learn new ways of seeing and doing
through travel, or who grow up with a “home” culture different
that the dominant culture of the larger society around them.
Christopoulos & Hong’s observation that many individuals do
not fit neatly within a single cultural model, we think, applies
to our understanding of “culture” more generally because most
people are exposed to more than one cultural framework.
The encoding of the external world with skill-bound, valueladen patterned possibilities for attention and action is only
made possible via TTOM. Whether some or any affordances are
entirely TTOM-free is an open question. Fortier-Davy, for example, disputes our claim that differences in optical illusions across
culture provide an example of TTOM. On Fortier-Davy’s account,
the attunement of visual priors depends on external features of
the environment alone. Of course, these physical environments
are humanly constructed and so bear the traces of other minds
but, as Fortier-Davy avers, no expectations about those minds
may be necessary to learn some of the perceptual biases or expectations associated with specific cultural contexts. However, for
more complex inferences the process of TTOM is essential.
Thus, Fortier-Davy presents the scenario of individuals growing
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up amid “complex and ambiguous scenes,” which he understands
as structuring a “holistic perceptual style” that may induce vulnerability to “illusions requiring context-independent scrutiny.”
Cultural differences in automatic attention to contextual versus
isolated information are well documented (Kitayama et al.
2003). Context-dependent perceptual styles are typically found
in more collectivistic cultures in which strong attention to social
context is primed from early childhood. Attention to complex systems of causality in the external world (such as weather patterns
or the distribution of plant and animal species relevant to hunter–
gatherer cultures) is also learned socially via immersion in particular cultural contexts and the education of attention guided by
more experienced role models. Clearly, other minds in such settings are always instrumental in the structuring of perceptual priors. We remain convinced that for all culturally proficient
humans, perceptual priors, policies, and actions are patterned in
a similar fashion.
A fully worked out, testable Bayesian model of culture – operating via TTOM – would need to identify the relevant “cultural
base-rates” to which people outsource their priors in different situations. Most people (even those not explicitly raised in different
cultures) likely draw on a variety of cultural, subcultural, class,
educational, political, and esthetic models to navigate their
world from context to context and task to task. In each case,
the evocation and deployment of particular cultural repertoires
depends on the interaction of the individual’s learning history
with particular contextual affordances, norms, and expectations.
How might a testable model intent on predicting such a person’s
behavior identify a set of relevant, switchable cultural base rates
according to situation? The Minimal Group Paradigm experiments mentioned by Mouras, as we discussed above, clearly
show that humans can switch group-based frames of references
and allegiances in quick, effortless, and seemingly arbitrary ways
(such as being randomly assorted into blue or red T-Shirt groups).
The limits of such flexibility remain poorly understood. Are there
locally stable, conventionally constituted base-rates (such as those
associated with age, group-affiliation, gender, or class) that will
tend to prevail over other markers of group identity? We are
not aware of any studies testing these important questions.
R5.2. Individual variation
Bouizegarene’s commentary similarly calls for refinements to our
generic account of cognition and culture – this time by appealing
to individual differences in conformity and receptivity to cultural
affordances. Discussing individual differences in normative identity styles, Bouizegarene asks how our account could explain how
“some cultured agents seek and tolerate the uncertainty of questioning their identity beyond social norms and voluntarily go
about a long process of thinking autonomously about themselves,
rather than using norms as an antidote to this uncertainty?”
These, we agree, are pertinent questions that a fine-grained variational account of culture must address. First, we should clarify
that a higher tolerance for individual uncertainty and questioning,
in relation to social norms, does not entail a complete divorce
from social norms. Indeed, beyond the intrinsically social (and
hence patterned) dimensions of language, meaning, and collective
goals in which questioning takes place, such questioning of norms
is made possible only in relation to social norms. A fuller niche
construction account of sociocultural evolution, thus, could cast
the co-evolution of a spectrum of personality traits with a population from “conservative” to “novelty-seeking” (e.g.,
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conscientiousness, anxious attachments, and agreeableness on the
one hand, openness to experience, thrill-seeking, and oppositionality on the other) as a group-level solution to ensure optimal
adaptability to environmental change, and optimal conservation
of cumulative culture.
R5.3 Transition to the digital niche
Clark’s questions about human–machine interactions and the
“thermodynamics” of digitally mediated human life are important
for a fuller articulation of our model that can address the changing techno-cultural landscape. For example, the emerging problem of “smartphone” or “screen” addiction may reflect new
dynamics of information foraging and TTOM. We have argued
elsewhere (Stendel et al., in press; Veissière & Stendel 2018)
that a hyper-abundance of informational uncertainty online solicits the hyper-activation of evolutionarily old attentional biases for
social and group-fitness-enhancing information. In turn, this
affords an addictive relationship with screens through a constant
search for social rewards, social comparison, and high-precision
cultural information. We have termed these dynamics the “hypernatural monitoring hypothesis” (Veissiére & Stendel 2018). The
human minds’ limitations on processing vast amounts of information online have recently been described as “bottlenecking”
mechanisms that favor belief-consistent, negatively valenced, predictive information of a social nature (Hill 2019). These recent
mechanisms of digital niche construction have been proposed
as candidate explanations for the rise of new social challenges,
such as increasing extremism, political polarization, and the proliferation of misinformation (Hill 2019). The TTOM model may
provide a way to formulate some of the online dynamics that contribute to these social problems.
The socially leveraged processes of epistemic foraging that
underpin TTOM can be described with a few simple algorithms.
The bottlenecking mechanisms of informational uncertainty minimization observed on the Internet show us just how much information about threats and group affiliations matter to human
minds. Still, much work remains to be done to typologize the
attentional biases (“choices,” or “policies”) that underpin
TTOM. Future work will need to distinguish between biases
directly geared toward other minds (such as attentional preferences for eyes, faces, group affiliation, and propositional attitudes), those that harness, enrich, and “anthropomorphize”
evolutionarily older, developmentally earlier biases, and those
that are not about other minds at all. Thus, we can think of automatic mechanisms that track prestige, social status, and reputation
(Henrich & Gil-White 2001) as “recycling” general epistemicforaging mechanisms (found in all living organisms) scaffolded
into dominance hierarchies (found in all social mammals).
These high-precision cues offer relevant information about
which fitness-enhancing model to track and learn from. For
humans, these dynamics operate both automatically and selfreflectively through symbolic and status cues grounded in normatively configured hierarchies governing optimal moral standing
and social functioning. Similarly, we can think of evolutionarily
old threat-detection modalities such as the negativity bias
(Vaish et al. 2008) and pollution avoidance mechanisms
(Stevenson et al. 2019) as becoming re-encoded via TTOM
through such symbolically enriched processes as superstition,
xenophobia, bullying non-conformists, hypochondria, paranoia,
magical thinking, conspiracy theories, and the myriad other metaphors and narrative models that postulate the existence of
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“dark,” “malefic” forces and agents as the “cause” of negative
internal states and social problems (Boyer 2018).
R6. Applications of TTOM to psychiatry
In addition to a better understanding of social problems, we think
our model can help advance the study of psychopathology by
highlighting interactions between the social and neural dimensions of various disorders.
In their wide-ranging commentary, Dumas, Gozé, &
Micoulaud-Franchi (Dumas et al.) provide a very useful extension of our discussion of the shared affective and phenomenological processes that underwrite human experience. To advance an
“interactive turn in psychiatric semiology,” Dumas et al. call for a
unified computational framework that could account both for
sociocultural variations in psychiatric symptomatology (including
how patients interpret and enact different explanatory models of
illness, and how clinicians leverage different explanatory models
in their interactions with patients) and current neuroscientific
findings on physiological disturbances in the brain. Indeed, they
go beyond our original argument, to suggest that the TTOM
model can contribute to the development of methods that examine how the whole extended cultural phenotype of humans interacts with the whole genotype in what they call social physiology.
We welcome this ambitious project, and applaud Dumas et al.’s
broader discussion of multi-scale approaches to psychiatric disorders grounded in active inference – in particular, their comments
on neurodevelopmental conditions such as autism and schizophrenia that have been described as minimal self-impairments,
and that may be operating at more basic levels than the cognitivebehavioral loops that are the focus of the current TTOM model.
The potential relevance of TTOM to psychiatry is also brought
out by Lifshitz & Luhrmann in their commentary on the ways in
which culture can structure the affective valence and content of
hallucinations. In addition to pointing out, as Gold and Gold
(2015) have done elsewhere, that all types of hallucinations appear
to involve social scenarios and “the relevant others that humans
think through” to guide their existence, Lifshitz and Luhrmann
provide compelling examples of sensorially rich “hallucinations”
(interacting with imagined agents who are not actually present)
in contexts such as religious practice that do not involve any
pathology or underlying brain dysfunction. This points to the farreaching ways in which culture can affect perception. Their review
of recent findings on the cross-cultural patterning of experience in
schizophrenia also shows how basic TTOM impairments, which
likely do entail dysfunctions of an organic nature (and, as such,
might lead to behavior recognized as dysfunctional in any cultural
context), predict widely different degrees of distress depending on
the specific cultural information conveyed in hallucinations, and
on local cultural assumptions about the nature of affliction.
Lifshitz and Luhrmann thus raise important questions on the
reach and limits of cultural influences on phenomenological plasticity of mental disorders in general.
Finally, we welcome the suggestions for extending TTOM
offered by Bolis & Schilbach. We find their dialectical account
of the interactions and relationships between the agents compelling and appreciate their call to extend our model to take into
account the diversity of human experience, including neurodiversity. The idea that difficulties in interaction between the neurotypical and neurodiverse individuals result from the misalignment
between individuals, rather than simply from some underlying
deficit in the neurodiverse population, has far-reaching
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implications for our understanding of and attitudes toward individual differences and difficulties in adaptation. Their suggestion
to focus more closely on the dynamics of real-time interactions
among humans points to fruitful avenues for empirically testing
the TTOM model.
R7. Conclusion: The future of TTOM
We opened this discussion by presenting the “puzzle” of culture
for a species characterized by immense diversity in skill sets,
along with ways of thinking, feeling, and perceiving the world.
We sought to clear the conceptual muddle and dispel any just-so
story to describe the patterning of culture around evolved capacities for shared attention. Our model can thus be read as extending earlier multidisciplinary efforts to investigate the ways in
which human language, systems of meaning, kinship, social institutions, norms and organization reflect, extend, and are constrained by basic evolved structures of the human mind. In
addition to outlining how the brain and socially constructed
niches are dynamically coupled in cultural learning, we have
argued that these dynamics can be usefully operationalized
under the FEP.
By highlighting the patterned dynamics through which the
world comes to afford different things to different groups (and
that lead different groups to be treated in different ways by
other groups), our model offers a naturalistic account that may
help operationalize some views typically understood as “socioconstructivist.” This should not be read as a radical endorsement of
culture as an anything-goes process, entirely divorced from natural and biological constraints. The evolutionary and developmental acquisition of cultural affordances, as we have argued, builds
on a set of attentional biases for coalitional intention-tracking,
threat-avoidance, and prestige-cued, and social fitness-enhancing
information – where the latter maximizes an individual’s access to
relevant skills, explanatory models, values, moral status, social recognition, and social support. All cultures and cultural subgroups
operate with these dynamics.
Although we are convinced that many human affordances are
collectively modulated via TTOM, our model does not deny the
existence and importance of other external and natural affordances, many of which may be configured by cultural activities that
construct our material world and local niches. Once a body is
equipped with culture-bound skills, and once a world is layered
with culture-bound meaning, patterned dynamics of cooperative
action and improvisation become possible.
After engaging with our commentators’ provocative critiques
and suggestions for refinement we are left with the sense that
the future of TTOM looks bright. In ongoing collaborations, we
are exploring how to augment the theory with affective valence,
take into account individual differences and historicity, and
begin to model specific domains such as epistemic bias. Once
again, we are deeply grateful for this creative colloquy and look
forward to continued TTOM.
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